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ABSTRACT 

Comics are an integral aspect of America's development and culture. The 
comics have chronicled historical milestones, determined fashion and shaped the 
way society viewed events and issues. They also offered entertainment and 
escape. The comics were particularly effective in providing heroes for Americans 
of all ages. One of those heroes -- or more accurately, superheroes -- is the 
Batman. A crime-fighting, masked avenger, the Batman was one of few comic 
characters that survived more than a half-century of changes in the country. 
Unlike his counterpart and rival -- Superman -- the Batman's popularity has been 
attributed to his embodiment of human qualities. Thus, as a hero, the Batman says 
something about the culture for which he is an ideal. The character's longevity and 
the alterations he endured offer a glimpse into the society that invoked the 
transformations. This study examines, through narrative analysis, the ways in 
which the Batman changed during the past 50 years. Two Detective Comics comic 
books featuring the Batman -- one from 1939 and another from 1987 -- are 
analyzed, focusing on characters, setting, events and participants. Investigation 
reveals that while the Batman character remains essentially unaltered for more 
than 50 years, the narrative that continuously reinvents the heroic archetype 
changes as society evolves. This duality may provide a key to the longevity of this 
cultural icon. In turn, that key may open the door to what is important to 
Americans. 
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Batman: A Hero 1 

The appeal is still quite strong,for the Batman is not a Superman he's any man. 
Any man who has been wronged and lies awake at night aching for 
revenge. Any man who lives in our violent world and feels too small, too 
powerless to stop the madness. For when a story opens and the caped and 
cowled Bruce [Wayne] is seen perched on top of that gargoyle overlooking 
the darkened, rain-soaked city, we are all up there with him, driving him 
on. Surely it is through our will, and our will alone that he is sustained, 
pushing on through the night, through the pain. 

- Fan letter to Detective Comics #676, July, 1994. 

The quality common to all heroes is the part of ourselves we seek or admire in 

them. Thus, Americans create heroes in their own image. The early folk heroes were 

vanguards of the frontier, larger-than-life role models like Davey Crockett and Johnny 

Appleseed. They represented an ideal for the immigrant taming the land. As America 

changed and became more urban, its heroes followed suit. No longer were these 

mythical figures of a rural society adequate for the new world taking shape. The real, 

industrial giants of the day -- men such as the Rockerfellers and Carnegies -- took their 

place, albeit temporarily, before society replaced them with the only thing greater than 

itself -- its products. As society continues to evolve, heroes keep pace. 

The correlation between heroes and a culture is an important relationship. 

Berger (1973) explains the connection as humans' attempt, through heroes, to explain 

the essence and purpose of life (p. 125). Heroes alone cannot provide such complex 

answers, though. In order for heroes to work, their antitheses -- villains and fools -

must exist. Klapp (1962) defines heroes, villains and fools as three directions of 

deviation for which humans can strive -- better than, dangerous to, and falling short of 

norms applied to group members or status occupants (p. 17). Thus, heroes define the 

ideals that a culture sets for itself -- figures to emulate, an epitome to which it strives. 

As society matures and sets new goals, how do its heroes and villains follow 

suit? do these protagonists and antagonists reflect the new ideals? In what ways? 

Study of a comic hero who spanned many of America's cultural changes may provide 

some answers. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

Perhaps the most influential medium in the creation of today's heroes is the 

comic book. Movies, literature and television yield a fair share of protagonists and 

antagonists. However, when it comes to heroes, the comics surpass other media in 

creating models that are larger than life and meet society's needs in an ongoing 

manner. After all, the comics inspired such heroic figures as Superman and 

Batman, The Incredible Hulk and Wonder Woman, all of whom have entertained 

and inspired people through various media and several eras. Comics heroes also 

served as the impetus for common terms in American language. For example, the 

comics' boom in the 1940s -- featuring heroes of extraordinary strength, brains, 

and resolve -- eventually led to the common use of the term "superhero" (Benton, 

1992, p. 5). 

Superheroes were created to fill a need in society, and they bounded into 

their role with fervor. At first, the costumed heroes proved their mettle during 

World War II with their efforts on the homefront. In the comics, they joined in 

fighting the enemy, who always lost to their inimitable powers. Thus, superheroes 

provided the country with much needed heroic strength (Benton, 1992, p. 55). 

Even later, when society abandoned its old on-screen heroes for new ideals, comic 

heroes set a consistent standard for those who would follow. Sometimes they 

ventured to the screen themselves to remind others of their ever-vigilant presence. 

Always, they filled the need of the time. 

The 1940s and early 1950s proved to be a particular boon for superheroes 

and especially the comics industry. During the early 1940s, production exceeded 

some 125 comic book titles per month, 90 percent featuring superhero characters 

(Benton, 1992, p. 58). A thriving industry catered to 7 million voracious readers. 

An assortment of 12 to 13 comics regularly whet their appetites, at least until the 
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next month (Zorbaugh, 1944, p. 198). As demand for more comic adventures 

continued to grow, so did the number of choices available to comics fans. In fact, 

between 1938 and 1954 -- the Golden Age of Comics -- 700 costumed heroes 

battled crime and other evil forces threatening an apprehensive nation. 

The time was ripe for comics. The medium's colorful pictures, sharp wit 

and easy format intrigued children and adults alike. Readers of the time demanded 

light reading, and comics satiated their appetite for such fare (Murrel, 1967, p. 10). 

Originally, the comic book was created, in part, to fill a need for more adventure

based comic art in periodicals. Newspaper strips had evolved to a more 

"feminized" form in character and theme (Daniels, 1971, p. 6). The new comic 

books took the best of the daily strips and added action and intrigue. Their success 

reached across the nation. 

Comics aficionados were entranced with the new medium. Though the 

majority of comics readers were children, adults also took note of the comic 

magazines, as they were called. Even the U.S. government recognized their lure. 

By 1944, one quarter of all magazines sent abroad to the troops were comics 

(Benton, 1992, p. 53). Presumably, the patriotic comic heroes would buoy the 

spirits of the men on the front lines and, ultimately, help win the war. 

As the threat to society waned, though, the heroes that had lifted the 

country in a time of need stopped being so super. When the Allied Powers 

triumphed over their enemies, the demise of society's powerful real-life villains 

induced the disappearance of many comic superheroes. With America claiming 

the title of strongest "super" power, there was little need for the heroic ideals that 

had assisted the country so far (Benton, 1992, p. 58). Consequently, science 

fiction was introduced to the superhero genre -- with battles against aliens and 

advanced technology substituted for crime and gangsters. The infusion of new 

antagonists paralleled the fears over the Cold War and nuclear threat that menaced 
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the populace in the 1950s. Even with the new focus, the superhero genre.struggled 

along for several years, but even super powers could not restore these heroes to the 

heights they had once flown. 

A new era of horror and "crime" comics succeeded in reviving the 

foundering industry (Harrison, 1981, 93). Horror comics, such as The Crypt of 

Terror and The Vault of Horror -- two EC Comics favorites -- were charged with 

printing lurid pictures and stories that employed graphic depictions of mutilation. 

Similarly, crime comics, not to be confused with their popular superhero 

counterparts, often were accused of vividly detailing criminal techniques for 

impressionable minds. The sensational stories and unusual adventures made both 

formulas children's favorites in the 1950s. 

They also were a popular target for another, more influential, audience -

parents. Incited by prominent Psychologist Frederic Wertham, public groups 

aimed a heavy barrage of criticism at virtually all comics. Their opposition and 

the resulting Congressional hearings directed at comic books impelled quick action 

from within the comics industry itself. The consequences were devastating. By 

banning the very characteristics that propelled the medium to record popularity,_ 

comics companies provoked the precipitous demise of crime and horror comics -

and a decades-long struggle to regain their former prosperity. 

Superheroes, considered generally innocuous, made a brief comeback in the 

newly shackled industry, though at only a fraction of their phenomenal early 

success. Grasping the window of opportunity, they clutched tightly to the small 

footholq of approval granted them. However, by 1963, a tiny number of the 

original heroes survived. Only the strong or, more accurately, the adaptable, 

heroes endured. Two of the most prominent and enduring of them -- Superman 

and Batman -- have been fighting criminal masterminds without a break since their 
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vigilante debuts in 1938 and 1939, respectively. Their endurance as heroic figures 

in American culture is evidence of the potency of the comics form. 

Batman, particularly, holds a special place for his fans. They faithfully 

follow his adventures, admonishing editors when an unrealistic or undesirable 

quality is attributed to Batman or his foes. They praise the writers and artists 

effusively for their conceptions of the caped crusader, and rebuke them for shoddy 

work. In letters to the editor, devotees loudly denounced the most recent shakeup 

in Gotham City -- Batman's world -- when a Dark Knight proxy used deadly 

technology, rather than brains and brawn, to achieve his goals. His fans were 

implacable. They wanted the man they'd come to love and respect back in the 

costume. 1 That Batman is simply a man exemplifies his allure. He is a superhero 

without super powers. For his followers, Batman represents the potential within 

every human. The staying power of "the Batman," as he is known by aficionados, 

is a testament to his genre. He transcended comics to appear in movie and 

television serials, motion pictures, animated movies and cartoons and virtually 

every commercial product available. The Batman is a hero in all media. 

In a throw-away society that forgets and destroys its heroes as soon as it 

creates them, what is it that attracts an audience to the same hero for more than 55 

years? Have the characteristics of this hero been altered over the last five decades 

to retain his reign as the Dark Knight? Have his foes also adjusted to fit this new 

ideal? How has this new dynamic been depicted in the comic books? 

This study attempts to find what shifts, if arty, have taken place in the 

Batman comic books in regard to these questions. The study seeks to discover 

how these changes have affected and are represented in an established role model. 

An in-depth narrative analysis of Detective Comics, the oldest and longest-running 

1 Author's note: Information cited here derives from review of letters to the editor published in 
Detective Comics and Batman for more than 20 years. 
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line of Batman comics, will focus on the debut of Batman in 1939 and his current 

incarnation, which began in the 1980s (Vaz, 1989, 176). 

Since this study is intended to determine what, if any, changes have taken 

place in society's heroes, the comics provide a consistent medium under which to 

study the Batman. While other media merit consideration as narrative candidates, 

the hero has had a constant medium in Detective Comics for more than 55 years. 

While Batman has appeared in multiple media, his motion picture and television 

incarnations often have been denigrated as failing to capture the essence of the 

character (Schumer, 1993, p. 54). The printed comics frequently mimicked but 

more often heralded the changes of the character in other media. Comic books 

also benefit from the further structure of having one corporate guide. Though 

faced with several editors over the years, DC Comics provided consistent 

leadership in shaping the final outcome of the product, whereas the various other 

media in which the character appeared had the added variables of different 

directors, producers and writers. 

For this study, two comic books were chosen at random. The first derives 

from his first year as a hero. The introduction of the Batman came in 1939. 

During this time, the country experienced the beginnings of a great turbulence in 

the form of World War II. Additionally, America lost faith in the American 

businessman during the depression years that preceded the war (Berger, 1973, p. 

105). The effects of the depression were worldwide. The time was marked by 

chaotic international financial policy resulting from economic maldistributions due 

to World War I, overextension of credit and a speculative urge, as well as the 

dishonesty of some financial and business leaders (Mowry, 1965, p. 71). 

Additionally, state and local governments were running out of money, depleted in 

taking care of large numbers of unemployed (Mowry, 1965, p. 77). The nation 
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was only beginning to emerge from this severe situation in 1939, just in time to 

enter another world war. 

The second comic book was selected from 1986. The year is a turning 

point for the American economy and political outlook. The previous four years 

were a rebound from a recession that troubled the country until 1982. During the 

four years preceding 1986, the standard of living grew almost one-fifth. America's 

Gross National Product rose almost one-third. Manufacturing production 

increased 48 percent. Productivity rose 10.6 percent after remaining stagnant for a 

decade. In 1986, inflation was at its lowest rate since 1980 (Bartley, 1992, pp. 5-

7). Despite the obvious prosperity, Americans could talk of little else but decay 

and decline (Bartley, p. 10). Further support comes from a 1989 New York 

Times/CBS poll in which 48 percent of respondents strongly agreed or somewhat 

agreed that the United States was in decline as a world power (Bartley, p.12). 

Bartley attributes the paradox as a country's reaction to rapid change (p. 15). 

Other financial pundits echoed the ironic findings. Both Bergsten (1988) and 

Batra (1987) warned of the downfall of America as a world power and 

economically. Additionally, 1986 comes one year before "Black Monday," the 

stock market crash of October 1987 that changed the country's outlook. 

The comparison of these time periods, both distinguished by substantial 

changes in society, should provide adequate opportunity for the appearance of any 

changes that may have affected the hero. Additionally, this study explores how 

the characteristics of the hero and villain may correlate to the children and adults 

who have followed this hero for more than 50 years. By determining these 

modifications, it may be possible to grasp how the concept of the hero was 

restructured to accommodate five decades of cultural growth. At the same time, 

we can learn something about ourselves. 
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Literature Review 

They cannot dance or sing, jump at the touch of a button or offer a 

cacophony of sound and motion. Yet comics have an enduring and important 

function in America's fickle, entertain-me society. Through more than a century, 

the cartoon, or comic, has offered laughter, provocative thought, dinner time 

conversation, political satire and adventure. The comics led the way as a visual 

communication and set a standard for mass media to come. Harrison (1981) 

describes the inherent qualities of the medium: 

The cartoon takes the fruit of everyday experience and squeezes out 

the vital juices. It may take the mundane and push that to the farthest 

reaches of the imagination. But finally it distills a potent potion, one that 

can be imbibed quickly, one that packs a wallop (p. 44). 

An Early History 

The arrival of the comic in America in the mid-1800s heralded a new era of 

the printing press. "From the early '80s to the turn of the century, the history of 

graphic humor in America is largely the history of the comic and the satirical 

press" (Murrel, 1967, p. 93). Debuting as editorial cartoons in newspapers and 

periodicals, comics were a cogent reflection and guide of public and, more 

important, political opinion. Immigrant and racial humor was a frequent source of 

stimulus in the early years as the American melting pot of cultures welcomed 

multitudes of outsiders to its boundaries. Increasingly, though, cartoons wielded 

political power in the service of the editors and publishers who employed these 

cartoonists. Publishing tycoons William Randolph Hearst, Captain Joseph 

Patterson and Col. Robert McCormick utilized the potent tool to their ends in 
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editorial cartoons often displayed on the front pages of their newspapers (Harrison, 

1981, p. 80). 

The cartoonists themselves rose to a level of power equal to that of their 

work Ben Franklin is credited with drawing the first American political cartoon 

in 1754 (Harrison, 1981, p. 77). But caricaturists like Thomas Nast and Homer 

Davenport perfected the art. They were bane and benefactor to political 

candidates and presidents. During one particularly ruthless political fight, 

incumbent William Tweed illustrated the power of the cartoon: 

"I don't care what they print about me, most of my constituents 

can't read anyway-- but them damn pictures!" And even to many 

thousands who could read, the facts and figures printed by the 

Times meant very little compared with the weekly cartoons of 

Nast (Murrel, 1967, p. 46). 

So pervasive was their craft that successful cartoonists like Nast and 

Frederick Burr Opper could influence the creation of new icons in American 

culture. Nast, for example, resurrected the forgotten Democratic symbol -- the 

donkey. He also invented companion symbols for opposing parties -- an elephant 

for the Republicans, a tiger for the Tammany party (Craven, 1943, p. 10). The 

ability to shape and capture the essence of political events of their day secured the 

cartoonists' place in American culture. Political cartoonists were, in fact, 

considered the harbingers of what was to come in cartooning. 

A powerful weapon, the cartoon evoked fear in those who had the most to 

lose by its authority. Trepidation drove Pennsylvania Governor Samuel 

Pennypacker to prohibit the portrayal of humans as animals. Cartoonists 

everywhere rebelled, drawing legislators as vegetables, fish, birds. Charles Neland 
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drew Pennypacker as a parrot (Murrel, 1967, p. 174). Never enforced, the law was 

repealed four years later in 1907; cartoonists had won their first battle against 

censorship. For a while, at least, the cartoonist's pen remained mighty. As 

weeklies gave way to dailies and newspapers no longer lay on the dinner table for 

seven days of potential discussion, the impact of editorial cartoons slowly began to 

wane. 

America's love affair with the cartoon went beyond the newspapers, though. 

From Sunday papers to periodicals to satire magazines, the cartoon wielded 

tremendous influence on almost every part of American society. Advertisements 

were ripe with this graphic art. Even fashion bent its knee to the cartoon when a 

man named Charles Dana Gibson drew his vision of the American girl. His 

"Gibson Girl" became the model that women of the day emulated in clothing, 

carriage, manner and outlook on life. The cartoon's sway also extended to the 

entertainment field, an exploding aspect of American life. As the country 

embraced industry and an increasingly urban life, new technologies offered more 

leisure time and greater demand for fun. Thus, the public looked to its media for a 

role model, as it has ever since. 

The humorous cartoon found its niche in this atmosphere of change in the 

late 1800s (Harrison, 1981, p. 80). Outcault's The Yellow Kid ushered in the new 

comics with a colorful flair. Appearing in Pulitzer's World on February 16, 1896, 

The Yellow Kid is considered the first true American comic (Harrison, 1981, p. 

87). In fact, the panel provided the first successful effort to present the same 

characters day after day (Craven, 1943, p. 15). The Yellow Kid, his pals and 

dozens of unusual animals found constant adventure in the alley they called home. 

Each day's lessons were summed up on the street urchin's yellow shirt. 

The popularity of The Yellow Kid propelled the comics medium forward. 

Soon, the single-panel cartoon metamorphosed, as all successful media must. A 
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new, multi-eel comic strip thrust two former sports page antiheroes, Mutt and Jeff, 

into stardom. Their appearance in 1907 in the San Francisco Chronicle and later 

in the San Francisco Examiner marked the beginning of the cartoon as short story. 

In essence, the cartoon had evolved from symbol to narrative. 

Americans soon flocked to the comics in great numbers, and they remain 

faithful to this day. The funnies page, as it often is called, is the most researched 

page of the newspaper, an indication of its popularity among the masses even 

today (~-Iarrison, 1981, p. 4 7). In 1980, comics from one syndicate alone -- King 

Features -- were read by 130 million people in three languages in 77 countries 

(Harrison, 1981, p. 47). That these cartoons tell a story is evidence that narrative 

is an effective method for the comics, as it is in almost every mass medium. 

In the comics and in stories, people see themselves. The Yellow Kid's 

tremendous success owes a debt to Americans who saw themselves in Outcault's 

world. Berger (1973) suggests that the quality of life offered at the turn of the 

century was reflected in The Yellow Kids political intimations and the struggle of 

the average person (p. 32). The same reflection is shown in other comics that have 

captured the hearts of people everywhere. For example, Shannon (1957) proposes 

that Little Orphan Annie tells a story whose moral reflects the conservative social 

idealism of the middle class. The cartoon emphasizes the positive aspects of faith, 

hope, charity -- not too much charity -- and opposing crooks, politicians and the 

bloated bureaucracy of government (pp. 212-213). Similarly, in Blondie, the most 

popular strip depicting domestic life in America, readers see themselves in the 

characters. According to Berger (1973), readers spy their own patterns of behavior 

in the humor presented, even if the actions are is slightly exaggerated and zany (p. 

109). As apparent in comics throughout the ages, the combination of humor and 

representation is a successful formula for the comics and has been ever since the 

first cartoon. 
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Not surprisingly, then, comics quickly won their way into the hearts of 

millions. The industrial culture that flourished at the turn of the century was 

looking for quick entertainment. Society required instant gratification from its 

mass products. The new mass-production, mass-consumption society encountered 

a new need -- one spawned by the very milieu it created. The cartoon, with its 

easy reading and simple drawing, offered that satisfaction, at least for a while. 

The Golden Age of Comics 

As with every popular product, someone is bound to capitalize on success. 

Despite its tremendous appeal, the cartoon existed primarily as newspaper and 

magazine filler, not as a medium unto itself, until 1911. That year, Chicago 

American waged the country's first effort to market the popular commercial form 

in a novel format. The newspaper compiled the first comic book, a collection of 

Bud Fisher's Mutt and Jejj newspaper strip, as an effort to boost subscription sales 

(Weller, 1944, p. 195). The book was wildly successful. During the first weeks, 

sales reached 35,000 and netted a $6,000 profit, not including increased circulation 

(Weller, 1944, p. 195). 

In spite of a successful debut, two decades passed before comic books 

found their way as a common lucrative commodity. Eastern Color Printing 

Company profited when it ran reprints of Mutt and Jejj and Joe Palooka in 1933 

(McAllister, 1990, p. 56). Additionally, several newspaper conglomerates 

successfully published reprinted newspaper strips in magazine form for years 

before enterprising publisher Major Malcolm Wheeler-Nicholson hit on the idea of 

distributing original comic art in 1936. Harry Donenfeld bought out Wheeler

Nicholson's company more than a year later, renamed it Detective Comics and 

expanded on the few titles already carried. With the help of this strengthened 
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offering and the introduction of Superman in 1938, Donenfeld inspired a comics 

boom. 

So began the feeding frenzy. Publishers crawled out of the woodwork to 

try their hand at the comics game. In 1936, reprints were the specialty of six 

publishers. Another two -- Wheeler-Nicholson's company and Comics Magazine 

Co. -- printed original material. The latter company was started by John Mahon 

and William Cook, discontented business partners of Wheeler-Nicholson. As this 

new form of reading quickly achieved legitimacy, comic studios, designed to 

provide fresh treatments, opened up throughout New York City. Harry Chesler led 

the brigade in 1936, followed by Will Eisner and Jerry Eiger in 1937 (Benton, 

1992, p. 20). The new independent shops, which provided pages ready for print, 

accommodated the increasing demand by comics magazine publishers. Called 

"sweatshops" of comic production, independent studios employed young men with 

little experience in order to slake the public's unquenchable thirst for more. 

Drawing on their graphic and pulp novel forerunners, comic artists created 

idols who reached new levels of heroics. Superman launched the costumed hero, 

followed closely by the Batman. The fad caught on. Capitalizing on the 

phenomenal success of the caped, flying Superman, dozens of super-wannabes and 

imitators were created in independent shops for publishers eager to answer 

opportunity's knock. Of the 102 titles published by DC Comics and its 

subsidiaries, 100 featured superheroes, or union-suit heroes, as they usually were 

called (Benton, 1992, p. 5). The trend was repeated by the other publishers of the 

time. "From the late 1930s to the end of the 1940s, more than 25,000 comic book 

stories and hundreds of superheroes were turned out quickly in an assembly-line 

fashion" (Benton, 1992, p. 53). 

Superheroes, as well as _the comics, were permanently entrenched in 

American popular culture as World War II became a reality (Benton, 1992, p. 45). 
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By 1943, 95 percent of all 8- to 11-year-olds and 84 percent of all teen-agers read 

comic books regularly. Adults joined in the excitement, too, with 35 percent 

caught up in the flurry (Benton, 1992, p. 53). Combined, comics readers gobbled 

up 15 million issues each month (Benton, 1992, p. 45). "Like the mythological 

heroes from the golden age of Greece, the comic book heroes of the early 1940s 

became part of our culture, our storytelling, our dreams" (Benton, 1992, p. 38). 

Further, the comics reflected the thought and mood of the day. From 1942 

to 1944, comics were a chronicle of Nazi and Japanese treachery. These new 

heroes of the culture were enlisted to aid the war effort. With a battalion of 

superheroes fighting for the cause, Americans could envision themselves as the 

ideal embedded in their heroes. With each new victory by Batman or Superman, 

with each new battlefield vanquished by the Allied forces, Americans saw 

themselves, their brothers and fathers as the same conquering heroes depicted in 

their favorite reading material. Certainly the depraved madmen and subhuman 

monsters that comprised the German and Japanese forces -- as comic storytellers 

depicted them -- never could stifle an army of superheroes. At the same time, the 

comics urged Americans at home to work together for their loved ones across the 

seas (Benton, 1992, p. 56). 

While comic books served as a uniting force during a time of unrest, the 

war was not as kind to the burgeoning industry. As war became a certainty, so did 

the fate of the young writers and artists that populated the studios that produced 

comic art. Most were drafted into service and replaced with women or even 

younger_ children. Before they left, though, artists stockpiled stories. Jerry Siegel, 

for example, continued writing Superman while in training camp (Benton, 1992, p. 

55). But when comics creators returned, most worked as free-lancers or directly 

for publishing companies. Some started their own small shops, but already the 
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influence of the independent producers waned. The signs of a changing industry 

were unmistakable. 

The End of an Era 

The end of the war signaled a dramatic shift in the comics industry. 

Though the heroes were stripped of the war threat, other societal fears like the 

Cold War, atomic bomb and technology bolstered them for several years. Science 

fiction themes, which addressed the anxieties of the culture, were entwined in the 

superhero genre as a means of sustaining them. Already, though, a new genre was 

making inroads into the old superhero stronghold. Max Gaines' Entertaining 

Comics (formerly Educational Comics) featured crime and horror as prominent 

themes. These new comics had more developed art and stories than their 

forerunners, primarily due to now more experienced artists and the maturing of the 

medium (Daniels, 1971, p. 83). This new infusion of sensational and unusual 

characters and stories overshadowed the remaining superheroes. By 1953, only 

five superheroes -- Batman, Superman, Wonder Woman, Aquaman, and Green 

Arrow -- survived, all published by Detective Comics. As the superheroes faded 

out, though, the comics industry found a new audience, one it would not like as 

well. 

The introduction of grotesque and often sexually suggestive material 

brought attention to the comics, but not necessarily the kind the industry sought. 

Psychologist Frederic Wertham sparked a movement against comics in a scathing 

attack on the comics industry. In the book, Seduction of the Innocent (1954), 

W ertham condemned crime comics on the grounds that they promoted violence, 

sexual deviance and an inferiority complex, among other negative effects on 

susceptible readers. The examples and methods employed in Seduction of the 

Innocent have since been shown to be exaggerated, distorted and unreliable 
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(Lowery, 1983; Daniels, 1971 ), but through clever positioning and the help of a 

paranoid society in the throes of McCarthyism, W ertham engendered a change that 

helped send the comics industry into a downward spiral for several decades. For 

the second time, the medium faced censorship. This time artists, writers and 

publishers cowered. 

While W ertham was not the first to note potential effects of reading comics, 

he helped unite parents, church groups and educators who already had begun to 

pressure the industry (McAllister, 1990, p. 61). Wertham's book found its way to 

popular magazines like Ladies Home Journal, which published excerpts. The 

resulting fervor included formal investigations into comic books in at least 60 

communities nationwide by 1955 (McAllister, 1990, p. 61). A year earlier, a U.S. 

Senate investigation resulted in legislators assigning responsibility for the 

relationship between comic content and juvenile delinquency to distributors and 

publishers (McAllister, 1990, p. 61 ). 

In an effort to rid themselves of the negative attention directed their way, 

comic publishers voluntarily established the Comics Code Authority in 1954. The 

CCA wrote new guidelines that comics were expected to follow. If they chose to 

forego the CCA seal of approval, comic companies risked public scorn, or worse, 

boycotts. The move all but wiped out many publishing companies and severely 

damaged the survivors. According to Daniels (1971): 

Styles and contents were changed, characters and titles were dropped 

and a number of major companies disappeared without a trace. All this 

was accomplished in an effort to "clean up" the comic book, which was 

under attack by those who viewed it as exclusively a medium for 

children, and one which would have to be altered to conform to very 

narrow concepts of mental hygiene (p. 83). 
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The survivors conformed, but by the 1960s, an underground rebellion 

flourished. These "comix" delighted in the same aspects condemned in the 1950s. 

Sex and drugs were dominant motifs. DC and Marvel Comics -- the now pre

eminent publishing giants in the field -- joined the trend toward new frontiers, 

eventually breaking away from the Comics Code. Created "for adults only," the 

comix eventually faded out due to anxious comic store owners and a Supreme 

Court decision allowing each community to decide the definition of pornography. 

Predicting another hysterical attack on comics, shop owners refused to carry the 

comix (Richardson, 1977, p. 198). Thus, the independent comics publishers 

played an important part in changing the stringent rules that bound all comics. Yet 

their own success as profitable companies was delayed for almost two decades. 

While the 1960s realized a revival of previously controversial material, the 

decade also welcomed a new quality in the comic book hero -- a social conscience. 

The comics, like other literature of the time, became a forum for political and 

social commentary, urging reform of government to mitigate social problems 

(McAllister, 1990, p. 64). Stan Lee's Spiderman, introduced by Marvel Comics in 

the early 1960s, was the hero of the decade (Mondello, 1976, p. 233). Spiderman 

addressed topics such as drug addiction and encouraged rebellion against the status 

quo, ideas befitting the "Baby Boom" generation. Following Spiderman's success, 

other heroes broke out of the restrictive CCA code and discovered a social side. 

Even at DC Comics, editor Carmine Infantino encouraged change in its 

superheroes to reflect concern for social and political issues (Daniels, 1971, p. 

100). Superheroes had entered a new era. 

Coinciding with Spiderman's introduction was the fortuitous return of the 

Batman. Comics once again found favor as Batman and Robin made their 1966 

television debut. The campy version of the dynamic duo set off a Batman craze 
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that extended to the comics, if only for the three-year run of the television 

program. Together, the Batman and Spiderman stimulated a brief reunion between 

America and its once beloved superheroes. A renewed purpose, however, was not 

enough to permanently revive the comics. They floundered through the 1970s and 

early 1980s, searching for and contriving ways to increase readership. Publishers 

killed off major heroes, rewrote the history of their "universes," targeted new 

audiences, added longer stories and shorter stories, teamed up heroes and villains, 

all to little avail. 

When finally the superhero genre did revive, thanks was owed the Dark 

Knight. At the close of the 1980s, the Batman had found his way back to the 

movie screen. In an effort to hype the upcoming movie and acquaint the public 

with the darker Batman that would grace the screen, DC presented a more ominous 

hero in the comics. The widely lauded The Dark Knight Returns, written by Frank 

Miller (1986), set in motion the new image. By the time the 1989 Batman movie 

finally arrived, the publicity and fervor surrounding its release overflowed into the 

comic market, generating unheard of sales for special Batman issues. Comics in 

general benefitted from the surge in comic appreciation, as did superheroes. 

Today, two major publishers, DC and Marvel, continue to dominate the 

comics market. Comics Journal reported that together, the two companies 

regularly control from 45 to 55 percent of comics sales. Independent publishers, 

not owned by major conglomerates, trail by an increasingly small margin, though. 

In fact, DC Comics took third place in readership behind independent 

Image/Malibu Comics in August 1992 ("Malibu Moves Ahead," 1992, p. 7). With 

at least 50 publishers producing titles, and a growing, albeit changed, readership, 

superheroes are again at the top of the heap. 
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Academia Takes Note 

When a medium stirs up as much controversy as has the comics form, it 

finds itself inextricably tied to all sorts of social ills. In addition to Wertham's 

condemnation of the comics 40 years ago, other researchers have been equally 

dissatisfied with the medium. Over the years, focus has shifted from suspicion of 

the comics as an emerging medium to acceptance of them as a small but significant 

part of American culture. As a result, studies increasingly centered on the subtle 

social motifs rooted within the comics. 

One of the earliest detractors, Zorbaugh ( 1944) condemned 70 percent of 

all comics published at the time. Complaining about their storylines, drawing, 

writing and printing, the researcher compared comics to con artistry, saying that 

"One million dollars are taken from the pockets of America's children in exchange 

for this graphic insanity" (p. 193). Zorbaugh also contended that the comics' 

inadequate art was a strain on young eyes. Their depictions of murder, sex and 

torture were detrimental to a public that cared about its morality. 

Despite the researcher's personal disdain for the medium, Zorbaugh's (1944) 

studies bore out virtually unbridled approval for the medium. A national poll 

measuring opinion of the comics showed that 75 percent of adults thought comic 

books were "good clean fun" (p. 223). Zorbaugh also found that comics were the 

favorite form of literature in the country, with some reservations expressed. While 

adults generally approved of comic strips, about one-half of those polled disliked 

comic books, in particular the most popular -- superheroes (p. 229). 

A.ssessing the potential influence on young minds, Gruenberg ( 1944) 

maintained that comics were a growing social force. As literary pieces, they were 

shallow and their characters and pictures elementary. As mass products, though, 

they had to cater to the lowest common denominator in order to appeal to the most 
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people. Gruenberg also observed that they served as a positive force in the support 

of World War II, evidence of their potential political and social impact. 

Other researchers (Witty, 1944; Frank, 1941) attempted to identify the 

magnitude and scope of the appeal comics held for children. Witty (1944) 

surveyed 2,500 Chicago area children in fourth through sixth grades, finding that, 

on average, children read 15 magazines regularly. Frank (1941) discovered that 

the medium was equally popular among girls and boys during the years following 

the comics explosion. Children were attracted particularly to the pictures and 

adventure promoted in the stories. The study also revealed that comics' slang, easy 

reading and abundant action were strong lures. In addition, both genders affirmed 

that they enjoyed creating their own comics. Frank reported that 60 percent of 

children who enjoyed reading comics drew them, with boys dabbling slightly more 

often in both activities. Zorbaugh (1944) confirmed Frank's findings. Though the 

number was close, males read slightly more comics than their female classmates. 

Approximately 95 percent of 6- to 11-year-old boys regularly read comics while 

91 percent of females in the same age group claimed to read comics regularly. 

In addition to determining the allure of comics, researchers sought to find a 

positive means of employing this popular form of leisure. Several studies 

(Thorndike, 1941; Sones, 1944; Hutchinson, 1944) revealed the educational value 

of comics. Thorndike determined that the comics offered an average of 10,000 

words per magazine. About 1,000 words in each comic book were outside 

society's 1,000 most commonly used words. Thus, the volume of comics children 

ingested provided as many words as a school textbook. Sones ( 1944) also touted 

the educational possibilities of the comics. The researcher posited that comics 

contain educational value for children primarily because their language and form 

are practically universally understood. An implicit comprehension is the result of 

the fact that comic books are essentially a narrative presented as a sequence of 
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pictures and words. According to Sones, understanding the comic language is 

crucial to comprehending the medium's relation to learning. Hutchinson ( 1944) 

took the comics into the classroom. The researcher learned that while their 

content was pertinent to school subjects, comics often went unused in the 

educational setting. Participants blamed an incompatible format and the attitudes 

of parents toward their usefulness as reasons for eschewing the comics in the 

classroom. 

Apprehension about the dangers comics posed for children inspired the next 

wave of research. As described earlier, Wertham was the most outspoken. Sex, 

violence and crime were featured as proof of claims that comics warped young 

minds. Others, such as Spiegelman, Terwilliger and Fearing (1953) explored how 

comics characters' actions might influence children. They investigated the goals 

and motivations of comic characters of 1950 and found that men most often used 

industry, personal charm and violence to meet their goals. For women, personal 

charm, industry and fate -- rarely violence or authority -- achieved their objectives. 

Their study also showed that the world of the comic strip character favored males 

in number and activity, while females were depicted in ambiguous, passive roles in 

lesser numbers. 

After the furor of the 1950s receded, comics researchers began to move in a 

new direction, one that researchers continue to pursue even today. After more 

than 30 years of development, the medium had become an American institution. 

Consequently, researchers devoted their scrutiny to more subtle aspects of the 

comics and comic books. Rather than focus on the ways in which comics affected 

people, researchers increasingly saw themselves reflected in the medium. 

The themes and motifs of oppressiveness in comics of the day were tied to 

similar recurrent elements in society. Mondello (1976) noted that Spiderman was 

neither hippie nor conservative; rather, he was a "defender of traditional American 
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liberalism" for the 1960s (p. 236). MacDonald and MacDonald (1976), in their 

critical look at Captain America, explained that the character's metamorphosis 

over the years reflected Americans' doubts and perceptions about leaders and 

social systems. 

As the issue of human rights heated up again in society, researchers pursued 

a correlation to gender themes in the comics. Perebinissoff (1974) explored the 

lessons taught to readers of "love" comics, which featured romance as the general 

theme. The comics instructed girls in how to act, look and feel about men. Five 

main messages were promoted in the comics: 1) Beauty and clothing are important 

parts of a girl's love life, 2) Belief in love at first sight, 3) Females should be fun, 

4) Women should eschew work so as to better take care of their men and 5) Men 

should feel free to do what they want. When women's liberation, campus revolt, 

drug abuse and Woodstock occasionally played a part in the stories Perebinissoff 

examined, women learned negative lessons. 

Women's place in the comics remained a hot topic into the 1980s and 

beyond. Adams (1983) found that when not joining forces with the heroes, 

females often may be seen as villains. Even when assisting the male protagonist, 

women may be considered a threat in the superhero genre. Using a Freudian 

theoretical model, Adams described the roles of heroes and women in the comics, 

finding that women generally are depicted as dangerous, castrating influences. 

Similarly, Chavez (1985) learned that males played a primary role in other comics. 

Chavez analyzed 14 newspaper strips from 1981, finding a disproportionate 

depiction of men and women as both primary and secondary characters in the 

strips. In both instances, the male dominated, almost 6: 1 as main characters and 

2:1 as minor characters, while in reality women slightly outnumber men in society 

as a whole. Chavez concluded that while there was some reality present in the 
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strips, there also was a great deal of distortion, and that the resulting 

misrepresentation of gender supports the ideology that men are superior to women. 

Day and Mackey ( 1986) set out to determine the differences in depiction of 

mothers and fathers in the comics. They found that the portrayal· of the parenting 

figures shifted at least once over a 50-year period. LaRossa, et al. ( 1991) 

conducted a similar study based on these earlier findings and method. In addition 

to the shift encountered in the first study, the latter study revealed another 

alteration in portrayal. LaRossa, et al., concluded that the roles of both parents 

shifted at least twice from 1924 to 1978. The change was associated with 

potential real-life shifts in societal roles of the mother and father. 

Young ( 1991) learned that even today, negative attitudes toward women 

exist in the comics. Through an analysis of comic trading cards issued by Marvel 

Comics, Young found that women were underrepresented as superheroes. In 

addition, they clashed with fewer villains than their male counterparts. Yet the 

women won their battles as often as the men. 

Another theme of the economically thriving 1980s was money. As baby 

boomers looked to material wealth as a mark of success, researchers considered 

the portrayal of material values in the comics. Belk ( 1987) examined four long

lived comic magazines featuring wealth as a prominent story theme. The study 

encompassed 2,500 Richie Rich, Archie, The Fox and the Crow and Uncle Scrooge 

comic books, which appeal to young readers. After coding the themes and 

activities of the characters, Belk determined that all four books emphasized 

conformity with socially accepted stereotypes about the use and acquisition of 

wealth. 

As concern with violence in society again increased in the 1980s and 1990s, 

researchers returned to the depiction of crime in the comics. Mooney's and 

Fewell's (1989) content analysis of the newspaper cartoon Dick Tracy revealed 
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that the strip is a morality play in which villains pose a threat to social order, thus 

justifying any means of enforcement. The researchers postulated that distortions 

or exaggerations in the media representation may be correlated to public 

perceptions of crime and law. 

As comics advanced, so did the methods of studying the medium. 

Increasingly, critical approaches have been used. Berger (1973) started the trend 

with The Comic Stripped American, which bent a critical eye to comics over the 

years. Evidence of the increase is seen in the studies like Adams' (1993) 

previously noted Freudian look at women's roles in comics, as well as the 

examination of superheroes by Mondello (1976) and MacDonald & MacDonald 

(1976). A decade later, Palumbo (1983) viewed Spiderman from an existentialist 

stance, comparing the hero's beliefs with the social and cultural feelings of his 

time. Blackmore (1991) compared the work of Alexis de Tocqueville with the 

Batman of the Miller era. Terrill ( 1993) applied psychoanalysis to the Batman 

text. 

The comics have proven a rich medium for study. Their combination of 

pictures and words have kept them adaptable and popular throughout the last 60 

years. The messages intrinsic to the comic narrative, though, have provided some 

of the most compelling aspects for researchers of all eras. From education to 

gender to social reflection, the comics reflect the society from which they derive. 

Narrative Theory 

"Narrative" and "story" originate from the verb "to know" (Pradl, 1984, p. 

2). Psychologists Kelly and Berger have demonstrated that stories are important in 

a being's life (Pradl, 1984, p. 2). For example, almost all commercial movies in 

the United States and in socialist countries are narrative structures (Chatman, 

1990, p. 58). Additionally, Fiske and Hartley (1978) assert that even television, 
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the most popular form of media entertainment in America, is an extension of the 

storytellers of yore -- the bards. Other texts, such as music lyrics, novels, and 

even comics employ narrative to their ends. 

Narrative theory provides a method for analyzing the narrative. In addition, 

examining the ways in which cultural imagery and symbolism are placed into 

conventional story patterns enhances narrative theory's structural formula. A 

culture's concerns are evident in the symbols and icons it employs. Analysis also 

reveals the ways in which a culture deals with its anxieties (Cawletti, 1976). Thus, 

narrative provides an outlet for exploring the changes in characters and their 

universe. Narrative theory also tracks their relationship to the society that creates 

and preserves them. 

What is "narrative"? Definitions vary. A generally agreed-upon 

interpretation defines narrative as the representation of at least two real or fictional 

events or situations in a time sequence, neither of which presupposes or entails the 

other (Prince, 1982). Foss ( 1989) adds that narrative is a way of ordering and 

presenting a view of the world through a description of a situation involving 

characters, actions and settings that changes over time. 

Narrative theory is approached through a number of avenues. While 

researchers continue to distill the finer points of the method, all agree that 

narrative analysis must encompass an evaluation of the narrator, or the person 

recounting the narrative; the narratee, or the person to whom the narrative is told; 

the narrative; and the events evident in the narrative. In the latter two categories, 

elements such as the duration and speed; temporal, spatial and causal relations; 

modes of discourse; characters; setting; themes; and functions are examined. A 

more detailed analysis of these components is considered in chapter two. 

Like comics, narrative theory has a colorful past, one that behooves review 

in order to fully understand the method. The study of narrative, or narratology, as 
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it is sometimes called, derives from an older tradition -- that of rhetorical criticism. 

The study of rhetoric began as early as 465 B.C. in Syracuse over attempts to 

interpret the Greek legal system. Later, Plato demonstrated the transformation of 

rhetoric into a form of eloquence, or sophism as it became known. His student, 

Aristotle (384-322 B.C.), wrote Rhetoric, which often is cited as the foundation of 

speech communication. Since then, students of rhetorical theory have diverged, 

some claiming rhetoric is shown solely through argumentation, others lambasting 

the field for too much focus on style rather than content. Common to rhetorical 

critics are their studies of the art of using words effectively in communication. 

Rhetoric includes argument and description as spoken or written words, as well as 

symbols and other forms of communication (Foss, Foss & Trapp, 1985). Today, 

rhetoric is applied in narrative theory to address the style and language in which 

the story is presented (Chatman, 1990). 

Modem rhetoricians, while working from this early development of the 

discipline, rely on the refinements made by theorists such as Richards, Burke, 

Weaver and Perelman, among others. 2 Richards (1936) focused on how words 

come to mean what they do. The result was a semantic triangle with three 

components that communicators use in processing meaning: symbol, referent and 

thought. Burke (1966) specialized in symbol systems and symbolic action. 

Perhaps best known for a theory of dramatism, Burke proposed a five-part 

communication model. The pentad was comprised of the act, agent, agency, scene 

and purpose. Perelman (1968) thought the study of rhetoric placed too much focus 

on style and not enough on rationalization. Audience was a focus in Perelman's 

2 Author's note: Due to the volume of work published by each author, a brief summary of some of 
their contributions to the field are included, as compiled by Foss, Foss & Trapp (1985, see 
Bibliography). For further reading on Richards, Burke, Weaver, Perelman, Toulmin, Grassi, 
Foucault and Habermas, a selection of their works related to rhetoric is included at the end of this 
chapter. 
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theory, which distinguished between argumentation and demonstration arid called 

formal logic a derivative of rhetoric. 

Other rhetorical theorists prominent to the development of the field 

included Toulmin (1958), Grassi (1976), Foucault (1970) and Habermas (1973). 

They were linked by an epistomological approach that wagered that the most 

important aspect of communication is how we comprehend and communicate 

based on that understanding. Toulmin centered on argumentation and formal 

logic. The researcher is credited with providing a structural model for analyzing 

and criticizing rhetorical arguments, as well as classifying arguments' proofs. 

Grassi's interest took into account how imagination worked in language. 

Imagination, Grassi contended, allows humans to explain the world around them. 

The metaphor is one tool used to present symbolic, imaginative communication. 

Foucault argued that systems, structures and networks define the conditions for the 

possibilities of knowledge about the world. The central concept of Foucault's 

work is the concept of "episteme." An episteme is a code that governs a culture's 

language, perceptual schemes, communication and values. A Marxist theorist, 

Habermas advocated hermeneutics, or interpreting texts, as important to 

understanding rhetoric. The German theorist regarded almost any product as a 

text, including situations, events and phenomena. According to Habermas, who 

liberally used Freudian psychoanalysis, three interests govern all human activity -

work, interaction and power. These interests can be seen through analysis of texts. 

The work of rhetorical theorists diverged into many schools of thought. 

From ~e field's branching, narratology naturally developed. The theorist was at 

the fore of narrative study. De Saussere (1960) distinguished between spoken 

language (parole) and the abstract ideal of the spoken word (langue ). The field of 

semantics and structuralist discipline were initiated under de Saussere's aegis. 
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Structuralism is the study of systems or structures as independent from their 

meanings (Pradl, 1984, p. 2). . 

Levi-Strauss (1973) was another important shapter of the field of rhetoric. 

Levi-Strauss demonstrated how myths in culture may be interpreted through their 

repetitive structures. The researcher asserted that myths and tales are opposite 

ends of the same field of study. Between these poles are a diverse number of other 

structural forms that are a variation of myth and tale. 

Levi-Strauss was an early critic of Russian Formalist Vladimir Propp. 

Propp's (1927) groundbreaking classification of Russian folktales and the common 

functions that make up their structure precedes work done around the globe in 

narrative theory, including that of Levi-Strauss. When Propp's Morphology of the 

Folktale finally was translated into English years later, theorists realized that much 

of the work they had undertaken had been similarly conducted previously by 

Propp without their knowledge. Thus, Propp is given credit for much of the 

formative work in narrative theory. 

Propp (1927/1968) identified two types of analysis of narrative: 

syntagmatic, the order of elements listed as they occur structurally in a tale, and 

paradigmatic, a description of the binary principle of opposition supposed to exist 

in folktales. In Propp's theory, based on the study of 100 Russian tales, narratives 

are divided into their component functions. The number of characters who 

perform these functions varies infinitely, while the number of functions is limited 

to 3 2 differentiations. The sequence of the functions, or actions, is uniform. 

Propp also identifies seven character types fundamental to each tale: villain, donor, 

helper, princess and/or her father, dispatcher, hero, false hero. In addition, Propp 

describes how a taxonomy of narratives may be created by defining the elements 

of the tale. Propp classified them by function and identified two types of tales that 
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emerged: 1) struggle with villain/hero's victory and 2) assignation of difficult 

task/ solution. 

Levi-Strauss (1973) expanded Propp's distinctions to four types of tales. 

They included Propp's two and added a third -- those using both pair -- and fourth 

-- those rejecting both pair. Levi-Strauss also claimed that Propp wrongly took 

uncommon forms of tales and generalized them into a miscellaneous category, 

thereby clearing the way for the function-based classification. He argued that the 

words and characteristics of characters say something important about the tale. 

Reorganizing the categories and allowing for the role of character and content in 

classification would erase the inconsistencies created by Propp's categories 

Today, narrative theorists credit the likes of Todorov (1981), Prince (1982), 

Fisher (1974), Gennette (1988) and Barthes (1977), among others, for providing 

the current base for study of narrative. Todorov first proposed the term 

narratology in 1969 (Gennette, 1988, p. 7). Narratology is the structuralist study 

of narrative. Narratology seeks to learn "how recurrent elements, themes and 

patterns yield a set of universals that make up the story" (Pradl, 1984, p. 1 ). The 

goal is to move from a classification of elements to an understanding of how they 

are arranged in narratives. 

Like Todorov, Prince (1982) attempted to cultivate Propp's proposals. 

Focus in Prince's work is centered on the function of the narrator in a narrative and 

the types and relations between events. According to Prince, "the goals of 

narratology are clear -- to discover, describe and explain the mechanics of 

narrative, the elements responsible for its form and functioning" (Prince, 1982, p. 

163). Prince also contended that narratology helps people make sense of 

themselves and the world around them. Likewise, Fisher (1974) proposed that 

humans make sense of the world by telling stories. This idea is tied to Burke's 

theory.of dramatism -- that the storyteller is the extension of humans as symbol-
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using beings. Fisher explained that rhetorical analysis is an attempt to determine 

how humans' symbol-using affects their decisions and shapes the values by which 

they are motivated. The world is a set of stories. People must choose the right 

stories in order to live a good life. Humans' awareness of what they believe 

constitutes a true, coherent story determines their rationality. In other words, 

everyone can be rational in the narrative paradigm. 

Understanding how stories work engaged Gennette ( 1988) and Barthes 

(1977). Gennette divided the narrative into three parts: story, narrative and 

narrating. More specifically, the story is the total of the narrated events. The 

narrative is the discourse, oral or written, that narrates the events. Narrating is the 

real or fictional act producing the discourse, or recounting the narrative. Gennette 

also proposed the term "diegese" as an equivalent for "story," or a train of events. 

Barthes ( 1977) also explored the construction of stories. Barthes was the first to 

declare that there is a hierarchy among events in a narrative. Some events actively 

contribute to a story and others are routine, minor events, the researcher claimed. 

Foss (1989), Chatman (1990) and Kozloff (1987) advanced the study of 

narratives even further. Foss (1989) identifies a three-step process in interpreting 

narratives: 1) recognize the central action of the story, 2) establish connections 

between the central action and elements in the story, and 3) judge the narrative by 

qualities such as completeness and consistency in relation to reality so as to accept 

or reject them as versions of the world. Foss sets up detailed provisions for 

analyzing each element. 3 

Drawing on terms used more loosely by Gennette, Chatman (1990) 

designated the first two aspects of Foss' process "story" and "discourse", 

respectively. The story focuses on character development and motivation, conflict 

3 Author's Note: For more on Foss' tum to Foss, S. (1989). Rhetorical criticism: Exploration and 
practice Waveland Press: Prospect Heights, Ill. 
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between characters, plot, theme and structure. The internal sequence of events 

constitute the plot. Discourse takes into account how the story is told and to 

whom. Discourse entails the movement through time, or duration of the text and 

implies that a story, whether written or oral, is told. 

Kozloff ( 1987), who applies narrative theory to television, includes 

schedule as another aspect of narrative. The schedule is the format into which 

each text fits within a television station's timetable for broadcast. Kozloff also 

introduces the idea of a supernariator, which when adapted, could apply to many 

texts. The supernarrator may be exemplified by things like logos, signature music 

and voice-over narrators who speak for the network as a whole. In the comic 

book, individual texts are embedded within the larger framework of the company's 

line of titles. Batman, for example, is one of many DC Comics superheroes and 

one of many more alternate titles published by the company. The editors of one 

book may wield influence over dozens of publications, as can artists and writers. 

Together, they form a type of supernarrator. 

The one quality common to all narrative theorists is their quest to know the 

complexities of human interaction through the method of communication most 

common in popular culture and in societies throughout the world. As Propp 

claims, though there is an immeasurable diversity to story form and content, 

certain underlying truths remain constant in narratives (Pradl, 1984, p. 2). 

Individuals can create meaning from daily happenings by remembering and telling 

them in story form. In turn, stories can help people prepare for future events. 

"Structural analysis, then, uncovers the basic social-psychological tasks that 

people confront during their lives -- issues of dependence or independence, 

selfishness or sacrifice, birth or death" (Pradl, 1984, p. 3). 
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Justification 

The comic book is an exceptional form that combines written and visual 

narrative. Bender (1944) demonstrates that the narrative employed in the comic 

book assists children in the creation of imaginary companions, showing that justice 

is served and dealing with social and cultural problems. Kostelnik, Whiren & 

Stein (1986) note in their studies of comic readers that stories told in the comics 

help children to build confidence, enact wishful fantasies, emulate someone they 

admire and improve language and problem-solving skills. Since a growing number 

of adults are turning to comics, the lure of the comic narrative crosses age 

boundaries and offers something for everyone (F ost, 1991.) 

The comics are mass communication, which some critics have deemed an 

unworthy, lowbrow venture. "In the fast-growing new literature, the cartoon is 

seen as educator and editorialist, as seller and seducer. It is seen as purveyor of 

culture or a perverter of culture; as art or literature or both or neither" (Harrison, 

1981, p. 31). In other words, the comic falls short of a claim to high art or classic 

literature, which some critics insist is the only type of media worth study. But the 

comics' roots in the masses are its strength rather than its weakness. For where 

else can one ascertain more about a culture than from its products and media? 

Some critics claim the comics are nothing more than an escape from reality. 

Admittedly, comics offer escape, but they also lead one right back to reality, 

perhaps different from its original portrayal, but reality just the same (Short, 

1965). Comics not only reflect the culture, but guide it, as do other mass media. 

Their long-standing ties to American culture and enduring heroic figures suggest a 

link to society even greater than that of other media. 

Because of their great popularity, comic characters occupy a special place 

in the hearts of readers, whether in the form of comic strip, comic book or 

animated cartoon. Berger ( 1973) maintains that "certain characters take on a 
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semblance of immortality and attain a dimension that might be described as 

mythic" (p. 47). Superheroes have undoubtedly achieved that stature, with Batman 

at the fore. As Sullivan (1991) explains, "certainly, superhero stories are 

repetitive, shallow and simple, the characters themselves flat and uninvolving. But 

as American icons, superheroes express certain ideas about the nation and its self 

image" (p. 84). Batman's popularity and importance in society stem from what he 

symbolizes -- basic American beliefs (Berger, 1973, p. 166). As a lasting social 

figure, Batman speaks volumes about the culture that has sustained him for more 

than half a century. 

Perhaps that is why so many researchers turn to the caped crusader for 

enlightenment about the relationship between hero and society. Wertham initiated 

interest in Batman by turning a critical eye toward the association between the 

caped crusader and his boy sidekick, Robin. Since then, intense scrutiny has been 

leveled at the Batman by the public and in academia. Like other cultish 

followings, Batman's audience incurred close attention. Parsons (1991), Bacon

Smith and Yarborough ( 1991) and Medhurst ( 1991) investigated characteristics of 

the readers of the Batman tale, fans' interests in the bat hero and potential variant 

readings of the comics. Boichel (1991) and Meehan (1991) explored Batman's 

amazing commercial potential, while Pearson and Uricchio (1991), Sharrett 

(1991), Spigel and Jenkens (1991) and Collins (1991) contemplated the creators 

and social text provided by them. Lang (1990) investigated the psychological 

relationship between father figure and hero in Batman comic books. Terrill (1993) 

suggested that Batman and Gotham City are linked psychologically and that 

society plays a role in shaping this comic vision. Blackmore ( 1991) contended 

that de Tocqueville and Miller embrace a motif contemplating the decay of 

democracy, which Blackmore contends is paramount to understanding popular 

fiction of the 1980s. 
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Batman's public scrutiny began early. Wertham (1954) turned up the heat 

by questioning the sexual orientation of Bruce Wayne and his ward, Dick 

Grayson. ice then, the dark avenger has incurred more favorable publicity. In 

far' m's appearance in the 1960s television show helped create the era called 

The television show, which began as a twice-weekly series, consistently 

as ranked a top-20 Nielsen show. For the first time, a superhero was granted the 

honor of a cover on a national magazine -- Life (Vaz, 1989). Burgess Meredith, 

who played the popular villain "the Penguin" in the television series, recalled 

taking the part for two reasons: money and status. Said Burgess: 

After the first few episodes, 'Batman' became the in-thing 

to do. Everybody, including Frank Sinatra, would play a villain 

or appear as himself in that cameo showcase where a celebrity 

would poke his head through the window of a building that 

Batman and Robin were climbing (Eisner, 1986, p. 37). 

In 1966, Batman was nominated for Emmy awards for Outstanding Comedy Series 

and for Individual Achievement in Sound Editing. One of the most popular 

attributes of the show was its sound effects and campy dialogue. The Official 

Batman Bat book ( 1986) includes all 34 7 "Holy ---!" phrases uttered by the Batman 

and Robin. The book also provides a description of each episode aired during the 

series' three-year run. 

Twenty years later, Batmania resurfaced when the Batman movie generated 

public fervor. The hero became a legend. So real did Batman become to his 

followers that no second-rate actor would suffice in his live-action representation. 

While popular culture embraced the campy portrayal by Adam West in the 1960s 

television series, Bat-fans lambasted director Tim Burton for his choice of the 
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slim, 5'-10" Michael Keaton to play the muscular hero in a 1989 movie (Kroll, 

1989, p. 68). Despite the skepticism of some fans, Batman grossed $40.9 million 

in its first three days, compounded by millions more in revenues from commercial 

tie-ins and double platinum record sales for the soundtrack (Meehan, 1991, p. 57). 

In less than a month, the record-breaking movie outstripped previous box office 

blockbusters by earning $167 million (Ansen, 1989, p. 60). 

Commercially, Batman clearly was a superhero. Among the merchandising 

coups were more than 100 licenses issued for more than 300 Batman products, 

including T-shirts that sold out in a matter of days, the creation of a bat-haircut 

and the opening of a Batman boutique in a Manhattan Macy's (Kroll, 1989, p. 79). 

Even at home, the public clamored for more. Video rentals grossed $150.5 million 

in 1989 (Thompson, 1990, p. 62). Uricchio (1991) observes that the corporate 

marketing savvy is related to the public's willingness to embrace the character on a 

number of levels (p. 1 ). A Newsweek article characterized Batman's bewitching 

effects as 

"[T]he struggle for the soul of a great American hero. It is also a 

story about canny promotion, the tectonic movements of popular 

taste and the nostalgia of a self-obsessed generation for its own 

fading youth. All because of a guy in a cape and mask (Barol, 

1989, p. 70). 

The most recent incarnation of Batman and his alter ego, Bruce Wane, is a 

new series of animated cartoons and an animated film. The Batman readily 

translated to the animated format. Appearing on the Fox Network, Batman: The 

Animated Series began as afternoon programming, but after its success among an 

older audience, made a brief run as primetime viewing ( against 60 Minutes) and 
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has now been moved to Saturday mornings. Though the series is credited with 

succeeding where others failed in bringing the essence of the comic book Batman 

to life, America continues in its belief that animation is for children (Schumer, 

1993, pp. 54, 60). The show, now anchoring two other superhero series and a 

superhero spoof, again offers a constant presence for the hero in a society 

desperate for heroic figures. 

What garners such devoted attention to one character? To begin, there is 

his persona. The Batman embodies the traits of many previous "dark knights" in 

American culture. The Shadow, Sherlock Holmes, Dick Tracy, Zorro -- all find 

representation in the Batman character. Like other heroes of his early years, 

Batman was a wealthy loafer during the light of day and crime-fighter under the 

cover of night. Pledged to protect Gotham City ( originally New York) after a 

mugging-turned,.murder left him orphaned, Batman lurks in the shadows. His bat

wing styled cape and menacing cowl strike fear into the hearts of evil-doers. 

Paired with a daring and agile Robin, Batman is a powerful adversary. His 

detective skills provide him with brains to match the brawn, a trait few 

superheroes can claim. Batman is a man first and hero second. 

But there is more. As society has changed, it has created new heroes to fit 

its ever-evolving needs. Yet the Batman remains a hero in spite of a capricious 

world. Has Batman changed? Have his villains also conformed? How have the 

basic elements of the tale accommodated any shifts? Delving into the aspects of a 

story may reveal how Batman, and perhaps, his villains changed over the years to 

keep pace with society's demands. The interests and makeup of society and 

Batman's readership have changed greatly since the war years that skyrocketed the 

superhero genre and Batman to popularity. As has every maturing medium, the 

quality of the work has change_d. It is likely that the hero, while perhaps 

maintaining the formulaic qualities that keep him a superhero, has altered during 
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this time, too. Uncovering the transformations of the hero and villain may provide 

clues to how society has altered its ideals. In the process, Americans might see 

themselves in the ideals they seek or admire in the Batman. 

Chapter two explores in depth the method applied in this study. First, 

discussion of the criticism and applications of narrative theory are explored. An 

in-depth examination of narrative theory focuses specifically on the elements of 

story and discourse: events, characters, settings, themes, narrator and narratee, 

author and implied author, author and reader and duration and speed of the 

narrative. Second, justification of the method follows. Chapters three and four 

provide an overview of the each story as well as analysis of each comic. Chapter 

five closes the study with discussion and conclusions drawn from results of the 

analysis. Suggestions for further research concludes the work. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

Batman taps into the deep currents, and the 
possibilities he offers are the most enticing 
ones imaginable: justice in a world that is 
unjust, autonomy in a world that people feel 
powerless to control, and finally, failing all 
else, escape. 

(Kroll, 1989,p. 74) 

Batman offers a view of the world as readers wish life could be and escape 

from the world that exists. Readers and audiences lose themselves in the 

characters, setting and events that have comprised the heroic tale during the past 

half-centwy. The story frees them, offering hope and promises of sanctuary. The 

narrative, then, holds the key to Batman's power over audiences of different eras 

and needs. 

Not everyone agrees that narrative is an appropriate avenue to study 

communication in cultures. Critics of qualitative methods insist that only methods 

involving empirical, or quantifiable, data provide recognizable, valid results. 

Quantitative theorists agree that measurable data are the only means of providing 

consistent control over interpretation. On the other hand, critical theorists, such as 

Allen ( 1992), assert that the relationship between audience and media is so 

complex that it cannot be broken into units measured like that of a chemist. 

Quantified responses fail to measure an audience's willingness to suspend reality 

to temporarily escape into the narrative. Thus, qualitative methods, which 

examine nonquantifiable data, are more appropriate for some studies. Often, the 

two approaches even work together. Qualitative theorists contend that rather than 

negating other, traditional procedures, qualitative methods are additional 

instruments to unravel the intricate relationship among society and the media. 
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Research employing critical methods is as diverse as other approaches. 

Similar difficulties exist in pinpointing an appropriate tool for any study. Finding 

an application for comics proves equally troublesome. The comic book, as its 

name suggests, is a form of literature. Comics also are a visual medium. Applying 

solely literary methods to the comics negates the visual role of the entire text. Any 

method applied to comics requires adaptability to accommodate the dual quality of 

the medium. 

As a vusual entity, the comics often utilize techniques common to cinema 

and television. Camera-like angles and shots are employed for dramatic effect 

(Sarnoff, 1988). In fact, when the Batman traversed the comics boundary to 

appear on television in 1966, director Robert Bustier admitted to taking his cue 

from the printed medium. "I remember thinking up the crooked angles to shoot 

villains' sequences. That was the thing that I took right from the comic books," he 

said (Eisner, 1986, p. 23). As society's mass media grow increasingly visual, the 

comic shines out among the fast-paced, competitive media (Harrison, 1981, p. 28). 

However, the pictures in comics stand still, unlike cinema or television, 

hindering the ability to readily apply standard analysis techniques to the comics. 

Usually, film and television fill in most of the gaps for the viewer. However, 

comics synopsize, or encapsulate, moments in a story even more abstractly than do 

the moving media (Pascoe, 1994, p. 45). Cartoons simplify and exaggerate in 

form, drawing and message (Harrison, 1981, p. 73). In other words, the comic 

book resembles a literary piece in which readers fill in the open spaces. 

McCloud (1993) is one of the few researchers attempting to provide a 

standard process for reading the comics. According to McCloud, "the essence of 

comics is what happens between the panels in that invisible realm where, having 

been given brief visual information, the reader is left to stitch an enormous 

tapestry of invisible information" (Pascoe, 1994, p.45). While agreeing that 
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McCloud's work provides a foundation for interpreting the visual aspect of the 

medium, comics insiders pan some of the author's applications (Pascoe, 1994 ). 

Critics denounce what they consider an attempt to impose a hierarchical 

classification on certain types of artistic and writing styles. They argue that 

McCloud oversteps the effort to provide an analytical model and instead invites 

debate about personal taste. 

Narrative Theory 

Narrative theory provides a structure that avoids interpretation based on 

artistic preference. The narrative, told through words and pictures, is dissected 

without imposing judgment about style. While the common use of certain drawing 

techniques may play a part in telling the story of Batman, narrative theory cannot 

predict or propose that a story employing certain techniques is of greater or lesser 

quality. 

The primary complaint leveled at narrative, or formalist, theory is that 

sociological considerations are lacking (Bakhtin and Medvedev, 1991, p. 37). 

Further, the most vocal of critics are audience-oriented, or reader-oriented, 

theorists: They claim that any analysis of a text must go beyond the text itself. 

According to audience-oriented theorists, readers, viewers and the industrial 

factors surrounding a medium coact in determining the final product. Reader

oriented criticism is predicated on the belief that meaning does not exist within the 

text; rather, meaning is created during the act of reading (Allen, 1992, p. 102). A 

variety _of audience-oriented camps have emerged during the past few years, few 

agreeing on the term and scope of "audience." Researchers weave Marxist, 

existentialist, psychoanalytical and feminist theories into their critiques. Each 

purports that various audiences read texts in divergent ways depending on social, 

economic or political factors. 
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Audience-oriented critics diverge on more than the societal factors 

determining an audience. Many adopt polarized positions on the exact nature of 

who or what actually provides the meaning for the text. Some theorists (Iser, 

1978; Freund, 1987; Allen, 1992) insist that readers construct meanings for texts 

that differ from the author's intent. Thus, the text holds connotations only after a 

reader imputes meaning. In other words, each reader interprets a text differently. 

On the other side are researchers who maintain that although there are differences 

in potential readings, audiences generally agree when interpreting and evaluating 

texts. Rabinowitz ( 1989) reasons that the text governs agreement among readers 

because each text has an implied, or intended, reader. Thus, the structure of the 

text determines and is the ultimate control over the construction of meaning. 

Chatman (1990) claims that agreement among readers, a process that could be 

termed concordance, is especially true in a literary construct, wheras a variant 

reading may be more likely in television narratives. 

Kozloff (1987) concedes that narrative theory is a limited interpretive tool, 

but highlights the method's potential as well. According to Kozloff, stories play an 

important part in America's mass society, as the narrative structure is the dominant 

text type in television, film and literature. Additionally, through narrative 

analysis, the messages latent or manifest in a text may be extracted by examining 

the common narrative structure. Individual researchers must then apply ideology 

from insights gained in the analysis. Kozloff assigns to other methods the 

responsibility of determining where the story originates and the contributions of 

creators and networks. 

Narrative theory offers more advantages than disadvantages in achieving 

this study's goal, which is to determine how a hero -- a symbol of an ideal in 

society -- corresponds with a mass culture over an extended period. Cawletti 

(1976) also suggests that examining the cultural imagery and symbolism in 
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conventional story patterns reveals the concerns evident in a society and the ways 

that culture deals with anxieties. Among narrative theory's other virtues is 

inclusion of the entire story rather than reliance solely on the tenuous 

interpretation of myth and symbol. As Cawletti (1976) explains: 

A myth can be almost anything -- a particular type of character, 

one among many ideas, a certain kind of action -- but a formula 

is essentially a set of generalizations about the way in which all 

the elements of a story have been put together. Thus it calls our 

attention into the whole experience of the story rather than 

whatever parts may be germane to the myths we are pursuing (p. 4). 

Before delving into narrative theory, one must first define narrative. 

Narrative, as discussed in chapter one, is at least two events or situations in a time 

sequence that share a causal relationship. A narrative is comprised of two parts. 

The first is the story, or what is told. The second is discourse, or how the story is 

told. Each component shares common elements -- characters, events, settings, 

storyteller, author and reader, among other features which together constitute a 

narrative. 

Characters Are Key 

Most literary stories are about characters in particular situations and 

settings. They are the stuff of which stories are made. The same holds true in 

comic books. Each narrative contains main and auxiliary characters. A character 

usually is human but can be an inanimate or nonhuman character described or 

depicted as a speaking, thinking being. For example, the television show Mr. Ed 

starred a talking horse. The horse was given hmna,t\ characteristics, such as 
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reasoning and talking, and even a human name replete with courtesy title. Thus, 

the horse is considered a character. 

Main characters generally fall into five categories (Deering & Berg-Nellis, 

1995). They are protagonist, antagonist, reflection, romance and helper. The 

protagonist is the main character with whom the audience most strongly relates. 

An audience shares the joys, sorrows and often the same goal, albeit temporarily, 

with the protagonist. The antagonist thwarts or directly opposes the protagonist. 

These two characters are essential in any story. The reflection, often teamed with 

the protagonist, mirrors the ambitions of the protagonist and often doubles as a 

sidekick. This character also may participate in another storyline. Romance is a 

common textual device in stories, superhero or otherwise. The romance character 

is involved in an intimate relationship with the lead character but may be at odds · 

with the protagonist. If the romance becomes part of the protagonist's outer 

motivation, the story is a love story. A fifth, less dominant, role is that of helper. 

The helper assists the protagonist but may have a completely different motivation 

and a far more fleeting place in the story. Beyond the main characters are 

secondary characters who round out a story and add credibility, humor and texture 

to a story. Character identification can provide clues to a protagonist's motivation. 

Motivation gives characters meaning -- a purpose in a story. In other 

words, characters' motivation gives them direction throughout the story, a goal to 

accomplish. They usually have an outer motivation, which may be seen or visibly 

determined through the character's actions. The outer motivation is the crux of the 

story. Characters often reveal inner motivation, too. Inner motivation, which is 

harder to pinpoint and is revealed through dialogue, explains why a character acts 

in a certain way. A character with both outer and inner motivation is more 

involving and has more depth. Identifying motivation is important to grasping 
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the dynamics of the narrative. As Booth (1988) suggests, stories are constructed 

on the characters' efforts to confront moral choices. In following the trials and 

tribulations of the characters, readers must expand their own capacities for 

considering how life should be experienced (p. 187). 

Presentation of the characters is equally important. Researchers look to the 

physical and mental characteristics exhibited, conflicting traits within and among 

characters and attributes that change over the course of the narrative (Foss, 1989, 

p. 232). Additionally, researchers examine how conversations are relayed. For 

example, a character's discourse may be communicated directly, through exact 

words, or indirectly, through a narrator's paraphrasing of a character's speech or 

thought. Further, Foss includes whether characters are flat or round. Characters 

are considered flat if they possess one or a few dominant traits. Characters are 

judged round if they embody a variety of traits -- some of which may be 

contradictory -- and an inner motivation. Round characters are less predictable 

and more likely to change or reveal previously unknown features during the 

narrative. Accordingly, they are considered more exciting than flat characters. 

The core of every story, and especially in those of the superhero genre, is 

conflict. Like the separation of inner and outer motivation, conflict is divided 

between inner and outer conflict. Outer conflict prevents the characters from 

achieving their outer motivation and almost always traces back to other characters, 

especially the antagonist. Inner conflict, usually revealed in dialogue, prevents 

characters from achieving their inner motivation. The source of inner conflict, as 

the term suggests, derives from within a character. The struggle between 

motivation and conflict is the reason for the story. 
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All the World Is A Stage 

Not surprisingly, characters with motivation and conflict usually find 

themselves involved in some event or situation in the comic narrative. Foss ( 1989) 

defines an event as any action, happening or change of state in the narrative. 

Events vary in importance in the narrative. Chatman (1990) identifies major 

events as kernels and minor events as satellites. Kernels are critical points in the 

narrative. Without kernels, the coherence and meaning in the story are destroyed. 

Satellites assist in development or explanation of choices made at major events. 

The basic storyline remains intact when minor satellites are removed. Satellites 

and kernels often appear in noncontiguous positions. Events, both kernels and 

satellites, usually outline the places in which conflict occurs and provide impetus 

for and development of the characters. 

Several principles apply to analysis of events in discourse. Researchers 

evaluate how kernels and satellites are arranged, the qualities that characterize 

events, the influence of satellites on kernels and to what degree each event is 

active as opposed to stative, i.e., non-active. A stative event constitutes a state of 

being or condition, such as: The woman was happy. Contraposed, the active event 

expresses an action, as in the example: The bird flew into the feeder. Prince 

( 1982) maintains that the proportion of active and stative events is important to the 

overall narrative. Active events create a more dynamic narrative. 

The characters in every story are placed within a setting, whether it be the 

Wild West, paradise, or a one-room apartment. Settings are places in which the 

characters think and act. Settings affect the mood of the narrative and relate to the 

plot and character. Settings may parallel or contradict the character or plot. 

Analysis also must account for creation of the setting. Foss (1989) suggests 

three cues. First, settings may be a prominent aspect of the discourse or merely 

background. Second, settings may be shown through the eyes of the narrator, 
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characters or implied authors ( a concept that will be discussed later in this 

chapter). Third, certain metaphors and language used to describe setting divulge 

important information about the setting and narrative, as well as the manifest and 

latent messages in the text. 

Color elicits an emotional response in the reader (Zettl, 1987, p. 212), thus 

color also is an important aspect in analyzing the setting. Bright colors, such as 

red, suggest speed and entertainment; they often help create a high-energy scene 

(Zettl, p. 212). Likewise, more subdued or softer colors will lower a narrative's 

energy. The difference between a bright and a softer palette is the difference 

between focus on external and internal events (Zettl, p. 212). 

Once events and setting are established, Prince (1982) identifies the 

temporal, spatial and causal relations among elements. "Temporal relations" is 

another term for "time." Prince describes the process as looking at how events are 

recounted along a temporal access. Foss (1989) elaborates that events may occur 

over a brief period or several years, simultaneously or adjacent to one another (p. 

232). Events also occur in certain settings; therefore, they may be related to one 

another spatially. Causal relations are the placement and use of cause and effect in 

a narrative. Prince explains that correlation among these three elements sets the 

stage for mood and often reveals significant concerns in society as well as the 

ways in which those fears are accommodated. 

Temporal relations often are identified through flashbacks and 

flashforwards. They are defined by the relationship between actual events and the 

order in which they appear in the narrative. Time also refers to speed or duration 

of events in a story. Some events and characters may be told at higher speed or for 

longer than the time they actually occurred. They also may be repeated for 

emphasis. According to Prince ( 1982), one way to determine speed, or duration, 

of discourse is to count the number of words, lines and paragraphs allotted for 
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each event. In comics, the number and dominance of certain pictures also may 

contribute to the feeling of duration. For example, a large picture may constitute 

an entire event, speeding up the events in a narrative. Several small pictures 

depicting various parts of an event may create a feeling that the event has been 

prolonged. 

Events also exhibit relationships through location or origin. Some types of 

events may occur only in specific settings or always in particular locations. 

Repetition may point to an author's consideration of what is significant. 

Additionally, all events develop from some source, or cause. Causal relationships 

may be presented before or after the effect. Further, certain links between cause 

and effect may be stronger than others. Connections also may be found in the 

emphasis placed on cause or effect and in the types of causes that are dominant. 

For example, human action, accidents and forces of nature are typical causal 

agents. Again, clues to the author's intent are ascertained in the relationship 

among events. 

Presenting The Narrative 

A narrative is more than content. Each narrative is devised of six 

participants in addition to the characters within the story. They are the narrator 

and narratee, author and implied author, reader and implied reader. Narrator and 

narratee share a relationship closest to the text. Chatman (1990) defines narrator 

as the "discoursive agent charged with presenting the words, images or other signs 

conveying this invention" (p. 119). More simply, the narrator relays the story as 

created by the author. Chatman describes two types of narration, or delivery. The 

first is pure narrative, in which something is told through words. For example, 

narrators tell the event as if privy to events firsthand. The second is imitation, 

which-shows characters and actions iconically. Narrators may present the 
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narrative story by recounting the words of characters who did experience events or 

through pictures. The differences between the two types of delivery are termed 

diegetic, for an actual occurrence, and mimetic, for the representation of reality. 

The difference between diegetic and mimetic is the implied author's choice of 

signs. Comics are a mixture of diegesis (words) and mimesis (pictures). 

Foss (1989) considers the audibility of the narrator, the identity of the 

narrator and whether the narration is presented directly or indirectly important 

aspects of analyzing the discourse. Several features mark the narrator's degree of 

audibility, including the degree of omniscience and the manner in which the 

narrator presents the story -- whether focusing on feelings, knowledge or 

perceptions of characters or adhering to physical actions and appearance. The 

type of narrator can be defined by the style of language used, sentence structures, 

arguments and metaphors employed. 

Another aspect integral to analysis of narrator is the degree of reliability 

exhibited. The narrator's reliability influences an audience's judgment of the story. 

Kozloff ( 1987) says reliability often is determined by whether the narrator is in the 

story as a character -- homodiegetic -- or outside the stoiyworld -- heterodiegetic. 

Kozloff explains the difference: 

The distinction between these two kinds of narrator can be important 

because conventionally (not automatically) character narrators are 

considered less objective and less authoritative than heterodiegetic 

narrators. The former are personally involved in the tales they relate, 

the latter merely observing from some Olympian vantage point" (p. 60). 

The narratee is, as its name and pairing with narrator suggest, the mirror 

image of the narrator -- the one to whom the story is addressed. The narratee, like 
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narrator, may participate in the events or maintain a position outside the story. 

Some signs that indicate the presence of narratee are whether the reader knows 

anything about the narratee's attitudes, knowledge or situation, and how well the 

narratee knows the narrator. Several narrator-narratee relationships may be 

embedded within one another. For example, Kozloff ( 1987) suggests that the 

narrator's tale may be embedded within a larger "framing" story. A narrator

narratee pairing closest to the story is the lowest in terms of reliability and 

importance, graduating to greater position on the hierarchy as narrator and narratee 

move further from the narrative. ·The narrator and narratee are the ones through 

whom each reader experiences a story. 

The story often is created by someone other than the narrator, though. The 

agent that produces a narrative is known as the real author. The narrative also is 

received, or read, by an actual person, called the real reader. Between these real 

authors and readers and the story's narrator and narratee are the implied author and 

implied reader discussed briefly earlier. The implied author is the fictional 

construct of the real author, or an inferred author. Chatman (1990) places the 

implied author at the nexus of the ideological and connoted part of the text. Since 

readers lack access to the real author's intentions and ideology, inclusion of the 

implied author provides a link between reader and author. The implied author, 

then, is the concept of the real author that readers construct from the text. 

Chatman asserts that after a work is published, the reader's concept of the author's 

intent supersedes the actual intentions of the real author, who is removed from the 

text. Certain features of an implied author may persist throughout a real author's 

body of work or change from text to text. The implied author and its counterpart, 

the implied reader, who also is constructed from cues in the text, pull together the 

threads of the narrative structure. 
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Some theorists (Gennette, 1988; Juhl, 1981; Hirsch, 1967) prefer fo 

eliminate the categories of implied author and implied reader. They say there is 

little reason for a fictional construct imposed on the structure. Theorists who aim 

to eliminate the category assert that textual interpretations may be supported by 

the real author's purpose. They insist that any interpretation other than the author's 

intention is not the text's meaning (Chatman, 1990, p. 77). Beardsley (1981) 

maintains that authors may create a work with a specific intent but the text may 

imply something else. 1 Chatman (1990) also argues persuasively for retention of 

the classification: 

In my view, it makes sense to attribute to every narrativefiction 

an agency that does not personally tell or show but puts into the 

narrator's mouth the language that tells or shows. The implied 

author has no "voice." The implied author only empowers others 

to speak (p. 85). 

After analyzing the text, Foss (1989) prescribes evaluating the quality of a 

narrative. Several criteria are offered for estimating quality of content. Among 

them is whether the narrative embodies and advocates values the critic views as 

good, worthwhile and useful. The effects of adhering to values exhibited in the 

narrative are determining factors. Researchers also must gauge the ethical 

standards found in the text. Ethical decisions may vary in a text, remaining 

constant throughout or holding true only in certain situations. Last, Foss proposes 

assessing the relationship between narrative and audience. Evidence may be found 

in whether the audience can easily refute the narrative or if an alternative view of 

1 (Author's note: For further elucidation on the concepts of implied author and implied 
reader, tum to Chatman (1990), Iser (1978) or Juhl (1981). See Works Cited for 
additional resources.) 
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the world would present a similar or opposing narrative. The difference is more 

clearly expressed by Booth as c;1 familiarity between the content of the text and the 

audience's knowledge. 

Narrative evaluation must move beyond the story to discourse. Several 

criteria act as a litmus of the quality of the discourse. Foss (1989) includes 

defining whether the narrative can answer the question "So what?" In other words, 

a more ethical narrative has a significant point that is worthwhile and relative to 

the audience. Coherence of the narrative is another test of caliber. A narrative is 

considered coherent if a relationship exists between beginning and end or among 

elements within the story. Fidelity of the narrative is the last proof established. A 

narrative should show a truthfulness about reality, whether in quality, condition or 

event. 

Further, Booth (1988) notes that all stories offer something that an implied 

author considers useful. The offerings may be practical advice, moral instruction, 

visions of a higher reality, distressing and shattering warnings or entertainment (p. 

176). Several aspects in the narrative suggest the type of offering and reveal more 

about the implied author, among them are the level of reciprocity between author 

and reader, the degree of intimacy, the intensity of engagement required of the 

reader, coherence of the narrative, distance between the narrative world and the 

reader's world and the range of activities in the narrative(p. 179-180). First, 

reciprocity specifies whether implied reader and implied author are equals or have 

a subordinate-superior relationship. For example, the two may be companions; the 

implied author may indicate that the reader is better qualified to do the work; or 

the implied author may be teacher to the implied reader's student. Second, two 

kinds of intimacy emerge in narratives. One is a more modem intimacy in which a 

full sharing of intimate thoughts and feelings exists. This is a stream-of

consciousness that gives the impression of entering the soul of the real author. 
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The other is a more distant intimacy. The third quality is intensity, a degree that is 

the most difficult to determine. Intensity refers to the ease with which a reader can 

be tom from the story. Fourth is coherence, or the scale of internal hannony in the 

narrative. Foss (1989) describes coherence as almost indistinguishable from 

intensity. Booth (1988) says that most people reject extremes of unity or disunity, 

preferring works consistent within themselves or at least acknowledging their 

inconsistencies. The fifth, familiarity, depends on whether the author provides 

audience members with what they already love or with all new material that 

breaches expectations to open new worlds. Sixth, and last, Booth recommends 

examining the breadth of range in the activities offered. Through activities, the 

narrative may offer beauty, truth, goodness or a combination of the three. The 

first creates imaginative, aesthetic moments, the second, active thought about the 

truth of things and the third, emphasis on practical questions and choices (Booth, 

1988, pp. 187-195). 

Methodology 

Based on the model set forth in this chapter, narrative analysis proved an 

appropriate method for pursuing the questions posed in this study. The study 

involved two issues of Detective Comics, chosen at random. A list of all Detective 

Comics issues featuring Batman that were published in 1939. Since titles often 

were not given to the early issues, each issue of Detective Comics starring Batman 

counted as one number, totalling eight. A similar list of titles, numbering 12, was 

compiled from Batman comics published in 1986. The list was limited only to 

comic books distributed in Detective Comics' line of the same name -- thereby 

excluding graphic novels and special issues, which offer a different reading 

experience and alternate storylines. The titles then were shuffled and one from 

each pile drawn was at random. Number 33, titled The Batman Wars Against The 
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Dirigible of Doom, and number 560, titled The Batman Nobody Knows, were 

selected. 

Several issues were addressed in advance of the study in order to reduce 

potential pitfalls in the use of a critical process. Among the issues addressed was 

interpretation of presumably ambiguous characteristics such as inner motivation 

and inner conflict. Usually, dialogue reveals the characters' inner motivations, 

while actions disclose outer motivations. No effort was made to discern inner 

motivation and conflict without clear indication from dialogue. Each story in this 

study was considered on its own typology in order to limit the number of potential 

interpretations. 

Time is another factor that may pose difficulty in the comics. A count of 

words, paragraphs or pages is a typical method for guaging time in literary 

narrative analysis; however, in comics, other cues may be more appropriate. For 

instance, transitions, such as a fade-in or cut, may suggest passage of time on 

television. Yet comics encapsulate moments more concisely than do television or 

books. Thus, both words and pictures combine to provide a sense of speed in 

comic books, with each author favoring one or the other in varying degrees. 

Continuity between panels, or scenes, as well as clues within the frame served as 

additional cues to speed in this study. For example, a narrator may indicate the 

passage of time with words like "later that night" or "meanwhile." In addition, a 

significant event may be repeated or a fight pictured first from far away with full 

bodies in view and then up close with a fist hitting a face or a word signifying such 

contact. Such dual instances indicate a decision on the part of the creator to focus 

attention on a particular scene or idea and thus draw out the event or action. 

Implied author and implied reader raised additional concerns. Some critics 

-- especially reader-oriented theorists -- argue that each reader constructs an 

individual concept of implied author and implied reader. Application of implied 
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author and implied reader also is limited in determining how the hero has changed. 

Foss (1989) suggests an alternative, collapsing implied author, implied reader, 

author and reader into a general audience role. However, combining the roles, 

while applicable to television, fails to accommodate the literary formula of comic 

books. Furthermore, the text itself provides answers about the implied author. 

Chatman (1990) maintains that a narrative, like any text, contains within itself, 

explicitly or implicitly, information about how to read the text (p. 83). 

In addition, implied author and implied reader are advantageous for several 

reasons. First, they account for the differences between what the speaker says and 

what the text means. Irony is a good example of the duality often present in 

narrative. For example, a comic story may show Batman beating an opponent -- a 

good end, but the color and setting of the scene may reflect a gloomy mood. The 

difference suggests that perhaps Batman is not happy with the result or that the 

win was not as commendable as the reader otherwise would believe. A second 

benefit of the implied author is as a representation of a collaboration between 

creators. The comic book is an excellent example of a collaborative effort. 

Though one book is the result of the efforts of dozens of people who write, pencil, 

ink, color and print, the reader senses one unified result -- one creator. 

Thus, though potential pitfalls exist in determining implied author and 

implied reader, compelling reasons exist to include implied author and implied 

reader. Criteria suggested by Foss (1989) and Booth (1988) for evaluating the 

narrative, were used to identify the implied author. The criteria define 

characteristics of the implied author by evaluating the narrative presented. 

Together, the constructs create a conception of the implied author and implied 

reader that limit variant readings. 

Evaluation of the narrative, as Foss (1989) suggests, also raises uncertainty 

in analysis. The quality of a comic book narrative at one time may differ 
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immensely from the quality of a similar text today. In addition, determining 

quality based on the researcher's ethical standards could increase skepticism about 

the conclusions drawn. A difference in quality could affect the conclusions from 

such an analysis. Despite the potential for questions, evaluation of the narrative 

remains part of this analysis. Booth (1988) and Foss lay out a clear model for 

evaluation that acts as a check and balance to ensure both narratives analyzed are 

of similar quality. In addition, the tests are a counterpart to tests of reliability and 

validity found in quantitative studies. 

In this study, narration of events also prompted more refined analysis 

techniques. Determining whether events were stative or active became 

troublesome when a picture suggested one type and the words another. The 

synopsizing nature of the comic book often requires words and pictures to present 

opposing views of the event. For example, if Bruce Wayne is illustrated with 

tears, one interpretation is "Bruce Wayne cries." This determination would be 

considered active by the definition rendered earlier. The same picture could be 

viewed as "Bruce Wayne is sad," with tears depicting tliat emotion. The second 

example is a stative event. The words in that panel, though, may convey another 

part of the story, such as "Bruce eyed the scene and vowed never to return." The 

verbs used in this instance -- eyed and vowed -- are active. As a result of the 

potential for widely variant readings from panel to panel, active and stative were 

determined only as a part of the event as a whole. For example, an event was 

termed active if it involved a conversation that included an active event, such as a 

threat. pialogue that was limited to description or a thought process was 

considered stative. In addition, if an event was dominated by a description of the 

event or thought, the event was considered stative. 

Due to the comics format, a reader is more likely to attribute action to a 

panel that contains some element of activity. Action was defined as anything from 
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throwing a rope to climbing a wall to running. The degree of action also is noted 

in events that combine stative apd active pictures and words. For example, when 

Bruce Wayne lights a pipe as he thinks, the level of activity is minor compared 

with Batman chasing after a criminal. 

The next two chapters are organized in the following manner to facilitate 

reading: First, each chapter presents first an overview of each narrative, or a 

description of the central concept of the story. Character categories are explored 

first. Then, inner and outer motivation and conflict are examined as are conflicts 

, between characters and traits that change over the course of the narrative. Next, 

the flatness and roundness of characters is examined based on the number of traits 

exhibited and whether traits changed over time. 

Second, the chapters focus on events. The number and types of kernels and 

satellites, whether active or stative and how each is presented temporally, spatially 

and causally also are described. Presentation includes the way in which events are 

shown to the reader -- through whose eyes and with what language. Events and 

setting are explored to show where action occurred and how both events and 

setting affect mood. Evaluation of pictures in the creation of mood is limited to 

the intrusiveness of the setting, such as whether the setting served merely as 

background or became part of the action or event. Types of places in which events 

occurred also is essential. Settings included outside, inside, commercial or 

residential area, land, sea or sky. 

Third, each chapter examines narrator-narratee, implied author, implied 

reader, author and reader. The roles of narrator and narratee are addressed, as well 

as the identity of the narrator and narratee, how the narrative is delivered, how 

distant from the text and events both narrator and narratee are and the relationship 

between the two. Other factors discussed include language and reliability of 
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narrator. In analyzing implied author and implied reader, Foss' (1989) and Booth's 

(1988) recommendations for evaluation are employed. 

Through narrative theory, the world of the Batman is explored. The next 

two chapters elucidate answers to the questions: Has the hero changed over 50 

years? Have his foes altered? How has this dynamic been depicted? The answers 

revealed in a narrative analysis may communicate the fears evident in America 

during the past half-century. Perhaps the methods used to deal with those 

anxieties also will come to the fore. If so, narrative theory may prove a promising 

method for following the hero on his second 50 years. 
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CHAPTERJ 

A mysterious vigilante by night and millionaire by day, the Batman and 

Bruce Wayne, his alter ego, take on a group of villains with delusions of grandeur 

in The Batman Wars Against the Dirigible of Doom. The narrative begins with a 

brief introduction of Batman's origins. Until this story, the Batman's motive for 

crime-fighting went unrevealed to readers. Then, the story turns to a current battle 

of the Batman. 

The legend is unveiled in a flashback style. During this portion of the 

narrative, Bruce Wayne and his parents return home after attending a movie. The 

family is stopped by a mugger, who demands Mrs. Wayne's necklace. When her 

husband protests, the mugger kills him. Mrs. Wayne begins yelling and soon joins 

her husband. 

The incident changes the young boy, and Bruce vows to avenge their deaths 

by warring on all criminals. He trains his mind and body, then decides on a 

disguise that will frighten the cowardly criminals. When a bat flies in a window, 

as if in omen, Wayne determines to take his cue from the mysterious bat. He 

fashions a costume in homage to the dark creature. The Batman is born. 

The narrative next transports the reader to an undetermined time in the 

future, where millionaire orphan Bruce Wayne walks the streets of downtown 

Manhattan one night. He soon experiences -- along with the crowds out that night 

-- the destruction caused by a red zeppelin. Rays shot from the blimp destroy 

buildings and injure people. After Bruce assists in cleanup, he heads home to 

listen to a radio broadcast for more information. Later, he retires to his secret 

laboratory for a night of research. Speculating that Carl Krueger, a scientist and 

former insane asylum resident, is behind the trouble, Wayne decides "this looks 

like a case for the Batman!" 
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In bat costwne, and now the Batman, Bruce Wayne races to the home of 

Krueger, who happens to be inside with the three other members of his Scarlet 

Horde planning their attack on the city. As the others take their leave, Krueger 

speculates on his future as a Napoleonic dictator. His reverie soon is interrupted 

by the Batman, who hurls a baterang toward the villain. The weapon stops short 

of Krueger at a glass enclosure surrounding the scientist. 

At that moment, a hand holding a gun reaches out from an opening in the 

wall and strikes the Batman to the ground. When he regains consciousness, the 

hero is bound and finds Krueger is in the middle of a soliloquy about his diabolical 

plot. As soon as Krueger leaves him alone in the room, the resourceful Batman 

escapes by cutting the ropes with a knife hidden in his boot. He jumps out of the 

house just in the nick of time. As the hero clears the window sill, an explosion 

rips through the structure. 

The next night, the Batman threatens one of the Scarlet Horde's lieutenants, 

Ryder, in hopes of scaring the man into running to Krueger for help. The trick 

works, and Ryder leads the Batman to a secret hangar and the dirigible. Batman 

sneaks inside, destroys all but one of the death rays and prepares to demolish the 

balloon. Foiling his plans, Krueger appears from a secret door in the wall and 

shoots the Batman, who falls to the ground. While Krueger retrieves the 

remaining death ray, the Batman overpowers a guard and trades costwnes and 

places with him. Unaware of this exchange, Krueger shoots the ray at the prone 

man in the bat costwne. He finally is rid of the one man who can thwart his plans, 

or so he thinks. 

Meanwhile, the Batman escapes to his waiting airplane and home. As he 

bandages his gunshot wounds, Wayne explains that the bulletproof vest he wore 

under his disguise saved him from serious injwy. Repaired, the hero works 

through the night to develop a special chemical. When he hits on the right 
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formula, he sprays the mystery chemical on his plane. The next day, the Batman 

flies around in his airplane awaiting Krueger and his men. When they appear in 

the zeppelin, the Batplane dives at the craft. The secret chemical counteracts the 

effects of the death ray aimed at his plane, and he survives unscathed. 

After realizing his ray is useless, Krueger flees in his own catapult plane. 

At that moment, the Batman plunges his plane at the balloon. As the crafts 

explode, the Batman also escapes in a parachute. Spying the floating figure, 

Krueger flies in for a closer look. The caped crusader takes the opportunity to 

fling a cord onto the wheel well of the plane and climbs onto the wing. Krueger 

shoots at his foe but misses. The Batman throws a vial of smoke into the cockpit, 

causing the villain to lose consciousness. Without the sensibilities of its pilot, the 

plane plummets into the water below, Krueger at the helm. The Batman escapes 

into the waters. When at home again listening to his radio, he learns of the 

recovery of Krueger's body and the Scarlet Army's capture. All is well again in the 

Batman's world. 

Characters 

The origin tale provides background and depth for the narrative that 

follows. Thus, though extremely brief, the characters and storyline in the 

recounting of the legend are explored here. During the first portion of the 

narrative, the only characters present are the Wayne family, including a young 

Bruce, and a mugger who turns killer. The Waynes play secondary characters in 

the story. The mugger, though his presence is brief, represents the antagonist in 

the tale. The closing scene reveals through Bruce Wayne's allusion to criminals in 

general that the mugger is just the representative of the protagonist's real 

antagonist -- all criminals. Bruce Wayne, who also is the Batman, serves as 
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protagonist. Thus, the story becomes Bruce Wayne and the Batman against all 

criminals even though no conflict occurs between the Batman and the antagonist. 

While as an innocent child his motivation may have been to grow up with a 

family, the shooting changes the boy. Bruce's outer motivation turns to ridding the 

world of all criminals. His inner motivation, as revealed in his words, is to avenge 

his parents' deaths. The child Bruce vows this vengeance during a prayer at his 

bedside. Thus, the happy, once innocent and protected Bruce becomes an 

avenging vigilante. 

The mugger, cast in the antagonist role, is representative of all criminals' 

motives. His outer motivation is to steal from the Waynes, who are walking home 

from a movie. When they protest, the mugger kills the elder Waynes. The 

antagonist's outer motivation signifies the motivations of other, superstitious and 

cowardly murders. During his brief appearance, no inner motivation is revealed 

for the killer, and the mugger disappears after his part in changing the life of Bruce 

Wayne. 

Turning to the other portion of the narrative, Bruce Wayne/Batman is the 

protagonist. Batman's outer motivation soon becomes the capture of the Scarlet 

Horde. His actions and words throughout the story indicate this goal is his 

primary task. His inner motivation, while not revealed during this portion of the 

narrative, is still clear from the earlier flashback -- Bruce intends to avenge his 

parents death by fighting all criminals. 

The antagonist is the Scarlet Horde, led by Carl Krueger. The crew 

announce their outer motivation, also through their conversations, thoughts and 

actions. The four members intend to rule the world. They first reveal this 

motivation by threatening the crowds they accost in the first scene. Later, when 

all four scientists are together, they discuss the army of 2,000 people they have 

gathered and their plans to steal money and take over the world. Carl Krueger, the 
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leader of the Scarlet Horde, also reveals an inner motivation to the reader and the 

Batman while talking aloud to himself. Krueger has delusions that he will be 

another Napoleon, a dictator. 

However, all players find opposition to their plans. The Batman, of course, 

must battle the Scarlet Horde's death ray and Krueger before bringing down the 

entire group. Krueger and the other three lieutenants find they must rid themselves 

of the Batman, who seems to continue reappearing despite their best efforts. 

Despite the revelation of an inner motivation for both the Batman and Krueger, 

neither face an inner conflict in this narrative. The Batman's goal cannot return 

life to his parents, but he does not consider his efforts futile. The presentation of 

inner conflict without resolution, common in comic tales, will be explored in 

chapter 5. 

A closer look at the characters involved in the narrative unveils even more 

about their motivation and means. Many characteristics are evident in Bruce 

Wayne and Batman during this two-part tale. As a small boy, Bruce seems 

innocent until the killings turn him into an avenger. Here, the narrative declares 

the grown Bruce Wayne to be muscular, handsome, rich, dedicated and "a wierd 

figure of the night." His physical strength allows him to overpower his enemies. 

Bruce Wayne's money also assists the Batman. His alter ego needs crime-fighting 

technology and special gadgets to pursue his nightly exploits. A cache of supplies, 

which only great wealth could buy, includes a purple airplane, special costume 

with bullet-proof vest, baterang -- a bat-shaped boomerang -- special vials of 

smoke and gas and a laboratory. 

The narrative notes that the Batman/Bruce Wayne also has a variety of 

noncorporeal characteristics. He is intelligent and, as evidenced by the file of 

news clippings and secret laboratory he uses to further his crime-fighting 

capabilities, he is a detective. The narrative also implies that the Batman has great 
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moral character. He is clearly in the heroic position, fighting criminals who 

succumb to immoral behavior. Batman's superiority is demonstrated further by his 

belief that criminals are cowardly and superstitious. His wealth also puts him in a 

superior position to antagonists. Not only does the money enable Bruce to 

purchase expensive vehicles and equipment, the money is something he clearly 

enjoys regularly. His lifestyle is evident in the smoking jacket and pipe he always 

dons when depicted at home. 

Yet with all of his mystery and heroic qualities, the Batman exhibits 

contradictory characteristics. Despite all of his cleverness and bravado, the 

Batman is vulnerable, as demonstrated by his capture, twice in as many days. 

Similarly, he drives a large, expensive-looking red car to crime scenes in hopes no 

one will recognize or spot the vehicle. Another dichotomy arises in his moral 

disposition. He is charitable -- pitching in to help clear the mess left behind after 

the death ray strikes and clearing the world of criminals. He also exhibits a 

superior position to "ruthless murders" as noted above. Yet he totes a gun and a 

knife in his boot. The Batman also resorts to the same means of achieving his goal 

that his foes prefer. For example, the Batman comfortably kills criminals, as 

demonstrated by his contribution to Krueger's death. Later, he is depicted at home 

smoking a pipe and listening to the radio, seemingly without care about his 

previous actions. 

The antagonist, too, provides an interesting look into the portrayal of 

Batman's foes. Krueger and the Scarlet Horde -- four scientists -- gather an army 

in an effort to rule the world. They also resort to killing and stealing money to 

achieve their goals. Krueger, the leader of the group, aims to be a dictator, another 

Napoleon. He reveals a fear of retribution from his enemies, real or imagined. 

This paranoia drives him to install a glass casing in his home as protection. A 

secret sliding painting in his home and a secret door in his hangar also signify his 
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deviant thinking. His schemes include faking his own death in the explosion of his 

home and, using the death ray, scaring Manhattan residents into compliance with 

his wishes. Nevertheless, Krueger is intelligent, and is able to gather a following 

of other intelligent scientists, as well as 2,000 followers. 

Both the Batman and Krueger share some common traits. They both cany 

guns and are willing to kill to achieve their goals. Their discourse is 

communicated directly, and the reader is privy to their thoughts, since both 

characters talk aloud to themselves in order to explain situations or decisions. 

Additionally, they both are intelligent and able to gather the resources necessary, 

such as airplanes, a dirigible, a death ray and chemicals, to cany out their plans. 

While neither character changes during the course of the narrative, some of 

the traits within the Batman are contradictory. He dislikes criminals, yet uses 

some of the same methods they do, such as killing, to destroy an enemy. Despite 

the contradictory characteristics involved, neither character displays a roundness. 

The Batman provides a more interesting character because of the conflicting traits 

within him. But there is little more development of his character. The addition of 

the flashback, or origin scene, offers potential for an inner conflict, which could 

round out the Batman's character. Unfortunately, this development is skimmed 

over so quickly that the reader has to infer a lot from the narrative. 

Events 

Like most protagonists and antagonists, Batman and his foes have some 

trouble getting along during the narrative. The events that lead to confrontation 

and resolution span 93 panels over 12 pages. The origin sequence constitutes 13 

panels; the main narrative consists of 80 panels. Events often are drawn out over 

several panels, thus the number of events may not total the number of panels in 

each narrative. See Appendix A for a more detailed look at each panel. 
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During the legend sequence, the kernel, or major, events are the mugger's 

attack on the Wayne family and Bruce's subsequent metamorphosis into the 

Batman. Both are active events. Though a variety of panels embody each kernel, 

none of the events in this narrative are satellite events. Both events are necessary 

in explaining the actions and the drive that motivate this vigilante, who could sit at 

home enjoying his wealth. Already, the narrative cuts out any development of 

character or plot, providing only a bare-bones sketch of the life of this unusual 

hero. For example, Bruce Wayne's childhood and growth encompass only two 

panels. The struggles he encountered during that time are omitted, but plenty of 

space for development of the struggles in following tales is offered in the legend. 

With a motive in hand thanks to the origin sequence, readers traverse to the 

main narrative, which is comprised of five kernel events. They include the first 

attack by the dirigible (7 panels), Bruce's discovery of Krueger's file (7 panels), the 

Batman's capture and subsequent escape (20 panels), again capture of the Batman 

by force and his escape (23 panels) and the denouement, a fight between the 

Batman and Krueger (17 panels). All of the kernel events are active. While one 

could argue due to the formulaic nature of the first four kernels that the only major 

event is the final showdown between the hero and villain, without the other events, 

the story would be incomplete. Each of the other four kernels allow development 

of motive and provide more characterization regarding the vulnerability of the 

protagonist. True, other methods are possible for the Batman to find out about 

Krueger beyond the secret laboratory and files, such as the radio. Nevertheless, 

short-cutting the other kernels would limit even further any character development, 

however slight, afforded in the tale. Thus, all five events are listed among the 

major events. 

Few satellite events are weaved among the kernels. Several minor issues 

are explained and developed throughout the story, but usually under the umbrella 
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of the major event. True satellites, then, include the Batman's drive to the home of 

Krueger, his threats in Ryder's bedroom and his destruction of the death rays prior 

to his capture. The drive to Krueger's home could be collapsed, cutting from the 

costumed Batman to a Batman scaling the walls of Krueger's home, without loss to 

the story structure. Equally insignificant was the appearance of Batman in Ryder's 

home. Any number of methods of finding the hangar would substitute equally 

effectively. Once inside the hangar, the Batman destroys all but one death ray; 

however, the loss of the weapons only seems to set up the second capture of the 

Batman, the kernel event. He could be detained without actually ridding the world 

of all but one death ray, instead going to the hangar to hunt down Krueger. This 

event provided some sought-after action, but excised from the tale, the narrative 

holds together. Thus, these events are classified satellites. 

While the introductory scene in which the death ray is tested on Manhattan 

crowds could be cut out by having Bruce Wayne learn of the devastation through 

the radio, the event serves an important function in the narrative. First, the attack 

sets the tone of the tale, creating the means for the Batman to show off his 

detective skills later. Second, the scene establishes the threat that the Scarlet 

Horde and their death ray pose to innocent citizens. As a result, the event is a 

kernel event. Similarly, the discovery of Krueger's file in the Batman's secret 

laboratory may be cut from the story, using the radio to again provide the identity 

of the antagonist. Yet the event allows more development of the Batman's 

character and reveals the laboratory without which the Batman's detective skills 

and training as a chemist would be lost. As a major event, then, the discovery of 

the file and subsequent dressing as the Batman also is an integral part of the whole 

narrative. 
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Setting 

Five primary settings are provided for the characters' actions. They include 

the streets of Manhattan, the home of Bruce Wayne, the secret laboratory, Carl 

Krueger's home and a hangar. Another, minor, setting is that of Ryder's home. 

The sky above the city also is tangential to the setting of the streets of Manhattan. 

(Appendix A provides a detailed setting description of each panel, from people 

involved to colors depicted.) 

A wide variety of colors is used in each panel, from mauve, purple, green 

and royal blue to red, two shades of yellow, black, brown, orange and light blue. 

Contrasting colors are used in each panel. For example, on the street during the 

origin story, mauve, red, royal blue, black and brown are used in the first panel 

alone. In another panel, two shades of purple are paired with white, green, black, 

red and brown. The main narrative employs similar colors, such as a combination 

of red, yellow, blue, gold, green, orange, red and white in one panel. In each case, 

the colors are bright and cheerful, often primary colors. 

Likewise, the settings are bright in nature. Inside Bruce Wayne's home, the 

rooms are bright. The rooms inside Krueger's house and the hangar are equally 

light and cheerful. Even in night scenes, the colors often offer a splash of vitality. 

(See Appendix A.) The color adds vibrance and a feeling of action to the setting 

and events. Because of the bold and mismatched colors, the effect is more 

cartoony and unreal than suspenseful and intriguing. 

The narrator provides the point of view from which each setting is depicted. 

Little description is provided by the narrator's words, though. For example, the 

narrator's description of the legend is limited to: "Some 15 years ago ... were 

walking home from a movie." Later, the narrator describes locales with: "A huge 

bat flies in the window," "Nightfall. Bruce Wayne walks the crowded streets of 

downtown Manhattan," "revealing a secret laboratory," "inside the lighted room," 
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and "a room inside the hangar." As is evident in these examples, each written 

description is limited to the basics, letting the picture present the setting. 

Temporal 

The multitude of settings and bright colors assist in creating a feeling of 

increased speed throughout the narrative. As noted earlier, the bright and 

mismatched colors are somewhat agitating and, thus, contribute to the action of the 

story. A feeling of quickened pace also is suggested through two other techniques. 

They include an encapsulation of events and punctuation. In the former, several 

instances indicate speed in the opening flashback sequence. For instance, Bruce 

grows to adulthood in three panels, during which he is depicted as training and 

learning. Though not as abridged, several other scenes employ a protracting, or 

acceleration, of time. During the Batman versus Krueger portion of the narrative, 

a sense of speed is used in finding the criminal. His search is depicted in two 

panels, though the bulk of the process is withheld. He also dresses as the Batman 

in two panels and later secures his escape from Krueger's home in two panels. In 

each event, the details of the incidents are culled. Finally, Bruce Wayne works 

through the night on the chemical, which spans two panels. In essence, a 

substantial amount of time passes within a minimal number of panels. The entire 

narrative spans several days, and in the case of the legend, many years. 

The narrator's words also cue the reader to a sense of the passage of time. 

During the flashback sequence, the narrator uses the phrase "as the years pass," 

indicating a jump to some point in the future. During the rest of the story, the 

word "suddenly" acts as a device for making events seem startling and indicates 

action. For example, "suddenly, red beams," "suddenly from the craft," "suddenly 

the painting moves," "suddenly, gas fills," 'suddenly, a secret door opens," 

"suddenly ... the Batplane appears," and "suddenly, the Batman dives" denote a 
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quick pace and command continued attention by the reader. The narrator 

introduces other indications of increased speed with phrases such as "the Batman's 

car speeds," and "a wierd figure races." 

The narrator also hurries the reader along by dispensing with long 

descriptions of events or settings. Instead, sentence fragments and the use of the 

ellipsis preceding or following the word "suddenly" substitute for a wordier 

interpretation. Ellipses function 23 times as reader prompts. Ellipses also work as 

pauses an additional 17 times, distinguished by their use in dialogue rather than as 

introduction or continuation of a new scene description. In several occurrences, 

the punctuation is used to begin a thought in mid-sentence, creating a feeling of 

abridged time. 

The ellipsis is aided by another punctuation mark that importunes action 

from a reader. Exclamation marks are used 23 times in the narrative. Rather than 

as a note of excitement, surprise or anger in conversation, the exclamation mark is 

used in the narrator's introductions to each panel as a device for emphasizing the 

urgent nature of what is being related. The frequent use of this punctuation, 

combined with bright colors and other literary devices, contributes to the overall 

sense of action of the narrative. 

While impelling action, the narrative also slows the pace on occasion to 

elaborate on the more important events. For example, whereas most events occur 

in one or two panels, exceptions include the murder scene in the legend; the 

creation of the Batman; the attack by the dirigible; the conversation between 

Krueger and his associates, followed by his own ruminations; the Batman's clever 

hiding behind a cloud of smoke; and the final showdown. The murder scene lasts 

five panels, the Batman's creation another three. Each of the longer events occurs 

over a period closer to real tim~ and often allows characters to explain their 

actions or provide minor character evolution. For example, the dirigible attack 
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lasts seven panels; Krueger's conversations and thoughts are drawn out over four 

panels; and the smoke cloud spans four panels. However, unlike most other 

events, which jump around to eliminate many of the details, the final scene seems 

a minute-by-minute recap of the incident. As the climax of the narrative, the event 

encompasses 14 panels. Part of the reason for the additional panels is that the 

narrator spends more time describing the events as they unfold, rather than leaving 

the reader to inf er from the pictures. This actually increases the speed of the 

narrative, shortening the time the reader must spend interpreting. The result of 

these tactics is a fast-paced adventure that stops only briefly to provide motivation 

and means through dialogue and characters' actions. 

Causal 

The narrative finds equal development through causal connections. 

Character actions, connections between cause and effect and repetition of events 

collectively operate as narrative enhancement. Each element imparts important 

messages about the narrative. They point to the factors considered significant to 

the author and, therefore, to the reader. 

The way in which events are directed by characters or outside influences 

reveals one aspect of the Batman mythos. Human actions predominate the 

interplay between the Batman and his enemies. Characters act and react to one 

another. The mugger sets the wheel in motion when he shoots two people. Bruce 

Wayne reacts after the tragic incident by training as an avenger. Similarly, in The 

Batman Wars Against the Dirigible of Doom, the Scarlet Horde's actions are the 

cause of the Batman's reactions throughout the story. However, though the 

antagonist acts first in each story, the Batman is the one who, though initially 

reacting to an event, is on the offensive throughout the second story. 
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Only one type of causal agent portrayed is more threatening than human 

agents. The death ray, though 9reated and used by people, is a separate causal 

agent in itself. The death ray is the center of the story. Krueger and the Scarlet 

Horde rely on the weapon to carry out their plan. The ray destroys buildings and 

people in an instant. Without a similarly formidable agent, they would have 

difficulty in being as effective as quickly. Thus, the death ray signals a greater 

threat to the people than mere human action or a single gun. When the death rays 

finally are destroyed, so is Krueger. 

As noted above, cause and effect are linked several times, usually resulting 

in an action-reaction structure. The Batman always acts first, and the villain reacts 

to his moves, only to be thwarted in the end. For example, the Batman attacks 

Krueger, is captured and escapes. Next, the protagonist damages the death rays 

and is abducted again; he makes a getaway. Finally, the Batman makes another 

first move to rid the world of Carl Krueger. This time, the hero succeeds. The 

only time the antagonist acts first is during the opening scene in which the Scarlet 

Horde assaults the city. However, Bruce Wayne, not the Batman, occupies that 

scene. The formula of protagonist-action, antagonist-reaction sets up a scenario in 

which the hero is in control and always prevails. 

The iterative format of action and reaction is reinforced through repetition 

in other components of the narrative. Batman's capture twice in the story confirms 

his vulnerability. On the other hand, his subsequent expeditious escapes fortify his 

standing as a hero. Among the other types of repetition are the depiction of Bruce 

Wayne receiving information from the radio twice, the use of the death ray three 

times, three explosions, access to the use of gas for a smoke screen three times and 

the use of a gun in five separate incidents. In all but the use of the radio, emphasis 

is placed on the use of force as a means of achieving a goal. The radio is a mode 
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for gathering information. However, the repetition of methods of achieving a goal 

distinguish these means as important in the narrative. 

Another causal technique employed in the narrative creates an element of 

suspense or surprise. To maintain a level of mystery- and danger in an adventure 

story-, the reader must perceive a sense of risk to the hero. The Batman narrative 

attempts to set up such a feeling by transposing cause and effect. For example, the 

Batman escapes without the knowledge of Krueger and the reader until after he is 

presumably destroyed by the death ray. Later, the Batman aims his plane at the 

dirigible in an effort to destroy both crafts. Only afterward is the Batman seen 

floating safely in a parachute. In addition, though the catapult plane is shown 

separating from the zeppelin, the reader must wait four more panels to find out that 

Krueger is the passenger. The tricks on the reader show a reserve on the part of 

the narrator in revealing the story-. They also offer another avenue through which 

the reader may feel a measure of suspense. 

Spatial 

As in temporal and causal relations, several commonalities exist spatially 

among events. Often, after an event, Bruce Wayne, or the Batman, returns home 

to think and plan. After each event outside, Bruce returns inside. For example, 

the first scene in the origin tale is outside on the streets returning home from a 

movie. The next scene is inside Bruce's home, and later returns outside with 

Batman on the roof of a building. The second part of the story- also begins outside 

on the streets of Manhattan, moving inside to Bruce's home for reflection, and 

back outside of Krueger's home. The Batman enters the home and exits the home 

again at the end of the scene before the explosion. Next, the Batman is depicted 

inside Ryder's home, then outside while following Ryder for several panels. The 

story- moves inside the hangar for another 14 panels before the Batman escapes 
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. from the hangar roof outside to his waiting plane. The following scene occurs 

within Bruce's house, but soon he is out again in his airplane. He returns home a 

last time to wrap up the story. (See Appendix A for further explanation of scene 

descriptions.) 

A look at the action within the major events, though, reveals a less dramatic 

alternation of settings. During the first sequence, the shooting occurs outside, but 

Bruce trains inside. In the larger narrative, the dirigible's attack on the crowd 

occurs outside. Bruce confronts Krueger and is captured inside. He also returns 

home to think and plan inside and is captured again inside. The final showdown 

occurs outside. The only pattern shown among these events appears to be that 

usually, Bruce Wayne/Batman goes home to recuperate and think, then goes 

outside his home to set in motion his plans and fight criminals. The exception is 

that action also takes place inside the warehouse. 

In addition to the recurrence of inside and outside alternation, several 

frequently-used props in the settings offer some repetition in the narrative. Among 

the common features of settings are an airplane, which appears in 22 panels; the 

dirigible, used in eight panels; and the streets of Manhattan, seen in nine panels. 

In addition, Bruce usually does his thinking in a chair at home. Often, he wears a 

robe and smokes a pipe. In the first story segment, the home setting is shown in 

three panels. In the second part of the narrative, there are seven such panels, five 

in which the pipe is depicted. 

Narrator And Narratee 

A story cannot be told without a narrator. The narrator in the tale pitting 

the Batman against the Scarlet Horde serves as a keen reminder of that fact, 

constantly reaffirming a dominant presence in the narrative. The narrator 

introduces scenes seven times in the first tale and 61 times in the second story. 
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Diegesis, or direct address, is emphasized during these interludes. Direct address 

contributes to the narrator's audibility in the narrative. As a result of this 

ubiquitous role, the narrator also is a transitory presence, tying together the panels. 

In other words, the audience relies on the narrator to explain the story and 

pictures. 

Yet the narrator is not a character in the story, meaning that the narrator 

takes up a heterodiegetic position outside the narrative. As the sole chronicler of 

events, the narrator also is the only participant on which the reader depends for a 

reliable account of events. Typically, a heterodiegetic narrator is regarded as more 

than a character narrator, who is influenced personally by events. However, the 

reader is betrayed in this capacity several times. For example, the narrator twice 

leads the reader to believe characters are dead -- once when the Batman escapes 

Krueger's death ray and a second time when the plane and dirigible explode. Yet 

both the Batman and Krueger escape safely. 

While leaving no doubt about who is in charge of the tale, the narrator 

reveals only a modicum of omniscience. By the language and style of delivery 

employed, the reader suspects that the narrator knows the Batman well. For 

example, the narrator knows of the incidents that altered the innocent boy so many 

years ago. The narrator also knows about Bruce Wayne's whereabouts and his 

secrets. Regardless of the impression inferred by the reader, only small glimpses 

of this knowledge are provided the reader in advance. Usually, the narrator 

announces a new issue at the same time a reader becomes aware of such 

occurrence through the picture. For example, the narrator knows of the secret 

laboratory, but discloses this only after the reader sees the inside. Other instances 

of this reserve occur when the Batman climbs the rope to his plane after 

supposedly being disintegrated by the death ray. When he unmasks himself, the 

narrator acts surprised that the figure is the Batman and moves quickly on without 
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further ado. Bruce Wayne must explain his getaway while attending his wounds. 

In addition, the narrator only divulges that the chemical sprayed on the Batplane is 

"mysterious," saving the key to that mystery until much later when the chemical is 

put to the test. Neither does the reader know that the Batman parachutes out of his 

plane until after an explosion between the plane and zeppelin. The sheet of glass 

protecting Krueger remains a secret until after the Batman flings his baterang. On 

the other hand, the reader is privy to the creation of the secret chemical and sees a 

foreshadowing of future events when the catapult plane escapes from the balloon 

prior to the explosion. The contradicting characteristics of the narrator, in 

combination with techniques described regarding action and events, suggest the 

narrator's interest in creating suspense rather than as a deception of the reader. 

Keys to the narrator's characteristics surface as much in the way the story is 

told as in what the narrator reveals. For example, when describing events, the 

narrator focuses on action, not feelings. On occasion, there is mention of 

appearance. Twice, the narrator terms Batman a "wierd figure," and describes the 

car he drives as "high-powered." This focus on appearance and actions denotes 

the narrator as one who presumes the narratee is interested in such elements. 

The language style further reveals the narrator. Common verbiage includes 

words such as "dirigible," "the craft," "horde," and invented words such as 

"Batplane" and "baterang." When relaying conversation with the mugger, the 

narrator uses colloquialisms such as "wearin'," indicating a perception about how 

criminals talk. Instead of a rope, the Batman carries a silken cord. "Avenger of 

evil," "master scientist," and "amazing athletic feats" are descriptions typical of the 

narrator. Similar references mark the Batplane as a ship and the dirigible as a 

craft. 

Another peculiarity emerges in the narrator's delivery. The narrative 

usually is introduced with sentence fragments. Fragments are used as often as full 
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sentences. When full sentences are employed, each of these "sentences" also 

contains parts of previous or following sentences or sentence fragments. Often, 

punctuation in full sentences includes a dash or ellipsis, breaking up what would 

be a full sentence into a fragmented structure. Sentences almost always are 

introduced with a sentence fragment. Some examples of sentence fragments 

include, "Some 15 years ago."; "Nightfall."; and "As the rays strike, the buildings 

explode. Hurling their wreckage upon the crowded streets below." 

Conversations are delivered in the same stilted style. For example, when 

Bruce is depicted talking to himself, his words are: "Those red beams from the 

dirigible. Hm. My file might help me." Short sentences also are used in 

conversations among characters. The Batman's conversations, especially, are brief 

and to the point. Often, he speaks only to explain his actions. For instance, on 

three occasions, he elaborates on the secret of his escapes. Krueger, who has the 

most verbose conversations, uses formal phrasing. When he tells the Batman of 

his plans to bomb his own home, Krueger explains " ... they will think me dead. 

Leaving me to do as I please," and when noticing a parachuting figure in the sky, 

the antagonist exclaims "I must see if it is he!" Krueger, too, explains his actions 

but in far more detail, and often as a manner of revealing his inner motivation. 

All of the techniques used by the narrator served to distance the reader and 

narratee from the Batman and the narrative. The narratee is never mentioned by 

the narrator; rather, an implicit presence is implied. Thus, the narratee is 

heterodiegetic, like the narrator. Other revelations about the narrator also assist in 

painting a picture of the narratee, and could serve to reveal something about the 

implied reader as well. (This concept will be discussed further in chapter five). 

Using the description of the narrator, the narratee appears to also believe criminals 

are cowardly. Likely, the narratee is unimpressed by money, preferring instead 

adventure and mystery. Such a quality is discerned because despite the Wayne 
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fortune, the narrator never mentions Bruce Wayne's money, instead choosing to 

focus on the battle at hand. Judging by the use of sentence fragments to create a 

sense of urgency and action, the narratee is interested in a fast-paced story in 

which danger is imminent and the protagonist triumphs. 

Implied Author And Implied Reader 

Upon reading the narrative, a concept is forged about who authored, or 

created, the work. This conceptual author is known as the implied author. Using 

criteria noted in chapter 2, the implied author clearly emerges as one with strong 

beliefs about criminals. Among the values imparted in the narrative are that 

criminals act rashly. They hurt others without provocation to achieve a misguided 

goal, thus justifying any means necessary to eradicate them. The theme of ridding 

the world of criminals is emphasized in messages showing women, children and 

senior citizens foregrounded as victims in destructive events. Through the words 

and actions of the narrator, the implied author offers the feeling that some 

criminals are mentally imbalanced and ruthless murderers who deserve a fate of 

death. Thus, the Batman uses any means available to assist his mission -- using a 

gun to destroy the death rays, a knife for emergencies such as freeing himself and 

a gas pellet in order to render the villain unconscious and harmless, in the end 

killing him. 

In addition, by using a vigilante as the hero, the implied author reveals a 

distrust of law enforcement. Consequently, the implied author imparts the 

message that a vigilante gets the job done better than police officers. The point of 

the narrative, then, is that crime does not pay. Criminals will fail. Even if the law 

is insufficient in stopping crime, the Batman will succeed and his methods will not 

be pretty. 
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The implied author delivers a relatively coherent story, though there are 

some inconsistencies in the drawings. Colors occasionally change from panel to 

panel, and the hangar moves position on a cliff. First, the hangar is on the inside 

of another building. Later, the structures switch places. (See Appendix A, panels 

39 and 41). 

The implied author also reveals an inconsistency in values. While 

indicating a high moral caliber through condemnation of criminal activities, the 

implied author advocates actions that fall short of that same moral standard. For 

example, the Batman, a protagonist and one with whom the reader is to identify, 

lets the antagonist die. This sort of action is similar to the actions in which 

criminals engage, reducing the Batman to the same level. The implied author 

indicates that killing an antagonist is acceptable behavior when Bruce Wayne 

relaxes at home after killing Krueger, seemingly without remorse. 

Considering the popularity of the Batman comic at the time, the text reveals 

as much about the implied reader as it does the implied author. The implied reader 

is the one to whom the implied author presumably addresses the story. Thus, if 

the implied author employs themes evoking negative feelings about criminals, the 

implied reader likely has an aversion to criminals, too. Little development by the 

implied author in regard to why criminals are bad increases the likelihood that the 

implied reader already agrees with the implied author. In addition to a dislike of 

the criminal element, the implied reader probably enjoys action, mystery and 

violence, as these are prominent elements in the narrative. The brevity of the 

narrative suggests that the implied reader may have a short attention span as well. 

Considering what is known about the real reader and factoring the techniques used 

by the implied author and the narrator, the implied reader is likely a child who is 

impressed by the hero's strength, intelligence and air of mystery. 
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The implied reader is prominently present in two areas of the narrative. 

The splash page and the closing panel provide the most audible instances of the 

implied reader. On the splash page, the narrator announces the title and says 

"eerie figure of the night -- nemesis of crime -- this is the Batman!" At the final 

panel, a plea -- "Don't miss an issue of this thrilling new character in his amazing 

adventures!!" -- is punctuated by the smoking gun and the cape covering Batman's 

face. In these instances, the implied author and narrator reach out directly and 

blatantly to draw in the reader. Thus, the implied reader also is appealed to, as 

evidenced by the language and pictures, which further support the previous 

assessment of the implied reader's values and interests. 

In every narrative, the implied author and implied reader share a 

relationship much like that of the narrator and narratee. The relationship between 

the implied author and the implied reader in the Batman tale is not one of 

companionship or an equal relationship. The implied author expects that the 

implied reader has the same beliefs and can understand words such as dirigible, 

but the two cannot be companions. The implied reader like the narratee, has only 

limited access to the hero and his thoughts, while the narrator and implied author 

seem to have ready access to the Batman. 

The relationship between implied author and implied reader is seldom 

intimate in this narrative. The implied reader is privileged to see Bruce Wayne at 

home, and in the first story, the implied reader is privy to Bruce's early thoughts as 

he swears to avenge his parents deaths. More frequently, though, the relationship 

is distant. The implied author acts as though the implied reader needs only the 

bare necessities to figure out the mysteries inherent in the tale. Thus, the implied 

reader is urged to rely on imagination. Consequently, only brief introduction to 

each scene is provided and eve_n less insight into the characters. 
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Other evidence of the relationship shared by the implied author and implied 

reader is found in the intensity of the tale. The implied author does provide some 

familiar territory, giving the implied readers what they like -- action, violence, 

vengeance and a triumphant hero. At the same time, these elements are doled out 

only in small doses, building slowly. For example, when the dirigible first 

appears, it attacks the city, but victims remain distant in both the frame and the 

implied reader's thoughts. Lack of elaboration on feelings and emotions 

contributes to the ability of the reader to withdraw from the narrative with little 

effort. Even after the Batman is captured, creating a sense of danger, he escapes 

without fanfare before an explosion. Later, more danger faces the Batman as 

Krueger shoots him and then tries to kill him with the death ray. Finally, the 

Batman kills his nemesis. The progression of escalating violence even here is 

subdued, though, because the actual struggle is omitted, as is death of at least two 

characters. The implied author pulls away from each scene before an intensity can 

be built. Therefore, the reader must infer a lot from the implied author's 

intimations. 

Since the narrative is relatively uninvolving, the implied author must keep 

the implied reader interested in the story through other means. Many were 

described earlier in this chapter. For example, with little depth of character, 

aesthetics take center stage. Bright colors, lots of changing scenery and angles are 

employed to keep action in the forefront. More subtly, the implied author also 

offers some thoughts about life's truths. For instance, when Bruce Wayne vows to 

avenge his parents' death at the hands of a criminal, the narrative reveals the ways 

in which crime directly and indirectly affects lives, often without clear purpose. 

However, this message is barely present in the narrative, requiring the reader or 

implied reader to infer a lot from the implied author's message. These elements of 
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the implied author and implied reader denote a narrative with but one purpose -- to 

entertain. 

Real Author And Real Reader 

Beyond the implied author and implied reader are the real author and real 

reader. They may share some common beliefs with the former two, but a clearer 

physical identity is established in looking at the real author and real reader. The 

real author is comprised of several constituent parts -- the person or persons who 

draw and write the comic narrative and the organizational and industrial structure 

and climate surrounding the publication of the comic. Each of these collaborators 

contributes to the final product. The author and artist apply their ideas of how the 

hero acts and looks, as well as the appearance and motivation of the antagonist. 

The organizational and industrial structure and climate contribute by structuring 

the comic's content -- including the amount of innovation and diversity inherent in 

the text (McAllister, 1990, p. 56). 

While no specific credit was allowed to individual artists and writers during 

the first years of comic book publishing, several key players are recognized in the 

creation of the Batman comic. Credit is given to Bob Kane for originating the 

character. Kane was 22 at the time. His experience in comics and thirst for 

adventure reveal something about the character he created. As a child, Kane 

formed a neighborhood gang called the Zorros. He was fascinated with this 

character, by the mystery elicited in the cape and mask and the character's 

bravado. His gang nickname was the Doodler, alluding to his propensity for 

drawing chalk graffiti cartoons. 

As he grew older, Kane's interest in cartoons continued to increase. He 

began drawing cartoons for his high school newspaper and attended the 

Commercial Art Studio in New York City on a one-year scholarship. Since he had 
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little luck selling his drawings, he took a job at his uncle's· gannent factory while 

continuing to ply his talent. In 1937, he quit the factory to work solely on comics. 

In 193 8, he was employed by Eisner Iger studio creating funny comic strips. 

Soon, he began a free-lance career with Major Malcolm Wheeler-Nicholson's 

comic company -- National Periodicals, drawing one-page filler ad and gag 

cartoons. Later, he turned to adventure comics. His big break came when the 

company's new owner, Harry Donenfeld, asked him to come up with a new, 

different superhero (Benton, 1992, p. 25). 

While Kane drew some of the early Batman comics, other authors soon 

were assigned the job. Kane remained, though, to oversee and lend a guiding 

influence on elements related to the Batman's publication. The Batman Wars 

Against the Dirigible of Doom likely was drawn by 17-year-old Jerry Robinson, 

who came to the Batman stories about three issues into the tale in 1939. This 

particular tale was the seventh story featuring the Batman. At the time, Robinson 

was beginning college at the Columbia School of Journalism, drawing comics on 

the side to support his education (Batman Archives, 1990, p. 5). Robinson is 

credited with providing more structure to Kane's design, which was not a very 

realistic style. Robinson's version is considered only a little more so. More 

importantly, Robinson was successful in correcting some anatomy problems Kane 

had with his drawing (Batman Archives, 1990, p. 5). 

Kane was greatly influenced by his friend and colleague Bill Finger, who 

suggested modifications on the appearance of the Batman costume. Finger, who 

was 21 in 1939, continued to write the stories for a long time. Finger is credited 

with a talent for writing in visual terms (Batman Archives, 1990, p. 4 ). In 

addition, his plotting, which has been called "movies on paper," was new to comic 

books during the Batman's debut (Batman Archives, 1990, p. 5). Together, Kane 

and Finger set the stage for future Batman stories during the 1930s and 1940s. 
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Much of the duties of creating the Batman on a monthly basis were 

relegated to ghostwriters as the character gained popularity. Often, these artists, 

like other comic artists of the day, were teen-age boys from modest backgrounds 

(McAllister, 1990, p. 59). The trend toward young artists increased as the country 

entered the war. The authors were paid low wages and generally did not own the 

rights to their work. In addition to a great demand for new material, these factors 

encouraged artists to produce a formulaic book. The result was little time or effort 

in developing plot, characterization or illustration (McAllister, 1990, p. 59). 

Part of the reason the creators of the Batman and other comic books of the 

late 1930s and early 1940s were of the mass-production mindset was due to the 

philosophies held by the publishing companies for which they worked. After 

Superman's success in 1937, comic heroes took off. Competition was stiff in the 

new market, tipping the scales in favor of commodity over artistic quality 

(McAllister, 1990, p. 58). Many early comic book companies were owned by 

people who had made most of their money during the Prohibition, often illegally 

through bootlegging. They sought to invest in industries that were easily 

accessible and successful (McAllister, 1990, pp. 58-59). 

National Periodicals, formerly National Allied, was the first of the 

numerous comic companies to publish a comic book with a single theme in 193 7. 

The comic was published under the title Detective Comics. The success of this 

effort is evident in the fact that National Periodicals later changed its name to DC 

Comics, short for Detective Comics (McAllister, 1990, p. 57). First owned by 

Major Malcolm Wheeler-Nicholson, the company was sold to Harry Donenfeld in 

1937. Under Donenfeld and editor Vince Sullivan, the company also put out the 

first costumed-hero comic. In June 1938, Superman was launched through another 

line, called Action Comics. This new character revolutionized the comics industry. 
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In an atmosphere of warm acceptance for superheroes, the Batman was 

born and flourished in 193 9. Though there were more than a hundred superheroes 

during that short period, comics readers soon vowed allegiance to either Superman 

or the Batman, depending on their preference. The two successes won notoriety 

for DC Comics, and by 1940, DC and Gaines' All-American Comics were the top 

superhero comic publishers. More than 90 percent of their comics featured a 

costumed hero as the main draw (Benton, 1992, p. 34). DC, including Gaines' All

American branch, had gross sales of more than $44 million in 1941 for a product 

that sold for 10 cents (Benton, 1992, p. 45). 

Finding tremendous success for the new medium, publishers and creators 

continued to target the audiences that flocked to the comics. Generally, children 

regarded these early comics as theirs (McAllister, 1990, p. 57). In fact, 75 percent 

of the annual revenue from comic books in 1943 came from children's pockets 

(McAllister, 1990, p. 57). The bulk of the readers fell between the ages of 9 and 

15 (Thorndike, 1944, p. 112). Zorbaugh (1944) noted readers as young as 6 to 11 

regularly read the comics (p. 197). Benton (1992) took a middle road, claiming 

approximately 95 percent of all 8- to 11-year-olds and 84 percent of teens were 

regular comic book readers during the early years of comics (p. 53). 

The age groups offered by various researchers was consistent with the level 

of reading difficulty the comics provided. Thorndike ( 1944) found that comics 

featuring the Batman averaged a fifth- to sixth-grade reading level, or about 11 to 

12 years old. Thus, a number of readers were reading comics well above their 

grade or reading level. They also read a lot of comics. Regular reading meant 12 

to 13 comics monthly among young children. As they grew older, seven or eight 

were enough for young adults, and six was common among older adults 

(Zorbaugh, 1944, p. 198). With all that comic reading, one might presume the 

children were detached from society. On the contrary, typical comic readers 
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received average grades and were considered by their teachers to be well--adjusted 

and effective socially. They also read other books in addition to comics (Witty, 

1941, p. 108). 

Some adults also enjoyed comics. Zorbaugh (1944) found that 41 percent 

of men and 28 percent of women regularly read comic books. He cited another 

survey of Hudson, NY residents that found 27 percent of adults ages 18 to 34 and 

10 percent of adults older than 35 regularly read comics. The educational, 

economic and occupational status of these adults held some influence. Regular 

readers included 27 percent of high school graduates, 25 percent of elementary 

school graduates and 16 percent of college graduates. Occupationally, the 

audience was dominated by two groups. Unskilled laborers marked 38 percent, 

and proprietors and managers comprised 35 percent of adult comic readers 

(Zorbaugh, 1944, pp. 199-200). Many of the adult readers were servicemen, who 

made up the largest share of the market after children (Benton, 1992, p. 53). 

Approximately 44 percent of men in World War II training camps regularly read 

and two-thirds occasionally subscribed to comics reading (Benton, 1992, p. 53). 

Thus, readers were a diverse group, dominated by children and servicemen looking 

for action in small, potent doses. 

In this new, exciting industry, comics creators and comics readers joined 

forces to make the Batman a heroic legend. The Batman Wars Against the 

Dirigible of Doom accounted for the interests of the primary readers of the time, 

the children. The authors, themselves practically children, gave their audience 

what th~y themselves were looking for -- action, mystery and a sense of justice in 

a world of confusion. That was the Batman in the beginning. 
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CHAPTER4 

One hero has taken on a city teeming with criminals. Though successfully 

keeping a pledge he made years earlier to avenge the deaths of his parents, the 

Batman is unhappy. He has others in his life now -- a love interest and a ward -

who do not always fit into his plans. In The Batman Nobody Knows, the reader 

finds the hero contemplating his relationships and the effects of his pledge so 

many years earlier. He has let a woman, also a costumed crime-fighter, into his 

life. As a result, Robin, the boy who has become his sidekick, feels threatened. 

The Batman is surrogate father to his ward, and Robin fears being left alone in the 

world again. 

Realizing the similarities between himself and the boy, and the potential for 

such an all-consuming mission to consume another life, the Batman hatches a plan. 

He engineers a way to team his girlfriend and his surrogate son for a night of 

crime-fighting. Contacting police detective Harvey Bullock, the Batman instructs 

him to flash the Bat-signal and maintain peace between the two who will answer 

the call -- Robin and the Catwoman. Meanwhile, the caped crusader remains in 

the cave, reflecting on his life. Unaware of their friend's plans, Robin and the 

Catwoman meet with Bullock at the signal site. They argue and decide on their 

own to work as a team -- just this once. Though the Catwoman and Robin foil a 

burglary in progress and forge a bond in the ensuing pages, their relationship 

remains tenuous. Batman knows he has succeeded, at least for the night. They 

have made a new start. 

Characters 

As described above, several characters inhabit this narrative. The Batman 

is again the protagonist. His outer motivation is to bring Robin and the Catwoman 
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closer. In achieving this goal, he contacts police officer Harvey Bullock with a 

request to flash the Bat-signal. He tells Bullock that two people will answer the 

call for the Batman, and neither will be him. Bullock must keep peace and attempt 

to get Robin and Catwoman to work together to foil a crime. The Batman's outer 

conflict, Robin's desire to push Catwoman from the picture, is in the way of the 

Batman's aims. 

Meanwhile, the Batman must come to grips with his ability to love, an inner 

motivation. He was convinced such an event was impossible; he even feared the 

prospect. Batman reveals his feelings during the wait in the cave. There, he 

ponders his surprise at this love for Catwoman and the alienation of becoming a 

bat. He knows the transformation was the only way he could go on without his 

parents and without love. The same saving force made him lose trust in all but a 

few people. Thus, the Batman is his own inner conflict as he grapples with 

whether he can be both, loner and lover. 

Robin, while sidekick of Batman, is the antagonist in this story. Still a 

child, and orphaned like his mentor, Robin relishes his partner role with Batman. 

So, as Batman gets closer to Catwoman, Robin's resentment grows. He does not 

want Catwoman to take his place at Batman's side. His outer motivation, then, is 

to maintain a position as sole sidekick. He reveals this in his words to Batman, 

Alfred, Bullock and the Catwoman herself. Thus, while Batman spends more time 

with the Catwoman, less time is available for Robin. 

The reader spies only a glimpse of Robin's inner motivation, which is to be 

loved and to trust. Like Batman, Robin lost his parents at a young age and is 

afraid he will lose the replacement love he has found. Robin's inner motivation is 

revealed after he and the Catwoman fight the young burglars. As they run off, 

Robin weeps at the thought of the young criminals. He is further saddened by the 

Catwoman's continued reminders about another woman that Robin loved like a 
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mother and lost. The two hug, and the reader realizes that Robin is just a boy who 

wants and needs love. 

The Catwoman adds some romance to the narrative. Her role as the 

Batman's romance is revealed in Batman's reverie. In addition, a note canceling a 

meeting they had planned incites her ire at being stood up. The Catwoman is 

eager to show the Batman her motorcycle, a move to gain his approval and love. 

When the Bat-signal shines in the sky, she rushes to answer it, certain she will find 

him there. Her outer motivation, however, becomes the same as Batman's when 

she unknowingly takes up Batman's efforts to unite the boy and herself. Spurred 

by the spark Batman has set, the Catwoman attempts to gain Robin's trust. She 

holds out the olive branch first in trying to get the two to go on the mission 

together and tempts him with her new motorcycle. Regardless, Robin has different 

plans, serving as outer conflict to her motivation. His dislike for Catwoman 

prevents her from getting closer to both man and boy. The Catwoman's outer 

motivation is fueled by her inner motivation. The inner feelings are revealed in 

her words to Robin -- that she wants to gain his confidence because of her 

relationship with the Batman. 

Behind many a great man is a helper. In this narrative, Harvey Bullock 

takes on the job. When Batman requests some latitude in getting his friends 

together, Bullock obliges. He even acts as peacemaker when the Catwoman and 

Robin arrive together in answer to the call. The police benefit by getting a 

problem gang in line, and Bullock aims to please Batman. Little is revealed about 

the motives of Harvey Bullock in the narrative, thus classifying him as a reflection 

would be difficult to support. His only potential for conflict is the possibility that 

the Catwoman and Robin will shun his efforts. No inner motivation is revealed. 

An interesting facet of the three superhero characters is that apart from 

mention of their other selves, they appear only in costume as superheroes. When 
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their alter egos are referenced, the reader gets a sense that each character really is 

two separate people. For example, Alfred, accidently calls Robin "Master Jason," 

but corrects his misstep with "Master Robin." Similarly, the narrator reveals that 

Bruce Wayne took up the mantle of the bat and thus became the bat, and the bat 

became a separate part of him. They are two different people. Additionally, with 

the costumes dominating the narrative, the impression is that the dominant and true 

character is the superhero, whereas the other, submerged, personality is less 

important. 

The Batman of the tale is a thinker, not a doer. Physically, he is depicted in 

drawings as muscular. Yet no description of the protagonist is offered excepting 

during the flashback, which is virtually identical to the flashback portrayed in the 

origin sequence in The Batman Wars Against the Dirigible of Doom. His primary 

characteristics, therefore, are his noncorporeal qualities. For example, the Batman 

never relaxes in his home. He ventures only into the Bat-cave and training room 

where he and Jason train for the physical demands of their night crusades as the 

Batman and Robin. This Batman is brooding, a planner, someone who realizes he 

is in love and is not sure he is happy about his predicament. He wants to be father 

to an orphaned boy but since he, too, was without a father, he is unsure of how to 

father someone else. 

Robin is a young boy protective of the little family he has left, even if it is a 

surrogate father. He is strong, as revealed in his fight and Bruce's 

acknowledgment of his training success. Like a child, Robin is defensive and 

begrudging when life fails to go his way. His fascination with the Catwoman's 

motorcycle and subsequent change of heart also are childlike. Like a son, Robin 

follows the Batman's lessons in fighting criminals. His previous losses and the 

threat he feels leave him guarded but desperate for a reason to let down his guard, 
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as shown in his readiness to embrace the Catwoman for solace after the fight 

scene. 

The Catwoman is also physically strong and knows how to throw a punch. 

Without a real cat's tail, she relies on a cat-o'-nine-tails to trip up her opponents. 

Like her friends, Batman and Robin, she wears a cape. Unlike the other two, she 

wears little else. Catwoman wears a flowing purple dress that reveals not a 

muscular body but a curvaceous one. She also wears a mask over her eyes and a 

cat-shaped hood over her head. She is eager to love and eager to be Robin's 

friend. 

Bullock is a large, gruff-looking man who chain-smokes cigars and does not 

shave. He likes the Batman and the police commissioner and is willing to trust 

Catwoman because of their testimonials about the fonner criminal. Both men 

stand by her as reformed. However, Bullock would prefer to lock up the 

Catwoman because she is a former thief. As a police officer, he is willing to let 

vigilantes do his job with little inducement, even if the criminals are children, as 

shown in the earlier description of the tale. 

Despite their differences in motivation, all of the characters exhibit traits 

compatible with one another. Robin is slightly more hot-headed, while the 

Batman and the Catwoman are more level-headed. Yet when crime is in the 

foreground, they work together and in the same fashion to subdue the culprits. 

Though not a party to the fight, Robin and the Catwoman act in the manner to 

which they have become accustomed because of the Batman's influence. The two 

take on Jhe perpetrators without discussing how to go about their attack. They 

work similarly because they are accustomed to these methods with the Batman. 

Robin even refers to the Batman's methods after the fight scene when he retorts 

"Don't get any ideas -- I was just usin' Batman's spook-act.. .. " 
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Though the Batman's scheme to bring Robin and the Catwoman together 

engenders some change within the characters' feelings, the reader knows the 

altered state is tentative. The bat that in the final scene destroys the carefully 

weaved web in seconds is a metaphor for this tenuous change. Throughout the 

narrative, the web is interspersed as a symbol of the Batman's web, or plan, so 

when the web is spoiled so easily, the final changes also are shown to be frail. 

Conversations among all characters are relayed directly through exact 

words. The narrator, to be discussed in more detail later in this chapter, is a 

conduit to the characters', and especially the Batman's, thoughts, relaying these 

indirectly through paraphrasing. Since the Batman is alone through much of the 

narrative, his thoughts are alternately relayed directly and indirectly. His 

conversations, though scarce, are relayed directly. His revelations are brief and to 

the point. Often, they are prefaced with a sentence fragment and formal phrasing. 

For example, in the splash page, the Batman ruminates "Should have realized I 

never truly stopped loving Selina Kyle ... As long as the Catwoman braves the 

night, she will ever haunt my heart." This page contains the most revealing of the 

Batman's thoughts directly and sets the stage to explain the mood of the narrative. 

Other characters have equally distinctive conversational styles. All of their 

thoughts and conversations are relayed directly. Yet each has a trademark 

linguistic style. Alfred, for instance, has a formal delivery. His use of the phrases 

"perhaps," "master Robin," "you may descend," and "master Bruce," are in 

contrast to Ro bin's teen-age colloquialisms. 

Robin often is belligerent and flippant. He calls a grandfather clock 

"grandpa," and condescendingly dubs Alfred "Jeeves." He punctuates other 

conversations and thoughts with the likes of "What's Up?" "Bingo," "Hey! What're 

you doin'?" and "You outta your mind .... " These informal utterances are most 

noticeable when Robin is agitated or excited. When he is more serious, the 
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vernacular is replaced by a more subtle phrasing, such as "A glove's distance from 

red-handed" and "Noctuma was my Mother in Darkness. When she died, she 

became a ghost -- the Pale Lady, and then she died again, to be reincarnated as a 

cat!" 

Harvey Bullock's jargon is dominated even more prominently by a slang. 

Each sentence contains some type of substandard English. Even his thoughts, 

relayed directly, contain this semantic aberration. While watching Robin and the 

Catwoman bicker, he thinks "Answered twice, awright." In moderating the fight, 

Bullock hastens "Since the Batman ain't showin' up, looks like you two gotta deal 

with the Savage Skulls 'crost the bay" and later adds "but he and the Batman are 

both standin' by her, an' I'll tell ya kid ... " Even when conversing with the Batman, 

Bullock speaks in the same common style, affirming Batman's question with "them 

savage skulls are gettin' into burglruy now." 

The Catwoman, more like her romance, the Batman, has a more standard 

mode of discourse. Her response to Robin's disparaging remarks is "Nor is it in 

the form of a Robin -- or any other kind of bird." However, unlike the Batman, the 

Catwoman's locution contains a lighter edge. Upon realizing the Batman has 

already seen her motorcycle, she exclaims "That sneaky spoil-sport! He's already 

seen it!" When discussing her new toy with Robin, she notes that the vehicle is a 

"real demon." Her light-hearted quips are a foil for the darker side of the Batman 

and the petulant side of Robin that govern the narrative. 

Though some change and a new revelation is unveiled in the narrative, the 

characters remain flat in this tale. The Batman realizes his growing and age-old 

love for the Catwoman, or Selina Kyle. Robin gives in a little to his emotion and 

inner conflict. Even the Catwoman shows a surprising amount of empathy and 

inner motivation. Yet this brief tale provides only a glimpse into the life and 

legend that surrounds the Batman and the characters that inhabit his world. This 
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brief portion of the whole, in itself, does not offer involvement for readers. 

Rather, it adds a new dimension to the readers who follow the tale over a long 

period. Even so, the story and characters' formulaic qualities also prevent a 

roundness to take shape. The characters' actions are anticipated far in advance for 

both new and continuing readers of the Batman tale. Even at the end, the little 

change and depth afforded are shown to be easily swept aside as the bat destroys 

the web. 

Events 

Essentially, the narrative breaks down into two storylines covering 89 

panels over 15 pages. In the first storyline, the Batman stands alone. His only 

conflict is with himself and his past. These reflections are the impetus for the 

second storyline, in which Robin and the Catwoman team up to fight criminals, 

only to find their differences are not as great as they may seem. The narratives are 

woven together to form the larger tale, which pivots on the theme of love. Thus, 

the events that comprise the story follow that guiding force. 

During the first storyline, three kernel events portray the turbulence within 

the protagonist. The first kernel, a stative event, is one described earlier. The 

Batman reflects on his dark feelings about the Bat-cave and love of a woman. 

Waiting in the cave, the Batman admits his feelings for his love interest, the 

Catwoman. The event encompasses eight panels and is necessary to set the stage 

for the remainder of the narrative. (See Appendix B, panels 1 through 8.) 

The second kernel event also is stative. The Batman allows his thoughts to 

tum to his past, revealing how his life was permanently altered when he took up 

the mantle of the bat. This event spans 12 panels, six of which are a flashback 

sequence. (See Appendix B, panels 33 through 44.) The death of his parents and 

birth of the Batman are the focus of the retrospection. The remainder of the event 
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divulges his subsequent loss of trust and inability to love and his realization that he 

can love. 

The third kernel event is the final scene of the narrative. This scene also is 

the final kernel event in the second storyline, binding the two stories and goals. 

This sequence lasts seven panels. (See Appendix B, panels 79 through 85.) 

Panels 79 through 81 and 83 conclude the second narrative, describing Robin's 

ability to work with and, at least temporarily, accept the Catwoman. At the same 

time, panel 85 reminds that the new relationship is fragile. 

Panels 81, 82 and 84 through 88 overlap the other storyline. In panel 82, 

Robin and the Batman, in shadows, talk behind the web and spider in the 

foreground. In essence, Robin reveals his change of heart about the Catwoman 

while the fly is caught in the spider's web, signifying that Robin has been ensnared 

in the Batman's ploy. The two stories become one. The event ends as the Batman 

again takes to the night on his own. 

The second storyline entails four kernel events in addition to the last scene 

that unites the narrative. The first major event begins as the Batman contacts 

Harvey Bullock to set in motion his plan to bring his friends together. In five 

panels, they converse about the Bat-signal. (See Appendix B, panels 14 through 

18.) The event is active, as their conversation sets in motion a plan. Without the 

Batman's physical involvement in the meeting of Robin and the Catwoman, the 

two may never agree to join forces. The plot would drastically change. In the 

second kernel event, the two opponents meet on a rooftop, squabble and eventually 

cooperate, with the help of Bullock. The event, also active, overlies nine panels, 

the first six of which are contiguous and the last three alternating with panels from 

the other storyline. (See Appendix B, panels 45 through 50, 52, 54 and 55.) A 

third kernel event, again active, provides the most physical action in the narrative. 

(See Appendix B, panels 57 through 71.) Robin and the Catwoman spy the gang 
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members and engage in a fight with them, winning by force -- two against six. 

The longest of the events, at 15 panels, the fight draws the two former opponents 

together at last. Robin, however, is not quite ready to give in and picks a fight 

with the Catwoman, then quickly steps back again as his emotions overcome him. 

The scene begins the fourth and final active kernel in the storyline. (See Appendix 

B, panels 73 through 77.) As they hug in the panel 77, the culmination of the 

events, both kernel and satellite, signal success for the Batman's plan. 

While the kernels mark important revelations and changes to further the 

plot, satellites assist throughout both storylines to blend the stories. Seven 

satellites are joined by several symbolic depictions of the growing web signifying 

the emerging scheme. Satellites include Alfred's diversion, which detains Robin 

for three panels. The panels are interspersed throughout the other storyline. The 

event is stative, as the only action that occurs during the incident is a bantering 

between Robin and Alfred. The delay, however, is only filler, adding nothing to 

the development of the narrative and only introduction to the second storyline. 

Another satellite introducing the Catwoman into the second narrative is 

active. During the five noncontiguous panels of this event, the Catwoman 

discovers that the Batman already has seen her new motorcycle and that he is 

breaking their planned date. She speeds off toward the Bat-signal to confront him. 

Again, without the event, any number of avenues for the Catwoman's appearance 

are possible. She could arrive in the second kernel event without losing coherence 

in the story. (See Appendix B, panels 20 through 23 and 32.) 

Likewise, the Batman sends the Robin into the night alone. The active 

satellite covers five panels. Robin's solo assignment could be accomplished 

without this exchange. Instead, Robin could provide a few words of explanation 

for his one-man patrol. (See Appendix B, panels 24 through 28.) 
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The other satellites revolve around the Batman. Alternately throughout the 

narrative, he is depicted in stative events either walking through the duo's training 

room, wandering among his Bat-vehicles and waiting for the return of his protege. 

In the first two events, totalling four panels, the picture is the only element of the 

panel. In the last, also a stative one-panel satellite, the Batman remarks that his 

plan is complete, but that he must wait to learn the results. (See Appendix B, 

panels 10, 11, 53, 56 and 78.) 

A spider web is included 12 times among these events merely as a symbolic 

presence to tie together the narrative. The web is not in itself an event; however, 

the web ties together satellites and kernels seven times. For example, the web 

begins as the first kernel ends. More intricate now, the web closes the third 

satellite; another begins the second kernel in the Batman storyline. A fourth ends 

that event. Though the next web, even more complete, breaks up the second 

kernel event of the Robin-Catwoman story, the web begins a new scene in which 

the two move from the roof to the street to eye the Catwoman's new motorcycle. 

Similarly, another web links the end of the fight scene and the beginning of Robin 

and the Catwoman's friendship. A final complete web, as noted earlier, secures 

the Batman's success, but not for long. A bat flies through to destroy the 

painstakingly created web. 

As shown here, kernels dominate the story. Satellites have little influence 

on the kernel events; rather, they add a measure of conflict to heighten the kernel 

events. With the interweaving of storylines, there is no set pattern of structure 

between kernels and satellites, either. Instead, the alternation of story lines 

provides suspense and curiosity. Satellites serve to introduce characters and add a 

sense of pacing in the narrative. 
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Setting 

The events of The Batman Nobody Knows take place in the Bat-cave and on 

the streets of Gotham City. More specifically, the kernel events occur either 

within the cave or on or near city buildings. For example, the Bat-cave is featured 

in 39 panels, from the computer room and training room to the Hall of Trophies 

and the garage in which the Bat-vehicles are housed. The inside of Bruce 

Wayne's home is a minor part of the narrative as Robin dresses and then exchanges 

words with Alfred. In two of the panels, the characters are at the entrance to the 

Bat-cave, which is hidden behind the grandfather clock. During the Batman's call 

from the Bat-cave to Bullock, a picture of Bullock's office appears once. 

When Robin takes his leave of the Batman and the cave, the setting changes 

to the night sky and Gotham City's mean streets. The city is part of the setting in 

36 panels. This setting also changes, though, to include two alley scenes, a night 

sky scene, a rooftop encounter and a street scene. The first alley setting is outside 

the Catwoman's home, where her motorcycle is parked. The alley is indicated by 

the fire escape from which she jumps and the side door and lamp that characterize 

the stereotypical alley scene. The other alley scene is also denoted by the back 

door and light overhead sandwiched between two closer buildings. (See Appendix 

B, panels 20 through 23 and 57 through 70.) The rooftop meeting is characterized 

by the two superheroes' climb onto the roof of the building, with other skyscrapers 

looming in the horizon, and a view from a distance toward the rooftop scene. 

The brief, two-panel night sky scene first focuses on the cloudy sky on 

which the Bat-signal shines. Next, Robin flies from the rooftops on a rope toward 

the signal. The other street scene first settles on the Catwoman's motorcycle, 

parked in a police department parking spot behind another car. Next, the cycle 

races across the Gotham City bridge. 
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The settings set the mood for both characters and events in the narrative. 

The setting is dark, corresponding to the night setting. The primary technique for 

creating this mood is through color. Inside the cave, oranges and browns generate 

a feeling of tension and unrest within the Batman. At the same time, the oranges 

are soft, the browns, dark and the blue a dusty color that represents the opening of 

the cave to the outside world. These muted colors help dull any agitation 

suggested by the oranges, creating a reflective mood. In accordance, the Batman's 

costume is the same dusky blue, combined with a black and grey. His yellow belt 

and the yellow on the chest insignia are the most vibrant colors in the storyline and 

appear only intermittently. Twice, the keys on the computer are colored pastel 

pink or purple, but more often the light blue computer stands without adornment. 

Even the Bat-plane, motorcycle and car are shown in dark blues and blacks. 

Together, the colors give an overall impression of solemnity offset by a bit of an 

unsettled feeling. 

In contrast, the other storyline offers a more buoyant, active tone. Robin's 

bright green, red and yellow costume contrast with the quietude of the Batman's 

world. While at first in stark contrast with his soft purple and green surroundings 

within Wayne Manor, Robin's costume often is highlighted against a darker purple 

backdrop. The purple is more turbulent, perhaps reflecting Robin's conflicting 

emotions. The Catwoman, on the other hand, in her deep purple dress and dark 

green cape, is paired with the brightest background. In most panels in which she 

plays a role, the backdrop is a bright pink. Her light attitude, as described earlier, 

matches the color. Of course, much of the pairing of colors may be an effort to 

avoid clashing colors within a frame. A pink backdrop for Robin would create 

some agitation in the reader, as the coloring would clash with Robin's red vest. 

Similarly, a purple sky would overshadow the purple in the Catwoman's cos~e. 

Yet other colors, such as the light blue setting that works in the fight scene, would 
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provide an entirely different mood to the narrative. Thus, the colors, at least in 

part, are fitting for the mood and the characters. The concept of coloring in 

comics is discussed in more detail in chapter five. 

Another technique used to set the tone of the piece is through words. Since 

the setting is seen through the narrator's eyes, the narrator's language may 

determine a tone for the scene. The narrator confines description of setting to the 

introduction and denouement of the narrative. The cave is described in both 

places as a chill and many-chambered cavern that plays host to many dark 

creatures. The bats, spiders and rats inhabiting the cave are given their due, as is 

the "hard-lime cat" forming from the stalagmites and stalactites. Thus, the cave 

becomes a prominent, often symbolic, part of the first storyline. The street scenes, 

on the other hand, serve merely a background role. 

Temporal 

The settings provide a sense of tempo as well as location. The entire 

narrative spans several hours in one night. The night sky, as seen in the first panel 

through the cave entrance, marks the beginning of the evening with its dusky blue. 

The time is further established when the Batman instructs Bullock to shine the 

Bat-signal in 20 minutes. As the Catwoman jumps to the pavement, the door light 

is on and the buildings are but black shadows in the night. When Robin takes to 

the sky 20 minutes later, a dark, cloudy night is revealed, a necessary side 

requirement for the Bat-signal to be seen. When Robin returns to the cave, the 

narrator notes that the Batman has waited a "long time." His wait is not so long, 

though, as the Batman realizes in the end that the evening's events lasted only until 

midnight. 

The narrative is slow-paced; there is no hurry to rush these events. Though 

there are more active events than stative in this tale, most of the events are drawn 
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out over a number of panels and span only a small space of time during one 

evening. Their level of activity is relatively low, barring the fight sequence. The 

shortest of the events is the repartee between Alfred and Robin, which extends 

three panels. Kernel events are spread out over the greatest span. The exchange 

between Robin, the Catwoman and Bullock stretches seven panels. The longest 

event is the confrontation between the criminals and the crimefighters, extending 

over 15 panels. The second longest event is a combination of the Batman's 

ruminations and flashback, covering 13 panels. The remainder of events lasts 

anywhere from four, five or six panels on average. 

Though not a minute-by-minute account, the narrative's duration 

encapsulates events slightly. Time accelerates drastically only once in the entire 

narrative. The several hours that pass from the embrace between Robin and the 

Catwoman and the former's return to the cave are cut out with a simple phrase -

"And like a spider, if not quite as patiently, he waits a long time ... until." Thus, 

the narrative is not action-packed, nor is it fast-paced excepting the fight scene, in 

which "sound effects" and quips from the heroes are the only words to delay 

action. 

When exclamation marks are used, they are used mainly as emphasis, to 

indicate anger, yelling, fear, excitement. The do not facilitate speed in the 

narrative. For example, common use of exclamation marks include "It's Robin!," 

"No foolin'!" and "Come on, tough guys!" In addition, exclamation marks are used 

sparingly, with six throughout the entire story. All are employed by characters to 

express an emotion rather than urgency. 

Ellipses are used commonly throughout the narrative, though. The 

punctuation is used 55 times throughout the story. Dashes are used as frequently, 

totalling 56 uses. The two punctuation marks are used almost interchangeably. In 

several cases, the ellipsis serves more as a period and the dashes as a way to set off 
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an appositive phrase. Otherwise, they both serve as pauses or continuations of 

thought to the next word balloon or panel. Both characters and narrator use them 

indiscriminately. 

Causal 

Causal relationships drive this tale. Because Batman decides he must 

reflect and set a plan in motion, others in his life react. The Catwoman reacts by 

trying to chase the Batman down, then acts according to his plan in attempting to 

gain the confidence of Robin. Robin acts much like any child would behave when 

feeling threatened. When provoked, Robin lashes out. Yet when subtly reminded 

of his own past, he reaches out for others. He lets the Catwoman know he is 

displeased by her presence, then teams up with her at the urging of Bullock and at 

the promise of being able to see her new motorcycle. He later reacts to the sight of 

the young children turned thieves, realizing he could be among their numbers. He 

turns to the Catwoman for solace. Bullock acts on the Batman's request with little 

questioning and no protest. 

All of the events in the narrative are thus spurred by human actions, 

specifically the Batman's actions. Alfred, for example, acts on the Batman's 

wishes to delay Robin. Likewise, Bullock reacts to the Batman's request to keep 

peace. The Catwoman acts because of the Batman's failure to meet with her, and 

Robin takes his cue from the Batman's guidance over the years. Thus, though he is 

perturbed by the Batman's recent friendship with the Catwoman, Robin continues 

to go on a nightly criminal patrol, as the Batman would; he works with the 

Catwoman on Bullock's urging -- with the help of some references to the Batman -

- and fights as the Batman has taught him. 

Yet these cause-effect relationships go· a bit deeper than just an unwitting 

response to the Batman. The Batman himself acts out of love -- fatherly love for 
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Robin and romantic love for the Catwoman. In the same way, they act for a love 

of him. Even Alfred performs from a sense of loyalty and love for his long-time 

employer and family friend. Bullock's reason for agreeing to the Batman's request 

is unresolved, but his reference to the Batman and his boss, the commissioner of 

police, who is friendly with the Batman, suggests a sense of allegiance. 

Cause does not always occur before effect in the tale. Alfred dusts a 

grandfather clock, then reveals that the delay was part of the Batman's request. 

Another incident revealing effect before cause is the flashback sequence. Here, 

the reasons for the Batman's origin is revealed, a reversal of cause and effect. In 

all other events, cause does precede effect in the narrative. 

Spatial 

Since there are only a few settings with which to work -- the cave and the 

streets of Gotham City -- the two spots may point to the fact that these are the 

most revealing settings for The Batman Nobody Knows. The cave, dark and hued 

in oranges and browns, provides a place for reflection. The mementos of previous 

cases and the expensive vehicles the Batman wanders among heighten his 

alienation from others. The bats and spiders are most often teamed with him. 

Gotham City, too, is a dark place. In this dark city, the Batman and his 

sidekick are depicted most often. The settings in this narrative include two alleys, 

a street and a rooftop. The insides of the residences and buildings in the city are 

off-limits to the reader. The only interior viewed, albeit briefly and only slightly 

then, is Wayne Manor. A brighter interior is exposed only through a portion of 

Robin's bedroom as he dresses and during the exchange between Robin and Alfred 

near the Grandfather clock. 

In the cave, the Batman can reflect and reminisce, perhaps get in touch with 

his lighter side. There, he can weave his web like a spider, ensnaring those 
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the cave walls. The narrative suggests the importance of both the night setting and 

the streets of Gotham. The narrator's words convey the message that the Batman's 

place is in "moving swiftly through the night ... in bringing terror, not in resting at 

the edge of some web fit only for those who can crawl." As the Batman makes his 

way out of the cave for patrol -- alone -- the narrator reinforces the importance of a 

Batman in the streets: "Ah ... Yes ... This is much better ... and it is good to see him 

take flight ... good to have him back." 

Narrator And Narratee 

A mysterious, dark narrator tempts reader curiosity while leading a journey 

into the mind of the Batman. This narrator even uses first person in a self

reference. The narrator, while overtly present during the Batman storyline, is 

virtually nonexistent in the Robin-Catwoman storyline. In the first storyline, the 

narrator introduces or injects comments three times. Comments are observable 

first in nine panels in the introductory scene, second in two panels during 

Bullock's call and third in two more panels after the second satellite. The most 

prominent role for the narrator is during the second kernel event in the Batman 

storyline. The narrator's audibility is clear as the one relating the Batman's 

thoughts. The narrator all but disappears until the final scene and returns again to 

mark an audible presence in the narrative. 

In the first panel, the narrator emerges as a character in the text. Taking up 

a homodiegetic position, the narrator thus creates a dichotomy. On one hand, the 

narrator suggests that a knowledge of the cave and a darkness of being qualify as a 

knowledge of the Batman, who is darker and also inhabits the cave. Later, this is 

confirmed as the narrator relays much of the Batman's thoughts through indirect 

means, or paraphrasing. Yet as a figure within the text, the narrator may be seen 

as less authoritative and less objective (Kozloff, 1987, p. 60). The narrator again 
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implies just that with commentary about the night's events. In addition to 

comments noted earlier about a preference for the Batman to take flight rather than 

remaining in the cave, the narrator relates "and I must confess, therefore, that the 

events of this night have disturbed me." 

Though a part of the Batman tale, the narrator is not one of the characters 

identified earlier. The only definite description provided offers that the narrator is 

a "dark creature" of the cave. Looking to other verbal and visual cues, one might 

infer that the dark creature is a bat. For example, in the fifth panel, the narrator 

indicates "none is more formidable or fearsome -- not even me -- than he who is 

two creatures in one." In the next panel, "Indeed, none is more clearly the master 

of this forbidding habitat than he who is both bat and man." The narrator thus 

suggests that the only being greater than the bat is a Bat-man. In the final episode, 

after the web/trap succeeds, a bat flies through the web, ripping it apart. Then, as 

the bat flies away, web still clinging to the creature, the narrator repeats an earlier 

statement about being but one of the cave's many dark creatures. Next, the 

narrator derides creatures who cannot fly with "not in resting at the edge of some 

web fit only for those who crawl." The narrator completes this soliloquy and the 

Batman moves quickly out of the cave in the background. In the foreground, the 

bat continues to fly above with web clinging to cave and creature. The narrator 

claims "it is good to see him take flight." Therefore, through the combination of 

words and pictures, it is reasonable to conclude that the narrator is a bat. 

However, in response to a reader's confused query, Editor Len Wein reveals 

in issue No. 561 that the narrator is, in fact, the spider. This assertion makes equal 

sense in that the spider is the one weaving the narrative. The spider's intermittent 

appearances throughout the story also serve a symbolic function for bridging the 

worlds of each character. The depiction of the spider and web over key portions 

of the narrative also offer support for the reason the cave-dweller is so close to the 
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Batman and his thoughts. Despite these arguments, as noted for the argument of 

the bat as narrator, the position of narrator is a bit confusing. The description of 

the spiders' webs as "gossamer nets" is the most gracious description provided by 

the narrator for that creature. Other references point to flying creatures as superior 

to the narrator. 

Despite assuming a physical presence in the form of a bat, the narrator is 

privy to events both inside and outside the cave. While only audible in the 

Batman storyline, the narrator also presents the interactions outside the cave in an 

omniscient manner. Both the thoughts of the Batman and the thoughts of Robin 

and the Catwoman are revealed at least once. During the phone call, the narrator 

also shows Bullock in his office. Later, the Catwoman finds her note and the 

reader is present. Again, during the team-up, the narrator shows events clearly. 

The narrator never hides anything. The reader participates in the phone call 

to Bullock and realizes quickly afterward about whom the Batman refers when he 

tells Bullock that two people -- neither of them him -- will answer the signal. The 

only instance where any knowledge is delayed the reader is briefly when Alfred 

dusts the clock. The set-up of the scene, however, does not precipitate an effort to 

cause suspense. The reader's suspicions and curiosity are not aroused by this 

effect. Alfred's later revelation serves only to further reveal the Batman's plans. 

The narrator also is somewhat darkly dramatic, as evidenced in the cave 

descriptions that begin the narrative. Typical metaphors include the relation of 

bats as "swift shreds of blackness jerkily weaving," the cave as an "inverted maze 

of stalactites," spiders "spin their gossamer nets," and their prey are "errant 

houseflies." Additionally, the Batman's nightly crime-fighting jaunts strike 

"chords of terror in the dark hearts of superstitious murderers." The narrator, then, 

is of a literary, descriptive mind, focusing on thoughts and emotions. This is 

evident in the metaphors, adjectives and descriptive phrases used to set a mood. 
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Even the conversations, relayed directly, focus more on feeling than action. When 

action is part of the narrative, such as the repartee during the fight, some focus is 

on physical aspects. Generally, the narrator steps out of the story during the 

action. Then, immediately returns to reveal the emotions of the character 

following the fight. So, though the narrator claims to prefer a Batman of the night 

to the schemer and thinker shown in the narrative, the narrator's discourse suggests 

an opposmg view. 

While the narrator is an audible part of the narrative and a character in the 

Batman's world, the narratee's role is distant. Part of the reason may be that the 

narrator is primarily present only in the specific parts of the text. Since the focus 

is on the Batman's feelings and his life during these moments, with little attention 

on action, the narratee is likely a thoughtful person looking to learn the mysteries 

of the Batman. Yet the narratee is obviously an outsider, unfamiliar with the 

workings of the cave. Based on the language and literary style of the narrator's 

delivery, the narratee is literate and moved by description and character 

development as much as by action, if not more influenced by these means. The 

narratee also likely is interested in the conflicting thoughts and emotions that are 

in the minds and hearts of heroes. The same could be said of the implied reader, 

since the narratee is removed from the text, too. This will be discussed in more 

detail in the next section. 

Implied Author And Implied Reader 

The implied author of this narrative takes up a more obscure role than its 

counterpart in The Batman Wars Against the Dirigible of Doom. The implied 

author prefers symbolism for relaying messages. This author conceals the values 

and morals that were so evident in the earlier narrative. The only clues to such 

feelings come during and after the fight scene where the implied author reve~ls 
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that yes, criminals are superstitious, but killing them may not be the answer. 

Robin and the Catwoman use only their fists to fight their opponents. The 

Catwoman uses her cat-o'-nine-tails once but only to trip the boys. In fact, Robin 

and the Catwoman, fighting in the Batman's stead, allow the culprits to run away 

after giving them a pummeling. Afterward, Robin remarks "Ha! Look at 'em 

scamper, Cat-lady. Think we chased 'em right onto the straight and narrow?" 

Thus, the implied author shows a belief that criminals have some redeeming 

qualities and may be rehabilitated. Even the Catwoman, an erstwhile thief, is now 

reformed as a do-gooder. 

The implied author also shows a compassion for children, touching on a 

truth of life. The Batman and Harvey Bullock allude to the age of the gangsters 

during their exchange. Bullock tells the Batman that "they graduate early on the 

bay side," referring to the progression of the young children to more serious 

criminal activity. Following the fight, Robin begins to cry when talking about the 

youthfulness of the thieves. Combined with the Batman's comparisons between 

himself as a child and Robin, the implied author seems to indicate that 1) Robin, 

whose parents died and who was saved from the streets by the Batman, could have 

been among the criminal element, and 2) criminals often begin young. Without 

the right guidance, anyone could wind up in a similar position as the young 

criminals encountered in the narrative. The Batman's plan is the result of similar 

thinking. Taking these interpretations a bit further, the implied author suggests 

that without the love and support children so badly need, they could become either 

criminals or like the Batman, alone, alienated and unable to trust or love. Thus, 

some criminals, while wrong, may not be so bad. Every individual has a tendency 

toward the dark side in themselves, the implied author seems to propose. 

Therefore, the implied author posits that love and family may be more 

important than fighting criminals. The Batman stays home, in the cave, to bring 
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together his "family." This assertion is further supported by the implied author's 

and narrator's strong focus on the emotions and thoughts of the primary characters, 

from the Batman's turbulent thinking to the Catwoman's love for the Batman and 

her desire to befriend Robin to Robin's love for the Batman. Clearly, this rather 

slow-paced narrative focuses on truth rather than aesthetics. Practical questions 

and choices emerge in tandem with this emphasis. Not surprisingly, then, the 

Batman decides that while he could eliminate the threat to Jason by forsaking the 

Catwoman, the option is unrealistic. By removing the Catwoman from his life, the 

Batman's advances in learning to love again, would be destroyed. Additionally, 

such action would shield the boy from the realities of life. 

The concept of vigilante versus law enforcement is an interesting one in this 

narrative. The Batman's willingness to contact the police is in stark contrast to the 

earlier story in which no mention is made of a relationship between the two 

entities. Here, both the Batman and Harvey Bullock seem comfortable in such an 

arrangement. Moreover, Bullock, without question, agrees to the Batman's 

request. Despite this apparent acceptance, Bullock, as the representative of law 

enforcement, is portrayed as not particularly bright. Evidence of this appears in 

his common dialect (discussed earlier) and his slow-mindedness in figuring out the 

Batman's request. For example, during the telephone call, Bullock questions 

"Huh? What for if we're talkin' right here an' now ... on the phone ... then whadda 

we need the bat-sig--." Then, the Batman admonishes him as if a child with "Just 

remember, you're an officer of the law and it's your duty to keep the peace." 

Through these clues, the implied author acknowledges a belief in the usefulness of 

the police, but maintains an assertion that they are ineffectual. This is further 

suggested by the officers' inability to stop a gang of children while Robin and the 

Catwoman foil the gang's plans in minutes. Bullock's willingness to use the B_at-
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signal and to step aside so vigilantes can do his job -- stopping criminals -- is 

further proof of this intimation by the implied author. 

The implied author also achieves a coherent and consistent story, but offers 

little intensity in the narrative. Again, there is little action beyond the fight scene. 

At the same time, though, the reader maintains an interest in the tale because of the 

ability to learn more about the Batman's thoughts and inner motivation. As will be 

discussed in more depth in the following section, readers are more interested in a 

story that invokes thoughts, feelings and a sense of maturity, which coincides with 

a more-educated level of reader in the mid-1980s. 

With that in mind, the implied reader is someone of higher educational level 

than fifth or sixth grade and is motivated more by thoughts and relation to reality 

than by physical fighting. Yet the implied reader clings to a hunger for mystery, 

as the narrator's mysterious and dark being remind that this vigilante is not all love, 

caring and feelings. The implied reader obviously shares an interest in the idea of 

two persons in one, or a dark and light side in everyone. The references to the 

Batman as man and bat and the allusion to each hero by two names, depending 

upon whether in costume strengthens this argument. The implied reader likes the 

hero who is vulnerable and, at the same time, superior. Such inferences attest to 

an implied reader who is able to comprehend deeper concepts in regard to 

characterization and plotting. 

The implied author and implied reader share a relatively close relationship. 

Their similar beliefs, without the pontificating narrator and implied author of the 

previous narrative, assist in leveling the relationship to some degree. Additionally, 

the access to the Bat-cave, Wayne Manor and the interchange between Robin and 

the Catwoman strengthens the intimacy of implied author and implied reader. The 

two, like narrator and narratee, always are together and see the web grow more 
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intricate. Together, implied author and implied reader wait with the Batman, share 

his thoughts and anticipate the outcome of the ploy. Yet the implied author has a 

slightly elevated position over the implied reader. The implied auth9r, like the 

narrator, seems to indicate an intimate knowledge of the two sides of the Batman. 

While divulging many of the thoughts of the Batman over the course of the 

narrative, most of this revelation is paraphrased, giving the implied author an 

advantage in the ability to reveal only those thoughts deemed by the implied 

author to be most important to the implied reader. Even the title The Batman 

Nobody Knows, indicates a reader who really does not know the Batman well. 

Finally, the plug after the story for the reader to buy the conclusion of a 

previously-introduced story also reminds the implied reader that someone else is in 

charge of creating the tale and knows in advance the hero's fate. 

Real Author And Real Reader 

Unlike in earlier years, DC Comics now clearly credits individual creators 

in their efforts on the Batman books. This policy reveals the large number of 

creative influences on one work In The Batman Nobody Knows, six writers, 

artists and editors partake in shaping the final product. Doug Moench wrote the 

story, assisted by penciller Gene Colan and inker Bob Smith. Even the person 

who chose and applied color to the art -- Adrienne Roy -- is credited, as is the 

person who drew the letters throughout the narrative -- John Workman. Editor 

Len Weir oversaw the project. 

Doug Moench has been applauded for his understanding of the Dark-Knight 

detective. Additionally, artists Colan and Smith, also long-time Batman creators, 
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are noted as favorites among readers. Moench, who continues to occasionally pen 

Batman stories today, has been equally credited for his scripting ability. Says one 

fan: 

I hold these truths to be evident: that Doug Moench is the most 

consistently entertaining and professional writer Batman has had 

since at least 1970 (and maybe ever); and that the Hill/Night Slayer 

saga [written by Doug Moench] was the most enjoyable, intricate 

plotting I've ever seen in the strip. (Beitler, 1986, p. 24). 

Colan accumulated 23 Batman covers to his name during the 1980s alone, in 

addition to his work inside the books. Smith was featured on the cover for the 

1981 500th anniversary issue of Detective Comics, featuring seven superheroes, 

including the Batman. Letterer John Workman is considered unique among 

letterers, and editor Len Wein, was editor for a few years in the 1980s after 

serving as a writer on the series. He was replaced by editor Dennis O'Neil by 

issue No. 568. 

Unlike their forebears, comic artists of the 1980s were not young men fresh 

out of high school. Often, they simultaneously worked on dozens of titles in order 

to perfecting their specialty before they were even allowed the chance to work on 

the coveted Batman titles. Often, teams of writers and artists worked on issues or 

series together over a long period. Editor Scott Peterson noted in the June 1995 

issue how different the climate was for the artist who wanted to work in the 

comics industry and work on a Batman story: 
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Each of our artists and writers paid more than their share of dues in 

this industry before getting their shot at Batman. They learned how 

to draw, how to tell a story, how to meet a deadline, and how to do 

with a ton of style. 

So. If you want to get a job as an artist, stay in art school and 

learn how to draw real people, real cars, real animals and so 

on, and then apply it to comic books. The worst way to draw 

comics is just by looking at comics (the same more than 

applies for writers). Bring some inside influences otherwise 

you run the risk of just looking like an artist recycled from 

the past (p. 24). 

The year 1986 was a year of great changes for the Batman comic and the 

comics industry. Comics sales declined throughout the 1970s and 1980s. Sales hit 

an all-time low in 1985 (Boichel, 1991, p. 15). About the same time, the influence 

of the comics underground, which had flourished briefly during the 1960s, 

resurfaced in a new form. Independent publishers, catering to adult readers, began 

making in-roads into the comic market. These independents competed not only for 

sales but also for talent. The up-and-coming comics companies combined the 

philosophies of underground and mainstream comics. They still were profit

oriented, but allowed creators to retain the rights to their own work (McAllister, 

1990, p. 65). 

As a result of this new threat, mainstream comics such as DC and Marvel 

had to adapt. DC Comics, owned at the time by media conglomerate Warner 

Communication, decided to reconstruct its entire "universe" in 1985 (Boichel, 

1991, p. 16). In one year, from 1985 to 1986, the number of comic titles jumped 

from about 190 to250 different titles (Henry, 1986, p. 62). Comic prices also 
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rose, to 75 cents up from 10 cents three years earlier (Herny, 1986, p. 62). In that 

same one-year span, the comics achieved a level of popularity unrivaled since the 

early 1950s (Herny, 1986, p. 62). 

Assisting the success of the changes were decisions made to compete with 

the new independents. Two years earlier -- in 1984 -- DC had changed the 

philosophy that guided the company's production during the previous three 

decades. No longer could the company take its status as a leader for granted 

(McAllister, 1990, p. 66). Creative autonomy became the new buzz phrase in the 

business. The editor traditionally had creative control, but the growing adult 

market required popular talent. That meant offering high pay as well as some 

independence in order to compete (McAllister, 1990, p. 66). By 1986, the effort 

had succeeded. 

A good example of this new philosophy was the renowned Dark Knight 

Returns series created by Frank Miller. Miller was given creative authority to 

provide his version, an alternate vision, of the detective vigilante. Miller's Batman 

was a middle-aged legend whose darkness was matched only by the dark, violent 

city he inhabited. Though the series was considered an alternate version of the 

superhero, the popularity of the book signaled a trend toward a much darker hero 

that continues to this day. 

The comics boom was related to another boom -- the return of baby 

boomers into the fold in the 1980s as comic specialty shops and a new form of 

distribution increased the adult readership (Fost, 1991, p. 16). By 1984, a 

transformation had begun, reaching an untapped market, mostly males in their late 

teens and early 20s (DeMott, 1984, p. 48). This was a trend upward from the 12-

year-old readers ofless than 7 years earlier (Richardson, 1977, p. 194). According 

to Mike Flynn, promotional manager at DC Comics, most readers were males in 

the 16 - 24 age range. About two-thirds had some college education (DeMott, 
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1984, p. 52). The trend seems to have continµed to increase. Vaz (1989) 

estimates the age range at an even wider core group -- readers in their 20s, 30s and 

older (p. 180). The audience of the 1980s was more educated, affluent and 

graphic literate -- thanks to television -- than their 1930s and 1940s counterparts. 

The crude drawings of the 1930s and 1940s were too unrealistic for these readers. 

They also wanted -- and got -- more mature themes, and, as a result, grimmer 

characters (Vaz, 1989, p. 180). Tom Ballau, advertising director for DC Comics 

in New York reported similar findings, which continued into the 1990s. 

According to Ballau, the average age of comic collectors in 1991 was 25. The 

majority were college-educated and had a household income of $39,000. Nine of 

10 were male readers (Fost, 1991, p. 16). Miller himself commented on the new 

readers' affects on the authors of the Batman narratives in the 1980s: 

I no longer feel very much need to write down to anybody when I am 

doing a comic book I feel a very large persistent need to honor the 

tradition out of which I am working, but I don't have to worry about 

using big words anymore, or even big concepts (Pearson and Uricchio, 

1991, p. 30). 

Author and reader have matured. No longer children writing for children, 

the creators of the Batman comics are seasoned professionals, some who grew up 

with their favorite Batman stories. Readers, too, are a new breed. Together, these 

influences combined to shape The Batman Nobody Knows and other stories of the 

era. The climate they created and supported produced a narrative that is very 

different from the heroic tale featuring the same character that appeared almost 50 

years earlier. 
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CHAPTERS 

Is the Batman a character for the ages or oj the ages? Actually, the Batman 

narrative forges a dual image of the heroic ideal, as represented in analysis of two 

comics almost five decades apart. First, as detailed in the previous two chapters, 

the Batman as a character remains essentially unchanged for more than 50 years. 

Second, while the Batman maintains the same characteristics over time, the 

narrative and narration that continuously reinvents the heroic archetype transforms 

as the society for which the Batman is a hero evolves. This duality may provide a 

key to the longevity of this cultural icon, as shown through the characters, the 

narrative and the readers. 

The Man And The Mask 

Who is the man behind the mask? Over the years, that man -- the Batman -

- matured some, yet the hero and heroic traits of the character maintained much of 

their original form. As a hero, the Batman is strong, smart, handsome and rich, 

with emphasis on intelligence. These characteristics appealed to the young readers 

of 1939 who were so ready to adopt the new comic book idols that appeared on the 

scene with the Batman. The Batman's traits were equally suited to the 1986 

audience that continued to be drawn to this hero. The protagonist remains strong, 

handsome, rich and, above all, intelligent almost 50 years later. The Batman is 

aloof in the earlier era and brooding and still aloof in the other -- another quality 

so attractive to a populace intrigued by individuality. In addition, the Batman's 

sidekick and romance, also of the superhero category, are similarly good-looking, 

clever and physically powerful. Robin and the Catwoman work under the aegis of 

the Batman. The attributes of both characters complement and reinforce the 

qualities of the protagonist and the entire narrative. 
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Possibly the most important trait of the Batman for the past 50 years is his 

unrelenting dedication to one cause. The Batman's desire and efforts to combat 

the criminal element never wavers. In fact, his opponents seem to become even 

more absurd and mentally imbalanced over the years, reinforcing his need to carry 

out the mission that consumes his life. As a result, the Batman is forced to explore 

his obsessive aim to exact vengeance on criminals. His entire life, as revealed in 

the 1986 narrative, is subsumed to the task of fighting villains. Such obsession is 

the one feature that continuously defines the Batman even over five decades. 

Without this desire, there would be no Batman. According to Denis O'Neil, 

former editor of Batman comics: 

Everything with the exception of his friends' welfare is bent to 

the task he knows he can never accomplish, the elimination of 

crime. It is this task which imposes meaning on an existence 

he would otherwise find intolerable (Pearson and Uricchio, 1989, 

p. 186). 

Yet there have been some advancements in the hero's development since his 

inception. Originally, the Batman was a killer, able and willing to dispose of his 

enemies by any means available. Wielding a gun, this dark, forbidding figure did 

not hesitate to accomplish his goals through the death of those who crossed his 

path. While the gun in the Dirigible of Doom is used only to destroy machinery, 

the Batman of the early years occasionally did pick up a gun for more ominous 

reasons. The Batman's propensity for killing in the 1939 comics contradicts 

O'Neil's claim that "The trauma that made him Batman had to do with a wanton 

waste of life. That same trauma that makes him go catch criminals will forbid his 

ever taking a life." (Pearson and Uricchio, 1989, p. 19). While the statement is 
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consistent with the Batman of the 1980s, for a time in the earliest issues and even 

in the Dirigible of Doom, the protagonist did kill, and with forethought. His plans 

to crash his plane into the dirigible obviously included the death of those inside the 

craft, and when he threw a gas pellet at Krueger in the final showdown, causing 

the antagonist to pass out, certainly death was on the Batman's mind then, too. A 

Batman able to kill is of a different breed than the Batman described by O'Neil. 

Nevertheless, O'Neil had a point. Detective Comics editors decided early in 

the life of the hero that the dichotomy of morals within the Batman was too much 

responsibility. In 1940, they determined that the Batman would never again 

willingly kill an enemy (The Dark Knight Archives, 1992, p.3). The new edict 

was reinforced in dialogue between the Batman and his partner, Dick Grayson, 

who joined the hero in April 1940 as the first Robin. The Batman often reminded 

his partner, and thus readers, that the two "never kill or carry guns." Since then, 

the Batman always has relied on quick thinking and physical prowess to 

overpower his enemies. Thus, the first year was virtually wiped out of the 

character's history. So, in reality, more years without killing dominate the 

character's existence. 

Other character changes seem to glare out from the analysis of these two 

texts, but a closer look reveals that the changes are in the narrative rather than the 

protagonist. One of the most prominent additions to the Batman legend over a 

span of a half-century is the development of the Batman's character and the 

revelation of the inner workings of the heroic ideal. By the mid-1980s, the 

Batman is no longer just a flat do-gooder vigilante. Readers now know what 

drives the character and the difficult trial that consumes the Batman in his self

imposed burden. Foremost, they are exposed to a character who seems to have 

more than one side to show the world. 
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Probably the first thing one notices about the Batman, after greeting this 

menacing figure of the night -- besides his costume -- is how vastly different he is 

from his other self, Bruce Wayne. Batman works at night; he is sharper, scarier, 

more effective from the shadows. He is a hard hero, more like a razor than Prince 

Charming. He is the Dark Knight, while Superman, his rival, rides a white steed 

and excels in the light of day. As a bat, Wayne can fight criminals that menace 

Gotham City, his stomping ground. Without cape and cowl, he loses the ferocity, 

the edge. 

When daylight arrives, the Batman trades in the bat costume for a different 

mask -- that of Bruce Wayne, millionaire. Originally cast as loafing playboy, 

Wayne is depicted more recently as philanthropist business tycoon. Always, 

though, he is portrayed as more bumbling, more naive than his alter ego. Part of 

his weaker depiction may be a purposeful effort to hide the Batman's other 

identity. Perhaps the portrayal also reflects how he feels without the mask of the 

night -- less confident, less sure of himself and the world around him. Berger 

(1973) sums up the obvious, noting that "there is some kind of schizoid split in 

having one person with two separate beings" (p. 153). 

Bruce Wayne and the Batman are the same person, yet they are two 

different people. Driven to vigilantism, Bruce donned the superhero mantle after 

promising as a child to avenge the death of his parents at the hands of a criminal. 

Instead of turning to crime himself, he vowed to make the city safe. He worked 

with dedicated obsession to hone his physical and intellectual abilities. Over the 

years, he grew more comfortable with his darker side than with his public image. 

Now, he seems more comfortable in the mask of night than in the one he wears 

during the day. Early on the hero removes his mask but continues to be the same 

heroic figure. In the later years, he remains costumed throughout the narrativ.e, 

perhaps afraid to remove the mask, or perhaps he no longer can. 
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A duality theme fWlS throughout the !!ntire Batman narrative and cast of 

characters. The Catwoman, whose other persona is Selina Kyle, is just one 

example. Likewise, Jason Todd, the second boy to serve as the Batman's sidekick, 

is Robin. However, as mentioned in chapter four, Jason's identity is separate from 

that of Robin's. In other Batman narratives, the duality theme expressed here is 

replicated through many of the antagonists. The Batman battles foes such as Two

F ace, whose name is self-explanatory; the Joker, who is said to be the Batman's 

doppelganger; Clay Face, who can change his face to resemble any person; and the 

dozens of other antagonists and romances who share dual identities. 

Robin's role provides perhaps one of the most intriguing of the relationships 

exhibited in the two narratives analyzed. Robin, or Jason Todd, is like the shadow 

of the Batman, or the image of the man as child. The two characters even share 

similar origins. Jason lost his parents at the hands of a criminal and was left an 

orphan, much like his surrogate father, Bruce Wayne. In The Batman Nobody 

Knows, the protagonist refers to the parallels between the Batman and Robin and 

his fears that the boy will suffer an existence filled with a similar loneliness. 

The split in personalities prevalent in the 1986 narrative has not always 

been so prominent, as revealed in narrative analysis. In 1939, Bruce Wayne and 

Batman are one and the same. When the Batman returns home from a day of 

crimefighting, Bruce Wayne casually continues to work without costume -

thinking, studying, experimenting. In or out of his costume, the Batman and Bruce 

Wayne function the same way-- as crimefighter and superhero. In 1986, a more 

dual characterization exists. Though Bruce Wayne is the Batman and vice versa, 

the two characters are referred to as distinct individuals. Bruce Wayne is Bruce 

Wayne and Batman is Batman. They both just happen to share the same body. 

For example, in the cave, the narrator of The Batman Nobody Knows depicts this 

duality by talking of how the man became the bat and the bat became a separate 
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entity within the man. The obvious change from narrative to narrative indicates a 

potential shift in societal expectations. 

Beneath The Mask 

As the narrative presented a hero more suitable to the evolving culture, 

other narrative changes were required. The Batman needed more character 

development, which was provided, in part, through the inclusion of inner 

motivation and inner conflict. Though within the character the basic inner 

motivation remains unchanged over 50 years, the narrative delves more deeply into 

this area in the latter narrative. The Batman's inner motivation in both eras is to 

avenge the senseless death of his parents. This motivation is revealed in the earlier 

narrative through th~ legend, or origin, sequence and reiterated in the flashback of 

the second narrative. Yet the tale never explores a conflict in regard to this 

revelation for either protagonist or antagonist. The first narrative merely implies 

inner motivation. Narrative advancements, though, provided the reader with a 

more detailed exploration of this concept in the 1986 narrative. In the newer tale, 

the Batman's inner motivation is evident, as is inner conflict. In fact, inner 

motivation and conflict receive most of the emphasis in the latter tale. The battle 

between emotions and love are recurrent motifs in each character's inner 

motivation and conflict, as chapter four delineates. By the end of the narrative, the 

inner motivations of the Batman, Robin and the Catwoman are achieved, if only 

temporarily. 

Such a drastic difference in plotting and story development despite a similar 

number of pages and panels for each narrative can be explained, in part, by 

readership changes. But a more compelling answer comes from Rick Marschall, a 

noted popular culture author and former Marvel Comics editor. Marschall 

explains that the Batman's adventures are actually "chapters in an unfolding epic 
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... not random episodes and thrills" (Batman Archives, 1990, p. 3). He further 

comments that despite readers' knowledge of the Batman's origins, motivations and 

habits, they do not really know him (Batman Archives, 1990, p. 4). Thus, even 

though in the 1980s, more focus is on character development and emotions, 

roundness of characters in the Batman saga can take place only over an extended 

period of reading. In other words, involvement with characters and character 

depth occurs only across texts, not within one single issue. As a result, though the 

Batman of the 1980s appears more round than his counterpart of 50 years earlier, 

he cannot attain a status as a round character in one issue, whereas over time, he 

may. 

Facing The Enemy 

Despite the inability to achieve roundness of character, the Batman remains 

a heroic guide for many Americans. Part of his allure in both eras, then, must be 

something outside his inner motivation alone. One of the obvious facets of the 

narrative is the role of antagonist. Pure villains lack redeeming traits that could 

otherwise confuse them with heroes. They embody characteristics opposed to the 

hero's qualities and threaten the group the hero serves. Paradoxically, the villain is 

a popular favorite and often serves as a scapegoat or safety valve for aggression in 

society (Klapp, 1962, pp. 50-51 ). 

The Batman's villains are notorious for their grotesqueries and, as noted 

previously, their dual identities. Berger (1973) notes that "What must be 

understood about the grotesque is that it is profoundly intellectual in essence" (pp. 

30-31). The deformed figures of the Batman's antagonists both sensationalize and 

rationalize the activities in which they engage and, at the same time, hide their 

other side. Their grotesque appearance often serves as the excuse or theme of 

their actions. Two-Face, for example, uses a two-headed coin, one visage marred, 
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to determine all his choices. His crimes also involve the nwnber two in some 

form. In essence, Two-Face's mask, like that of other Batman opponents, becomes 

a part of the character and everything he does. 

Batman's foes, like their adversary, reflect the society that spawned them. 

Both became more violent as the perception of increased violence rose in society. 

Berger (1973) attributes comic violence to a: 

Distorted reflection of the brutalization and exploitation suffered by 

the ordinary man in the course of his work and life. But comic violence 

also is a mirror in which some of civilization's social and psychological 

problems and aberrations are humorously reflected (pp. 58-59). 

There is little hwnor in the villains of Gotham City in the 1980s and 1990s. They 

are darker and more disturbed than ever, much like the protagonist of the tale. 

Hero and villain reflect as well as affect each other. 

Consequently, as heroes metamorphose, so do villains. Early on, the 

Batman battles with a threat to all of humanity. An America afraid of war and 

technology emerges in the symbolic enemy portrayed by the Scarlet Horde and 

Krueger, as well as the death ray. First, readers are confronted with a weapon of 

mass destruction. Second, they are faced with a Napoleonic dictator. These 

themes are not surprising for a country not so far removed from World War I, a 

country that lost its innocence following this war (Berger, 1973, p. 75). The name 

Carl Krueger also suggests a German enemy. Even the word "war" in the title of 

the book connotes a feeling of more than just minor concern over this German 

dictator. By 1939, the Soviet Union and other countries were embroiled in a 

second world war against Germany, Italy and Japan, one the United States 

officially would enter within two years. The two threats posed in the Batman 
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narrative, then, signify the fears and anxieties of a country not long out of one war 

and entering another. 

As did the country's fears, the Batman's opponents evolved over the course 

of five decades. In 1986, the Batman faced new antagonists and outer conflicts. 

The Savage Skulls, a gang of boys who turn to crime, is just one example of the 

new breed of antagonists to face the Batman in the 1980s. A scan of other Batman 

comic books of 1986 shows that drugs and drug dealers are recurrent elements, 

mixed with the usual Rogues Gallery of antagonists such as Two-Face. In 1986, 

crime reports were second only to 1989 in that decade. The United States 

Department of Justice reported in 1986 that murders were at their highest so far for 

the decade (Crime in the U.S., 1986, p. 6). Burglary was up 5 percent from 1985 

(Crime in the U.S., 1989, p. 21). Additionally, in 1986, drug abuse crimes were 

up 2 percent from 1985, but rose 30 percent from just three years earlier (Crime in 

the U.S., 1986, p. 63). Though the percentages may not seem outstanding, the 

perception of an increase in youth and drug-related crimes was heightened in the 

mid-1980s. Evidence of this concern is found in the plethora of articles in various 

news media that turned public attention in the direction of these concerns. 1 Thus, 

1 (Author's Note: Among the numerous articles referring to youth- and drug-related crime 
and the public perception of the rise ofincidence see Johnson, T. (February 9, 198 7). 
Urban murders: On the rise; cocaine is suspected in a surge of city killings. Newsweek, 
109 (1), 30.; Barber, J. (September 29, 1986). The new drug crusade. MacLean's, 99 (4), 
36.; Massive abuse of illegal drugs must be stopped. (August, 1986). Ebony, 41 (2), 149.; 
Lang, J. (July 28, 1986). America on drugs. U.S News and World Report, 101 (2), 48.; 
Taylor, R. (July 28, 1986). Uncovering the new truths about the country's No. 1 menace. 
US News and World Report, 101 (2), 50.; Slosser, B. (May-June, 1986). Courage to 
fight; drug abuse may destroy the heart of America unless we are willing to go after 
organized crime. Saturday Evening Post, 258 (2), 34.; Joravsky, B. (May, 1986). The 
latest lost generation (Chicago's 10,000 street gang members). Chicago, 38 (2), 138.; 
DeMott, J. (December 9, 1985). Have gang, will travel: Young thugs from Los Angeles 
and elsewhere are on the roam. Time, 126 (1), 34.; and Ceplon, J. (August 25, 1985). 
Young, bad and dangerous (special report on kids and crime). Ladies Home Journal,. 102 
(5), 124.) 
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the Batman's antagonists resemble real-life nemeses. 

Not all of the Batman's battles were fought against outside forces, though. 

In the earlier tales, the Batman did fmd conflict with enemies such as the Scarlet 

Horde, but later, his own feelings became a stronger force with which he had to 

reckon, as The Batman Nobody Knows revealed. Those inner conflicts were often 

his downfall. For example, in 1939, the Batman was captured twice, attesting to 

his humanness. Though the Batman stays in the cave in the latter narrative, he 

remains vulnerable, a man who is unsure of himself and his ability to love. He is 

vulnerable to his own desires and obsession. Because of the exploration of these 

and other, more complex, themes, the hero is revealed as more fallible and more 

believable. In other words, the Batman is a lot like the people he represents. 

The slight shift from vulnerability to outside influences to a fallibility due 

to the inner turmoil that torments the man is significant in explaining the Batman's 

relationship to society. As noted previously, the 1939 narrative appeared during a 

time of depression and war, a time when society was beleaguered by outside 

influences. In the 1980s -- a time characterized by a feeling of general prosperity -

- society turned inward to look for its demons. The Cold War was nearing an end, 

Germany was reunited and the threat of war dissipated. Again, narrative changes 

in the Batman tale reflect the world for which this hero is an epitome. 

The relationship between hero and villain in society is one way that a mass, 

anonymous culture determines who is better than, equal to or worse than others 

(Klapp, 1962, p. 17). Character types -- heroes, villains and fools -- defme where 

each person stands as an individual in society as a whole. "Social types are 

capable of reflecting a society in two ways: as a model which people try to 

approximate and as a kind of photograph, though abstract, of what people have 

been doing" (Klapp, p. 8). Though these classifications show only exterior 

qualities, those surface qualities may be one reason that society can relate to a hero 
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who remains relatively flat -- a hero like the Batman. According to Klapp, hwnans 

value qualities they can sense immediately (p. 99). "Change and loss of value of 

other things is so common that the only thing we can agree on and that is obvious 

of value is the surface" (Klapp, p. 99). 

The Batman narrative does offer some values to the reader, as outlined in 

chapters three and four, but the values, too, change during the almost 50-year span 

between narratives. First, the narratives offer a slightly revised view of law 

enforcement. In the first story, police officers never are involved in apprehending 

the Scarlet Horde until after the Batman has done the dirty work for officers. Even 

then, law enforcement is noted only cursorily in the last panel, and then through 

indirect reference. The radio announcer swnmarizes that "Latest dispatches report 

the capture of the entire Scarlet Anny." The one-sentence reference is the extent 

of the mention of law enforcement in the early narrative. In comparison, as noted 

in chapter four, police officer Harvey Bullock is instrwnental in the Batman's 

scheme. However, law enforcement still plays the role of incompetent and 

peacemaker rather than that of an effective and integral part of fighting crime. So, 

while the police now have a place in the Batman narrative, indicating a recognition 

of a change in values, the role granted remains minor, merely as a helper for the 

true heroic crimefighter. 

Second, while law enforcement sustains a rather tarnished image in the 

Batman tale, the antagonists of these tales receive a bit of a reprieve. As discussed 

in chapters three and four, criminals receive different treatment in the ensuing 

years. In The Batman Wars Against the Dirigible of Doom, good is right and bad 

is wrong. A clear demarcation line is drawn between the polar sides. In 1939, 

nothing is redeeming about the ruthless, murdering antagonists. There is only 

black and white. Almost 50 years later, the Batman shows another, more 

empathetic, side. The willingness of the Catwoman and Robin to be satisfied with 
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merely foiling a burglary rather than apprehending the criminals points to the same 

moral change. Depicting such wrong-doers as children further identifies the more 

sympathetic trend. Though the Batman can never abandon his crusade, the 

Batman and the narrative in which he is presented in 1986 show some grey 

between the black and white, a middle ground between good and evil. 

The Batman himself is an example of the grey area represented in the 1986 

narrative. While in the earlier story, the Batman's dedication and stance safely on 

the side of good is obvious, the second story moves the hero closer to the middle, 

or grey area, between good and bad. Batman realizes the thin line he walks to stay 

on the side of good, always tempted to step to the darker side that even the 

narrator of the second tale implies suits this hero better. The comparisons are 

shown right from the beginning as the narrator says "But of all the dark creatures 

haunting this chill and many-chambered cavern, none is more formidable or 

fearsome -- not even me -- than he who is two creatures in one." Thus, the 

struggle between good and bad is shown to be more difficult than portrayed in the 

earlier era. The Batman is considered an ideal -- good -- yet he refers often to the 

darkness that stirs his heart. 

The change in the Batman to a more confused, torn, tortured character is 

thus more appealing to an imperfect society who may never be able to reach the 

ideals of another, less fallible hero. Frank Miller, who wrote the popular and 

acclaimed The Dark Knight Returns version of the Batman in 1986, notes that the 

Batman, like other comic heroes, reflects the fears and attitudes of the rest of the 

world at any given time. According to Miller, the Batman is a perfect hero for 

1986, because "What better image for a time of despair? ... We live in very dark 

times. It fits that this would be our hero (Sh~ett, 1989, p. 46). 
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A Narrative Of The Ages 

Character changes alone provide only some of the answers as to how both 

the Batman and his foes evolved over the years. Chapters three and four reveal 

that the differences in the mythos of the Batman goes deeper into the events and 

conflicts taking place in the narrative. The most obvious change is the relationship 

between kernel and satellite events. An equal number of kernels exists in both 

narratives. Yet the difference lies in the number of satellites and the ways in 

which events are arranged. The first narrative includes three satellite events; the 

second involves seven satellites. The emphasis in both narratives is on the kernels, 

which span a greater number of panels and dominate the narratives. Still, the 

additional satellites point to an effort to improve plot and character development. 

Similarly, the arrangement of both kernel and satellite events reveals 

advancements in story development. In the early narrative, there are an equal 

number of panels per page, each panel the same size. In addition, one storyline 

drives each narrative. The Batman clashes with the antagonist and wins. The 

1986 story has fewer panels, all of various shapes and sizes, three additional pages 

and two storylines that tie together at the end of the narrative. Here, the Batman 

battles with his own thoughts while Robin and the Catwoman go off on a separate 

adventure together. 

As storytelling advanced, the ability to hold readers' attention with less 

activity also became possible. As mentioned in chapters three and four, the first 

story is an active, action-adventure tale, while the second is a more reflective, less 

active tale. The early focus on action was common among most comic books of 

the time. Frank ( 1944) shows that adventure permeates most of the early comics, 

no matter what their major theme (p. 216), adding that "In the comics, things 

happen! They begin happening on the first page and they keep on happening fast 

and furiously to the very last" (p. 220). Admitting that such a pace is unrealistic in 
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regard to true-life experience, Frank asserts that the comics present life as children 

would like to live (p. 220). 

Similarly, the self-reflective themes and events of the more recent Batman 

comic reflects a trend in other mass media of the era. DeMott (1984) says that 

melancholia, self-pity and despair are common in both the comics and popular 

music lyrics, as well as other mass media of the mid-1980s. DeMott despairs 

about the new themes, complaining that "[W]hat's most strikingly common about 

the new comics is the gloom and pervasive atmosphere of defeat" (p.50) While 

The Batman Nobody Knows is less dreary than the world of comics depicted by 

DeMott, the brooding mood of the narrative shares some similarities with 

DeMott's conclusions. 

The settings, too, mirror similar changes in the Batman narrative and its 

mood. A noticeable difference in setting is the switch from real to fictional 

location. In the earlier narrative, the Batman protects Manhattan. Later, Gotham 

City is his home base. The Batman did not move, rather the change was imposed 

on the narrative for an obvious reason. While Manhattan provides a realistic 

setting to address realistic issues, a place like Gotham City allows creators to 

touch on subjects they otherwise might avoid for fear of retribution if the city 

remained real. Batman Editor Len Wein provides support for this theory in 

Detective Comics issue No. 564. In real settings, real, familiar landmarks and 

skylines root a story for both writer and reader, he says. But placing Batman in a 

fictitious city allows for more latitude in exploring political corruption, police and 

the nature of crime, among other societally pertinent issues (p. 21). 

More fitting, each setting seems to correlate to its protector in each age. 

Manhattan, a real city with real crime, seems more in tune with the Batman of 

1939. Though his capers are unreal, the realistic setting helps make the dang~rs 

posed in the narrative more realistic, or at least infused with some realism. But the 
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Batman's world in the 1980s is already more.true-to-life, dealing with more 

probable antagonists, like youth gangs and drugs. There is no need for a real 

setting. Gotham City is more suited to this protector of the 1980s. Like the 

Batman, Gotham is a city of dark and light. The place is teeming with criminals. 

According to Terrill (1993): 

The fissured world of Gotham City requires a madman [Batman] to 

keep the repressed contents of the collective unconscious from 

erupting into consciousness and Wayne/Batman must protect his 

splintered psyche to maintain the psychosis of the city (p. 332). 

In other words, only a man with a split personality is equipped to protect a city 

with two sides, and only a disturbed society could create and sustain a madman. 

This analysis is closer to the Batman of the 1980s, who walks that line between 

dark and light. Thus, the setting of the Batman narrative, while remaining an 

anonymous metropolis and a part of the Batman mythos, has been altered some as 

the narrative has altered. 

Other differences in setting also contribute to the overall narrative. The 

variance between bright and darker, softer colors has been ·discussed in previous 

chapters, but a closer look at the influences behind the colors and their variations 

provides some insight to why such changes have occurred over the years. The 

printing press of the 1930s were able to handle only a small number of variations 

in colors. In the mid-1980s, color variations extended to about 64 choices. With 

the prevalence of computers, that palette has increased even more. Computer 

coloring offered an unfathomable choice in the late 1980s -- upwards of 16 million 

different colors, though the letterpresses continued to limited the number of colors 

actually used to about 500 different colors (Pearson and Uricchio, 1989, p. 26). 
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In addition to more options, color is a symbolic player in the narrative. 

Former Batman Editor Dennis O'Neil expanded on the importance of color to a 

comic story. According to O'Neil, the basic purpose in coloring is to provide 

depth and, if the colorist is more sophisticated, emphasize story elements. O'Neil 

says: 

The easiest way to do that is dark colors come forward, pastels recede, 

so make backgrounds pastel. When people are designing superhero 

costumes, they tend to do them in primary colors, which simplifies 

the process (Pearson and Uricchio, 1989, p. 26). 

In some respects, the technique of playing up a certain aspect of a panel is 

utilized in both stories analyzed. For example, when the dirigible attacks the city 

in the first narrative, people and buildings in the background are painted a 

nondescript color, such as light mauve or pale yellow, so that they add to the 

frame without distracting from the more important features. Most often, the 

backdrops are white, pale yellow or light blue. Even in the second narrative, a boy 

in the back panel during the fight scene is shaded a light blue, as are other 

unessential props. 

Color in the narrative also imbues a certain mood as part of the setting. The 

bright colors of the first story are in stark contrast to the more subtle coloring in 

the second. Despite the fact that pastels are commonly used in the backgrounds of 

the first story, an assortment of colors in the foreground maintain an urgent 

message for readers. Likewise, a variety of colors as backdrop in the second story 

help create a more subdued setting in some spots and a more lively one in others. 

For example, in the second narrative, pastels are used as background on occasion, 

but with the portrayal of Robin and the Catwoman -- the more dynamic figures of 
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this tale -- bright pinks and dark purples dominate and influence the mood of the 

tale. This concept was explored in previous chapters, as well. 

Potent colors set the tone for the narrative, but they alone cannot 

distinguish action from reflection. Other techniques, such as words, punctuation, 

repetition and encapsulation assist in cementing the feelings evoked by the 

narrative. The narrator's words, both in scene description and overall delivery of 

the narrative, paint two vastly different pictures of the world of the Batman. The 

first narrator presents a Batman whose life is exciting but full of bitterness. The 

use of the word "suddenly" and exclamation marks liberally placed throughout the 

story are a reminder of the unpredictability and urgency of the fight at hand and 

the Batman's crusade. They also indicate a strong emotion exuded by the 

narrative. By contrast, the second narrator reveals a Batman more confused and 

human than angry. The dark descriptions of the cave and the Batman's thoughts 

depict a hero whose life is filled less with action and more by an inner turmoil. 

A Character For All Ages 

As noted throughout this discussion, narrative and reader share a strong 

bond. Five decades have created many shifts in the Batman narrative, from 

characters to settings to storytelling. These changes were influenced both by 

maturation of society and the resulting evolution in technology and thought. In 

essence, the passage of time, as well as a more advanced comics readership, 

combined to shape the Batman narrative in different ways over the years. The 

result is a hero for all ages. 

One of the earliest changes made in the narrative was the addition of 

supporting characters. A supporting cast affects the narrative in several ways. 

While at first the Batman was a lone vigilante, he soon was joined by a young 

sidekick, Robin. In addition to another being with whom the Batman can talk, and 
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thus assist in story plotting, Robin provides a lighter side to the hero's grim visage. 

His sunny disposition and boyish qualities are an anchor for the Batman's tendency 

toward darkness. In the 1939 tale, the deadly seriousness of the Batman is 

lightened some by the bright settings and colors, as well as the less-involving 

story, but the character remains a rather ominous figure. Robin helps soften this 

feeling in several ways. As the light reflection of the Batman, the Boy Wonder 

and his brightly colored costume belie the sinister leanings of his mentor. He also 

appeals to young readers. His laughing character provides a means of 

identification for children who can fight alongside the caped crusader through the 

boy. The addition of Robin also provided a surrogate son for the Batman and 

allowed more development of the hero by comparing and contrasting this young 

protege with the young Bruce Wayne. 

The Catwoman, too, offers a more easy-going and feminine contrast to the 

Batman. Her criminal-turned-superhero image mirrors the battle described earlier 

that the Batman wages within himself -- a war between good and evil. In The 

Batman Nobody Knows, the Batman refers to his darker side and his difficulty 

coming to terms with both aspects of himself. He is constantly struggling to stay 

on the morally-righteous side. The Catwoman reinforces the duality the Batman 

faces on a daily basis as the heroic figure. She is very much like him, but has 

stepped over that line to achieve her otherwise laudable goals. 

Without the supporting cast, the Batman reflects the mood of the earlier era 

and young readers. Children are little interested in love as a part of their quest for 

adventure (Frank, 1944, p. 219). In addition, the lone figure of 1939 represents 

the feeling of aloneness in the world during the Depression years. Later, as 

audiences and the country mature, the additional characterization caters to a more 

literate readership, which demands more from its comics and its heroes. 

Catwoman's casting as romance reaffirms the interests of the older audience. The 
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Catwoman is a voluptuous-looking woman in body-hugging cat outfit and a whip 

of sorts. Her portrayal as bad-girl who will go out of her way to help her man 

feeds the desires of the predominantly male readership in their late teens to mid-

20s. 

Parallels between society and the Batman abound. Some of these parallels 

are evident in the study of two texts. Researchers confirm that the correlations 

extend throughout the Batman and other superhero texts. According to Gruenberg 

(1944), the comics,.like other media, began without social responsibility or 

ambition to become a public force (p. 206). In those early years, comics drawings 

were simple and crude; language was colloquial and elementary, and stories dealt 

with issues in simple terms like right and wrong, black and white (p. 205). The 

comics of the 1930s helped people forget the hard times of the Great Depression 

(Lowery& DeFleur, 1988, p. 235). In appealing to their market -- children -- the 

comics stressed simplicity -- in theme, plot and characterization. Consequently, 

the medium legitimized dominant cultural values by avoiding the sophisticated 

social criticism that children might have difficulty grasping in a comic format 

(McAllister, 1990, p. 58). 

As a hero, the Batman takes on characteristics most appropriate and 

appealing for those he represents. Thus: 

When Batman began punching and kicking his way through the 

scum of the underworld in 193 9, it was the perfect reaction to 

a dangerous, complex world that was closing in. To survive, 

the times demanded a righteous sense of Us versus Them 

(Vaz, 1989, p. 11). 
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In 1939, then, the Batman embodies traits appealing to young readers so ready to 

adopt these new idols. The Batman is muscular, smart, handsome and rich. 

Though his body is trained to feats of physical perfection, the protagonist is easily 

captured twice, forcing him to rely on his brains to help him overcome his 

antagonists. This is significant, Frank (1944) suggests, because a match of brains 

over brawn always has been a popular theme for young children (p. 219). In The 

Batman Wars Against the Dirigible of Doom, Batman overcomes Krueger's 

powerful death ray and outwits his opponent. Even the settings so popular in the 

Dirigible of Doom are a perfect match for the youthful audience. The focus on 

gadgets and other aspects appealing to children -- such as planes, cars, guns and 

bombs -- are common in 1930s and 1940s comics (Frank, 1944, p. 221). These . 

features make comics especially interesting to children. 

As comics advanced and the audience grew up, what was interesting in one 

era became passe in the next. The Batman narrative, like other texts, had to 

change to fit the new environment. For instance, the Batman's world of the 1980s 

also involves such gadgets as the Batmobile, Batcycle and Batplane, but the 

setting of this story plays up on the Batcave, a place of darkness and mystery, a 

place with many recesses, like the unexplored parts of the mind. As noted earlier, 

the larger concepts and symbolic references are popular with the older audiences 

returning to comics reading in the 1980s. 

One of the most revealing relationships between the Batman and his mid-

1980s audience emerges in the death of Robin in 1988. Jason Todd dies at the 

demand of Batman fans themselves. Some of the attitudes of fans of the time are 

harsh. "Don't make a big fuss about Robin getting killed. Waste him, bury him 

and get on to important things. . .. Life is cheap!" says Daniel Snyder in a letters 

column. Rich Kriener adds his vote of no-confidence in the same column with 

these words of advice: "Kill him" (Vaz, 1989, p. 196). The death of Robin hit 
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O'Neil, who was editor then, hard. The_ incident made O'Neil more aware of the 

importance of the Batman characters in the minds of readers. He recalls: 

All these years, I've considered myself to just be writing stories. I 

now know that that's wrong. That Batman and Robin are part of our 

folklore. Even though only a tiny fraction of the population reads the 

comics, everyone knows about them the way everybody knows about 

Paul Bunyan and Abe Lincoln, etc. Batman and Robin are the post

industrial equivalent of folk figures. They are much deeper in our 

collective psyches than I had thought (Pearson and Uricchio, 1989, p. 23). 

Probably the most striking example of changes in the narrative due to a 

maturing readership are the literary devices used to maintain attention. Repetition, 

symbolism and more developed packaging concepts contributed to the tales of 

each era. In 1939, repetition was a frequently used technique. According to 

Bender ( 1944 ), such features as infinite repetition with minor differences, a large 

variety of spatial relations, different postures and body movement are_ significant 

psychologically for children (p.229). Those qualities are common throughout the 

first narrative, as shown in chapter three. 

By 1986, however, older readers sought a new way of viewing their 

favorite protagonists. Thus, fewer pages and panels still are able to translate into a 

narrative with two storylines and more character development than the earlier 

version. Instead of repetition, comics of the 1980s experimented with symbolism, 

as in the spider and web motif and the allusion to dark and light, or duality, 

throughout the later story. More socially conscious themes, such as a battle over 

drugs or youth gangs, and a more literary style, as evidenced in the narrator's 

language, also accompanied this experimentation. 
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As audiences became more diverse, so did the options for narrative 

changes. While earlier stories were contained within one comic book, comics of 

the 1980s often spread stories and storylines over a much longer period, usually 

two or three, before concluding an issue. While one concept w_as resolving, 

another was introduced, in a soap opera-like format. On occasion, one storyline 

would have a run of 10 months or more. In the 1980s, several-issue series were 

more common than single-issue narratives. For example, The Batman Nobody 

Knows was one of a few one-part stories in the previous 12 months. The trend 

toward multiple stories was and still is a common trick to increase comics sales, 

especially after the sales slump that bottomed out in 1985. 

Dennis O'Neil explains the change in comic packaging as an outcome of a 

change in distribution. Newsstand distribution in 1939 was irregular. One-issue 

stories allowed those erratic buyers to read a full story in one sitting. If a serial 

story was used, flashbacks and exposition were required in each issue to bring 

readers up to speed (Pearson and Uricchio, 1989, p. 28). Now, due to direct 

distribution of comics, readers can get every comic. _Direct distribution utilizes 

comic distributors who deal exclusively with the comics medium, a divarication 

from previous distributors who worked primarily with periodical publishers. In 

addition, the audience is more constant in the 1980s than in the 1930s. Readers 

pay more attention and read more intently. They more faithfully follow a 

character from issue to issue (Pearson and Uricchio, 1989, p. 23). 

Man, Mask And Narrative Equal Hero 

The questions posed in the beginning of this study remain. How have the 

Batman and his foes changed, if at all, during more than 50 years of popularity? 

Narrative analysis of two stories cannot provide all of the answers, nor can they be 

generalized to account for all potential changes in the Batman narrative over the 
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years. Letters to the editor published during 1986 provide a good example. 2 The 

letters indicate that The Batman Nobody Knows is unusual in its laid-back tone 

presenting the Batman as a schemer instead of an action hero. Additionally, 

perusal of other comic books in proximity to this example, show that issues such 

as drugs and more focus on side characters, such as Robin, are common. As noted 

earlier, most stories of the time also are continuing storylines, providing a different 

approach and different read of the Batman each time. Thus, even though story 

readers are able to comprehend the single narrative, they are less able to grasp all 

of the nuances of the Batman character and his relationship to his history, which 

plays a significant part in understanding the narrative presented in Detective 

Comics No. 560. 

The minor complication posed by the inability to discern the greater 

meaning of the text from one story is but one of the difficulties posed in this study. 

First, pulling one text from an era, as noted above, makes the task of determining 

the true character changes difficult. Especially in the latter period, the texts are 

woven tightly, and one unusual text could give the wrong impression of a story. 

Second, the determination of roundness in regard to the one text is equally 

troubling. The stories are meant to be aspects of the whole, and taking one 

fragment from the whole does not always provide an accurate picture. Third, the 

qualities of the narratee and the implied author are difficult to discern because, like 

television and other texts, these two participants have a distant role that is accessed 

primarily through their counterparts. 

Still, narrative analysis of the two comics has merit. And perhaps the 

significance is not so much what has changed as that the Batman and the Batman 

narrative did change, adapting to the needs of those they represent. While the 

2 Letters to the editor were not published in the 1930s or 1940s. 
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basic character has remained essentially the same, the narrative that defines the 

Batman has shifted to allow this hero for all ages to survive. As Pearson and 

Uricchio (1989) claim, "neither author, nor medium, nor primary text, nor time 

period defines the Batman!' (p. 185). Spigel and Jenkins (1989) add that the 

Batman's ability to survive in multiple generations "provides clues to a shared, 

collective past that runs parallel to and often intersects with our own life histories" 

(p. 144). 

Clearly, then, this study shows support for the hypothesis that popular arts 

are tied to a culture's concerns. If this is true, then study of popular culture 

becomes a means of understanding a society (Berger, 1973, p. 7). If, as Berger 

also claims, Batman is so important because he symbolizes and represents basic 

American beliefs (p. 166), then new opportunities for further research may be 

presented by this study. Perhaps analysis of several comic books from other 

decades may strengthen the assertions made here. Further, other questions that 

may shed more light on the characters' relationships to society include: 

1) If the Batman and Superman represent such different aspects of a hero, 

what similarities and differences allow both characters to survive these 55 

years? 

2) Do the narrative elements and changes found in the Batman occur 

simultaneously in other characters, such as Superman? 

3) What narrative changes, if any, occurred in the 1970s and 1980s that 

may account for the low comic sales? 

4) Were the characters during this time unresponsive to the needs of 

their audience or were there other mitigating factors (in addition to 

television) that affected these characters' acceptance? 

5) Were the narrative elements of the Batman story similar among 

various media during this time? 
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6) What differences and similarities exist between the Batman and his 

foes and the comic protagonists and their villains who fell from 

popularity forever? 

These questions may provide deeper insight into the dark hero who for 

more than five decades served as a key player in allowing his followers to find 

their place in the world. 

The Batman has accommodated and reflected the new readership and the 

passing of almost 50 years. In their respective stories, characters assume a facade 

and relationship to one another and readers that suits the needs of their era. 

Villains, too, reflect the decades they inhabit. In each, they represent a threat to 

society uppermost in the minds of the common person. Their ability to adapt may 

be the key to their success. 

Therefore, as a lasting social figure, Batman says a lot about the culture that 

sustained him for more than half a century. The characteristics that embody this 

enduring hero and his world may symbolize the nature of that culture and of 

humanity. Heroes throughout the ages function as consolers, models to emulate 

and reflections of society (Klapp, 1962, p. 81). This study of the Batman and his 

narrative shows that the protagonist is a potent symbol of the culture in which he 

reigns as a hero for all ages. In a world in which cultural norms shift with the 

wind and striving for an ideal means something different at any time, there should 

be little surprise that society's heroes and villains are a lot like us. 
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APPENDIX A 

Each panel is described through point of view depicted, characters in the 

panel and colors used in creating the setting. Point of view, or frame, criteria are 

not elaborated upon in this study due to the inconsistent framing in the comics. 

However, a brief description of generally accepted framing "shots" used in 

television and film are provided to assist as an overview of each panel presented in 

the narrative. A close-up, or CU, includes a tight view of the object of focus, such 

as a head and neck. An extreme close-up, or XCU, is an even closer focus on an 

object, such as an eye or the words on a book. A medium shot, or MS, includes a 

view of the person from the waist up. A long shot, or LS, is a full view of the 

body, including legs. An extreme long shot, or XLS, gives a view of the character 

and more, for example, an aerial view of a building. A wide shot, or WS, is 

distinguished from the XLS by a closer view of the central object but more breadth 

of view. 

Additional criteria noted in the appendix include colors and word choice. 

Colors worn by figures such as Batman, the Scarlet Horde or Carl Krueger remain 

the same as in previous appearances unless otherwise noted. Thus, if a character is 

said to be wearing black, blue and grey in one panel, the character is also shown in 

· those colors in the subsequent panels unless a reference to a different or new color 

is added. Further, the word "sunburst" is used several times to describe the 

drawing effect created around a character or object intended to be highlighted for a 

particular reason. Usually in white or yellow, the "sunburst" replaces the action 

and sound capable in electronic mass media, such as a feet hitting the ground, a 

person disappearing or a hand in pain. The sunburst is created by lines, straight or 

wavy, usually leading outward from the highlighted area and usually surrounding 

the area completely in the shape of a sun, thus the use of the word here. 
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The Batman Wars Against the Dirigible of Doom 

LEGEND 

1. MS of four characters on the street as mugger holds gun at family; mauve 

background, portion of white and black lamppost at right in frame. Bruce 

Wayne is dressed in white shirt; father in black suit, white shirt, blue tie 

and brown hat; mother in red dress and light blue hat; gunman in green 

checked suit, white shirt, red tie and blue hat. 

2. MS of Mr. Wayne from behind and gunman from front as gun discharges; 

black background with yellow "spotlight" around the two characters. 

3. MS of Mr. and Mrs. Wayne as Mr. Wayne falls to ground. Back of Bruce's 

head and profile of gunman in foreground; mauve background and black 

shadow above outline cityscape, no details on buildings, grey-brown 

ground. 

4. CU of Bruce in profile in foreground; dark purple background, light purple 

ground, brown bottom of lamppost; top portion of his parents prone in 

background; Mr. Wayne's jacket is open, revealing light green vest with 

black tie and white shirt. 

5. CU of Bruce crying; green background. 

6. MS of Bruce in white pajamas kneeling before bed with white linen and 

pillow; yellow and orange background. A white candle with orange flame 

rests on green table in background. 

7. MS of Bruce in laboratory wearing white labcoat, purple gloves and black 

safety glasses. A light green triangular ceiling lamp with light yellow light 

shines out in triangle from lamp. Light blue and green vials, beakers and a 

Bunsen burner rest on a brown lab table. Red shading around Bruce 

separates his dark hair from the black background. 
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8. LS of Bruce dressed in royal blue shorts and holding a black barbell in the air; 

red background with yellow "sunburst" around Bruce. 

9. XLS of "Study" or living room decorated in grey-brown wall bordered on top 

in pale yellow, grey window blinds behind blue drapes, pale yellow rug 

and light purple fireplace. In foreground is comer of brown table, 

grey lamp perched on top. Two brown chairs and a grey wall portrait 

also fwnishes the room. Smoke rises above chair near fireplace. 

10. CU of Bruce dressed in green smokingjacket and white shirt as he sits in 

brown chair; behind him there is a yellow-orange glow surrounded by 

black 

11. MS of Bruce in same green jacket. A red-striped tie is visible now. 

Behind him is the brown chair, a grey wall, window with red drapes 

flowing in the breeze coming through the open window. Peeking out 

from the half-open lattice is a yellow full moon. A black bat flies in 

the window. 

12. LS of Batman perched on rooftop, identified by brown-red brick chimney 

behind him; royal blue night sky, yellow full moon, three bats. 

TALE 

1. CU of Bruce Wayne dressed in orange coat, white shirt, light blue tie, 

smoking pipe in foreground; behind him are people on streets of 

Manhattan, one man dressed in blue suit, a woman wearing a green 

dress and hat; others are depicted as mauve figures. Also in the 

background are a traffic light with only red and green signals, cityscape 

depicted by black shadows and mauve buildings with white windows. 

The royal blue night sky bears a white crescent moon. 
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2. CU of boy in yellow suit and woman in green coat and yellow hat. Bruce 

stands in background. Next to him is man in the royal blue suit and a 

woman in light blue attire; purple background, dark streetlamp. 

3. LS of red and yellow dirigible; in pale yellow sky, shooting red beams at the 

crowds below; outlines of pale yellow buildings at an angle; crowds; green 

coat on man in foreground, orange jacket on woman in foreground. 

4. LS of skyscrapers and crumbling buildings, two grey, one purple, one green. 

Behind the buildings is a yellow background outlined in red. The crowd is 

again in foreground; man in orange hat and coat and blue tie, man in green 

jacket with red tie, both wearing white shirts, other figures are mauve. 

5. CU of child dressed in blue vest and white shirt calling for help as a white 

girder seems poised to fall on him; toppling buildings at angles again and 

colored grey, light green, light yellow and brown-grey, light purple street 

lamp bends, crowd includes blonde woman in orange dress, blond man in 

forest green suit, woman in red dress. 

6. CU of red and light yellow balloon, light blue background. 

7. MS of Bruce missing hat; assisting clean-up in foreground. Man in green 

suit pinned beneath light blue girder, which Bruce lifts; white ambulance 

sporting red cross, two people canying a gurney, a purple building and 

other light blue crumbled buildings; others background figures include man 

in light blue top, woman in light green jacket and hat. 

8. CU of Bruce dressed in blue and black jacket listening to gold-brown radio at 

his home, light brown wall. 

9. MLS of Bruce in red smoking jacket smoking pipe entering secret laboratory. 

Entrance is light pink wall with black lines texturing it; royal blue table and 

lamp to the left in frame. 
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10. MLS of Bruce in profile leaning against brown lab table at right in frame; 

large beaker and small beaker partially full of light purple liquid on top of 

table; orange wall, light green triangular ceiling lamp exposing part of 

round yellow bulb, green file cabinet to left in frame. 

11. MS of Bruce in profile reading news clipping; pale yellow wall, green file 

cabinet, white newspaper article pasted to square board or paper. 

12. MLS of Bruce in another room, taking blue and black Batman costume from 

orange and white trunk; on the pale yellow wall is a blue-framed picture. A 

green curtain with white shades on window, comer of brown table, black 

and white lamp are in right of frame. 

13. White panel; words only. 

14. MCU Batman, who is attaching a rope to his belt, black background, with 

yellow "sunburst" around Batman. His costume is a grey bodysuit with 

black bat emblem emblazoned on the chest, black shorts, yellow belt, blue 

and back cape and cowl, and yellow belt. 

15. XLS of red Batmobile speeding along brown dirt road, on hazy blue night 

with full moon; in background are house with red roof, light brown b 

billboard; in foreground are white fence and green grass. 

16. LS of Batman walking away from parked Batmobile toward light purple 

stone wall, light blue ground at the comer of a yard. Over the wall, 

black shadow of a home is visible. 

17. XLS of Batman from above and behind, his cape flying out bat-like behind 

him as he runs toward house alongside the light blue wall. The sidewalk 

and street also are light blue. Visible on the black home are yellow 

windows. The setting also depicts pea-green grass, dark green bushes and 

dark purple sky. 
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18. LS of black house and white windows seen over Batman's shoulder as he 

looks at the house; next to the house is a pale yellow full moon, two bats 

over the moon, royal blue sky, green evergreen trees, pea-green grass; 

white road runs behind house. 

19. MS of Batman throwing rope to porch, which is shown in black shadow; 

green bush in foreground, light yellow full moon, white cloud across moon, 

royal and light blue dividing night sky. 

20. XLS of Batman climbing red brick house with pink near black roof; royal 

blue sky, white full moon, green bush. 

21. MLS of the Scarlet Horde inside lighted room of Krueger's home, shadow 

of portion of a man's profile visible in royal blue chair facing three other 

men --- Travis, Bixley, Ryder-- in red suits with orange sashes, who stand 

behind brown desk with red mat; on the pale yellow wall is a gold-framed 

portrait of Napoleon in red suit with medals and white sash. Also in the 

room are a gold chair and light blue drape. 

22. MLS of same from opposite angle; red mat no longer visible on brown desk, 

but orange-framed picture of Napoleon or Krueger bust rests on desk; 

shadows of the men fall on the pale yellow wall; again shadow of Krueger's 

profile peaks from royal blue chair. 

23. CU Krueger in orange chair next to gold-framed wall hanging of Napoleon 

in blue jacket and red and white shirt. Krueger is dressed similarly, with 

same hairstyle and clothing; black background. 

24. MS Krueger in orange chair from opposite angle, black background. 

25. LS of Batman standing in open blue latticed window, the yellow full moon 

above his head; Krueger in orange chair in foreground turns around to see 

him. The walls and floor between them yellow with a brown table or 

footstool in left of frame. 
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26. XLS of Krueger in background, Batman in foreground throwing baterang 

toward Krueger, who still sits in orange chair; two walls in room are pale 

yellow and white. On the white wall hangs a sketch of the framed 

Napoleon behind Krueger. 

27. CU of Krueger behind glass barrier, which baterang strikes instead of its 

target; yellowish-white walls behind glass, lines around Krueger and 

baterang indicate the object has hit the glass. 

28. MS of Batman in profile as red-sleeved arm with gun reaches out from 

yellow wall where painting slides away and strikes the Batman; other 

wall behind Batman is purple. 

29. MS of Krueger talking to a bound Batman in a room with light yellow walL 

white floor, gold-brown rectangular chest, window surrounded by black 

with red curtain. 

30. CU of Batman's blue boot and tied legs as his hands, tied at the wrist, reach 

for hidden knife. Yellow glow surrounding boot and black lines from boot 

toward outer frame illuminate boot. 

31. MLS of Batman escaping through open window in red brick wall with 

several white or black bricks. One leg straddles light purple sill; yellow 

wall behind Batman. 

32. XLS explosion; squiggles signalling explosion in black, red, orange, yellow 

and the word BOOM indicating explosion; Batman flies away from the 

building. 

3 3. CU of Batman shielding himself from heat of explosion in background; red 

house crumbled with orange and red flames, yellow and black lines 

shooting toward flame indicate heat from explosion and fire. 

34. MS of Batman in red car; white background with touch of yellow 

"sunburst" from side indicates fire's glow. 
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35. MS of Ryder in brown bed and blanket, white linens and pillow; a blue 

hand reaches out for green-pajamaed Ryder; black background. 

36. LS of Batman lifting and threatening Ryder; yellow background. 

3 7. MS of Ryder looking out window surrounded by red billowing curtains. 

Behind him is an orange glow surrounded by black. The windowsill is light 

brown. 

38. XLS oflight purple Batplane following royal blue car along brown dirt 

road. The yellow beams of the car's headlights are visible on the ground 

as car leaves cloud of white smoke behind; light blue sky, full light yellow 

moon, green grass to side with tall shadow of cross and buildings in 

background. 

39. XLS of light purple Batplane flying above red and white hangar in blue sky, 

again sporting light yellow full moon; hangar located on brown cliff with 

hangar on left of frame, white building to right of frame toward edge of 

cliff, blue car in foreground, pea-green grass in distance. 

40. CU of Batman in cockpit of Batplane, black and blue smoke surrounds 

plane; light blue sky peeks out from smoke. 

41. LS of plane covered by black and blue cloud of smoke as it flies closer to 

red and white hangar, now closest to the edge of the cliff. 

42. MS of two guards dressed in green uniforms with white "hoods" over 

faces and orange sashes over shoulders; they notice black cloud above 

yellow hangar; red background. 

43. XLS of Batman descending rope from black cloud covering plane to red 

hangar roof; red background, yellow full moon. 

44. LS of guards in green and one lieutenant from Scarlet Horde in red standing 

in light yellow room with light blue floor; three search-light shaped death 

rays are in comer of floor. 
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45. MCU of guards and Scarlet Horde member choking on white smoke that 

fills black space. 

46. LS of Batman jumping down from black opening in orange wall. 

4 7. MS of Batman rounding comer of yellow stone wall with gun aimed at 

death rays in background; light blue floor. 

48. XLS of Batman falling from explosion of death rays; red background, 

yellow-white "sunburst" with word BOOM indicating explosion. 

49. XLS of red, yellow and green dirigible resting in hangar on light blue 

docking clamp holding craft in place; Batman runs toward balloon his 

shadow falling on the yellow walls and floor. 

50. MLS of Batman preparing to use yellow and white axe on red vessel; light 

yellow wall, light blue floor. 

51. MLS of Krueger shooting Batman with blue gun; Krueger stands in opening 

of secret door in light yellow wall, a white cloud of smoke rises from 

gun; Batman, holds axe at ready; Krueger wears green pants in addition to 

red, white and blue outfit. 

52. MLS of Batman holding chest where bullet enters, dropping axe with other 

hand; white background, yellow "sunburst" indicating Batman has been hit. 

53. LS of Krueger standing above a prone Batman, a pool of blood underneath 

the caped crusader; the two are near the balloon, light blue smoke still 

rises from gun. 

54. MS of Krueger talking to green, orange and white bedecked and armed 

guard; mauve wall. 

55. MS of Krueger and death ray; light yellow background, gold-brown death 

ray, black shadow of Krueger on wall. 
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56. LS of Batman in background as 10 red lightning-bolt rays from death ray 

out toward panel edges symbolize death rays aimed at him by Krueger in 

foreground, light yellow floor, white background, gold-brown death ray. 

57. LS of Krueger looking at spot where Batman was disintegrated, the gold 

death-ray behind him; light yellow background, black lines emanating 

from central red and white cloud indicating spot from which Batman 

disappeared. 

58. XLS of black figure of Batman climbing to black plane still hovering above 

red-roofed hangar; royal and light blue split sky, light yellow full moon 

with white clouds horizontally splitting sky. 

59. CU of Bruce Wayne in green guard's uniform, unmasking himself now that 

he is in the cockpit of the purple and light yellow plane; white background. 

60. MS of Bruce Wayne dressed in blue pants with red belt, shirtless, tending 

to his wounds with white bandages. He holds white bottle inscribed with 

clear cross and containing light blue liquid; light yellow wall, gold 

medicine cabinet with various toiletries, comer of brown table with 

bandage box resting on it. 

61. CU of Bruce in red smoking jacket and white scarf, lighting pipe; dark 

yellow wall, white smoke from pipe. 

62. MLS of Bruce dressed in white shirt and yellow apron, gloves and glasses, 

working in laboratory with vials and surrounded by smoke from the 

concoctions; light brown background; green triangular ceiling light with 

exposed bulb hangs above brown table, which holds a large clear beaker 

with light blue liquid, yellow canister, writing tablet, and brown vial holder 

with four vials alternating blue and yellow. 

63. MLS of Bruce spraying white cloud of chemicals from brown spray gun 

onto purple Batplane; light blue background. 
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64. XLS of city; a red and yellow zeppelin flies above frightened crowds of 

people, a woman in red dress holding girl with yellow hair in foregroWid, 

in backgroWid several men in blue suits and one in green suit; orange and 

gold buildings at right in frame at angles facing inward, at left of frame 

orange and green skyscrapers stand upright; behind them light yellow 

outline of various buildings; blue sky; red and green traffic light at angle in 

left portion of frame. 

65. CU of Batman in cockpit of purple Batplane looking at yellow and red 

dirigible in backgroWid; blue sky, white clouds. 

66. XLS of Batplane diving toward and balloon, which shoots red rays in 

retaliation; light blue sky, white and yellow "sWiburst" aroW1d plane 

indicating target area. 

67. XLS of plane flying away from balloon W1scathed; light blue sky, white 

clouds covering most of sky. 

68. MLS of red catapult plane leaving dirigible into light blue sky. 

69. XLS of city as Batplane again dives for balloon, crowds below dressed in 

pea green and yellow shouting; gold building at left of frame, black 

outlines of buildings in backgroWid; blue sky. 

70. WS of exploding balloon and plane depicted by red, black, yellow, white 

with yellow words BOOM! and CRASH! indicating explosion. 

71. XLS of Batman escaping in white parachute; blue sky, white clouds; black, 

orange and yellow flames from explosion can be seen in left of frame. 

72. MS of Krueger profile in cockpit of red catapult plane in light blue sky; 

in backgroWid, white parachute and dark figure are barely visible. 

73. MS of Krueger from behind and opposite angle still in cockpit of red 

plane but facing parachuting figure of Batman; white cloud, light blue sky. 
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74. LS of parachuting Batman tossing cord around wheel of Krueger's plane; 

light blue sky. 

75. XLS of Batman climbing rope without parachute toward plane; blue sky, 

white clouds, yellow full moon. 

76. LS of Batman on wing of plane facing Krueger, who is aiming white gun 

at the hero from his position in the cockpit; black background. 

77. CU of Krueger choking on white smoke; yellow sky. 

78. CU of Krueger unconscious in cockpit as plane dives downward; blue sky. 

79. XLS of Batman diving into pea green water to escape plane, which also is 

diving into the water; blue sky, yellow outline of buildings in background, 

white splash where plane and Batman hit water. 

80. MS of Bruce Wayne sitting in green chair; he is dressed in red and blue 

smoking jacket, white scarf and lighting pipe while he listens to orange 

radio for news of Krueger and the Scarlet Horde; light yellow wall. 
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APPENDIX B 

Each panel is described through point of view depicted, characters in the 

panel and colors used in creating the setting. Point of view, or frame, criteria are 

not elaborated upon in this study due to the inconsistent framing in the comics. 

However, a brief description of generally accepted framing "shots" used in 

television and film are provided to assist as an overview of each panel presented in 

the narrative. A close-up, or CU, includes a tight view of the object of focus, such 

as a head and neck. An extreme close-up, or XCU, is an even closer focus on an 

object, such as an eye or the words on a book. A medium shot, or MS, includes a 

view of the person from the waist up. A long shot, or LS, is a full view of the 

body, including legs. An extreme long shot, or XLS, gives a view of the character 

and more, for example, an aerial view of a building. A wide shot, or WS, is 

distinguished from the XLS by a closer view of the central object but more breadth 

of view. 

Additional criteria noted in the appendix include colors and word choice. 

Colors worn by figures such as Batman, Robin or Catwoman remain the same as 

in previous appearances unless otherwise noted. If Robin is described as wearing 

a yellow cape, red vest and green shirt and shoes in one panel, then he is wearing 

the same colors in following panels unless reference to a new or different color is 

added for that panel only. The word "sunburst" is used several times to describe 

the drawing effect created around a character or object intended to be highlighted 

for a particular_reason. Usually in white or yellow, the "sunburst" replaces the 

action and sound capable in electronic mass media, such as a feet hitting the 

ground, a person disappearing or a hand in pain. The sunburst is created by lines, 

straight or wavy, usually leading outward from the highlighted area and usually 

surrounding the area completely in the shape of a sun, thus the use of the word 

here. 
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THE BATMAN NOBODY KNOWS 

1. CU view looking from inside cave through opening toward outside. Cave is 

brown and two shades of orange. Cave opening is a muted blue. Several 

black bats are drawn throughout the panel. 

2. XCU of three grey rat faces, brown cave floor, black above their heads. 

3. CU of cave opening again from different angle. A large black spider is in the 

middle of the panel, weaving a web. Again, the opening is blue, 

stalagmites are brown and the cave is orange. 

4. CU of flies caught in the web, same colors of cave opening. 

5. WS of cave opening and bats in background; in foreground stalagmites and 

stalactites form shape of cat. Same browns for stalagmites and 

stalactites and oranges for cave opening, blue for the entrance. 

6. LS of Batman and the large stalagmite cat on full-page splash page. Batman 

is dressed in grey bodysuit, blue cape and cowl and boots and blue shorts, 

with yellow belt and yellow and black bat insignia on his chest. The cave 

is again browns and oranges. 

7. XLS of Batman in background, leaving the cave. Brown stalagmite cat in 

foreground. Cave inside is black and orange, light purple entrance. 

8. CU again of spider web, getting more intricate. Orange cave, edge of 

brown stalagmites and purple entrance make up the background. 

9. MLS of Robin dressing in his bedroom. Walls and ceiling are light blue and 

light purple. The corner of brown desk and light blue globe are behind 

him; a purple bed cover with a green glove lie on top bed in foreground. 

Robin is wearing a red vest, with black belt and yellow buckle, green shirt 

and green shorts. His legs are bare and he wears a yellow cape and green 

eye m~sk. 
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10. XLS of Batman from above and behind, looking at the training room in the 

cave. Batman is dressed in the same colors, and a green glove lays on 

brown gym horse in foreground. A light brown trampoline is in the 

background. The floor is orange. 

11. XCU of Batman's blue-gloved hand reaches for the green glove. The 

background is a dark brown on the bottom half and black on the top half. 

12. XCU of light yellow feather duster cleaning off face of brown and dark 

yellow grandfather clock. The background is green. 

13. MS of Batman's butler, Alfred, talking with Robin. The walls and ceiling 

are green. Robin is in the same colored uniform. Alfred is attired in dark 

blue blazer, orange vest, light blue shirt and red bow-tie. He holds the 

light yellow feather-duster, which has a brown handle. 

14. XLS of Batman in background on telephone. The wall and floor are two 

shades of orange. Batman sits in a purple chair in front of a large, light 

blue computer bank. In the foreground is the spider and web. 

15. LS of Harvey Bullock in a messy office. A light blue pizza box is in the 

background on the brown and black desk Bullock sits on the partially 

eaten pizza, a cigar resting on the edge of the desk at his side. In the 

background, the comer of the telephone is visible. Bullock is dressed in 

red vest, light yellow shirt, green and pink-flowered tie, pink pants, green 

socks and brown shoes. 

16. CU of Bullock on the white telephone. A blue and yellow background is 

behind him. 

17. CU of Batman, also on a white telephone with blue cord. The wall is again 

orange. The light blue computer is outfitted with pink screen and buttons. 
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18. XLS of back of Batman, spider again in foregroW1d. Comer of brown 

stalagmites frame the orange wall and Batman is again in purple chair 

pulled up to computer. 

19. WS of Robin and Alfred. Walls are green, with one indistinguishable 

painting hanging on one wall, another painting of a man in musketeer hat 

and a mirror on the third visible wall. In the foregroW1d are a brown table 

with grey vase holding pink rose-like flowers. Alfred stands next to the 

brown Grandfather clock as Robin walks behind it into the cave opening. 

20. LS of Catwoman jumping from Army-green balcony to the groWld. A pink 

sky outlines the black shadowed buildings of Gotham. Catwoman is attired 

in green cape, purple dress and face/head mask and black and blue boots. 

Her long black hair flows freely from W1der the cat mask. 

21. LS of Catwoman, dressed in the same colors, as she lands on her feet on the 

groW1d. A yellow sWlburst signifies feet touching groW1d. A tan wall with 

white outside light over a black door opening. Light shines yellow glow 

over new black and blue motorcycle. A white note hangs from the throttle. 

22. CU of note Batman has written to Catwoman. Part of Catwoman's hand and 

long thumbnail are visible. The backgroW1d is a bright pink. 

23. MLS of Catwoman crumpling the note in her hand. She is dressed in the 

same colors, though her boots are not visible. The sky is pink and a bright 

yellow full moon is at center of panel. A portion of her black and blue 

bike is visible. 

24. XLS of Robin walking toward Batman, who holds his missing glove. A 

portion of Robin's feet are visible, wearing green elf shoes. The 

backgroW1d is again orange, as ~e the stairs he descends. A part of 

Batman's black and blue cape and glove are visible on the left portion of 

the panel. 
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25. MS of Robin, an insignia on his chest prominent. The insignia is a black 

circle with a yellow capital R embossed in the middle. Behind Robin is 

the top of two ceiling lights, white and yellow. The cave is tan and the 

stalactites behind his head are orange. 

26. MLS of Batman, wearing the same colors. The cave is orange behind him 

and a portion of Robin's green-gloved hand is above his head. 

2 7. XLS of Batman and Robin as Robin takes his leave. The floor is orange. 

The light blue and pink computer is in the foreground. Robin's yellow 

cape and some green from his outfit are visible. On Batman, some blue 

and grey are visible, as both are seen from behind. 

28. XLS of Batman left alone, seen from behind again in black, blue and grey. 

A light black shadow of his upper body appears on the orange floor. Light 

blue computer bank remains in foreground. 

29. CU of spider and web, still a bit more intricate. The background is orange, 

with part of brown stalagmites framing the view. 

30. LS of Bat-signal in the purple and black, cloud-covered sky. The signal is a 

yellow full moon with black bat shape in the middle. 

31. LS of Robin flying through the air on a blue rope. Above and in front of him 

is the Bat-signal as he heads toward the call. A purple sky and two light 

blue skyscrapers are in the background. 

32. WS of Catwoman speeding toward the signal. The sky is again a bright pink 

as her green cape flies up behind her motorcycle, which leaves a grey 

smoke trailing behind. Three white pieces of paper are picked up by her 

exhaust and carried away. The words CAT are inscribed on her license 

plate. To her sides are black shadows of city buildings and light blue 

windows framing her, as well as two lamp posts of light blue and yellow 

colors. 
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33. Here are two panels, one imbedded within the other. The larger panel is an 

LS of Batman crouched atop a flat brown stalagmite, watching hundreds of 

black bats fly through the orange cave. Inset is an LS of the spider and its 

web, still growing more intricate, yellow behind it and brown framing. 

34. WS of mugger shooting Bruce's parents. His parents are in black and blue 

and seen from behind. Bruce is dressed in yellow and has a shocked look 

on his face. The mugger also is shown in yellow, with his gun surrounded 

by a white and yellow "burst" signifying a shot from the weapon. 

Background is green. 

35. XLS of two light purple caskets in the background and purple and blue 

figures in the foreground at a cemetery site. The ground is brown and the 

sky is yellow, streaked with green. 

36. The next panel depicts four activities in one panel. The background is green. 

In the foreground is a CU of Bruce dressed in maroon shirt studying as a 

child. To his right is a CU of a hand lifting a brown barbell. Adjacent to 

the hand is an LS of Bruce growing older, dressed only in blue shorts, on 

the gymnastic horse doing acrobatics. Another LS of Bruce in same 

shorts swinging on a trapeze is next to the other picture. 

3 7. LS of Bruce in dark room, dark blue and black walls, with light blue 

fireplace mantle and window to his front and right, respectively. A figure, 

Bruce, in pale yellow, sits in black chair. 

38. CU, profile of Bruce's face, in grey and black, looking at a bat flying though 

the open window. Window is open and framed in green, with light blue 

glass panels. Sky is a dark blue and a yellow full moon with jagged edges 

is behind the bat. 

39. LS of Bruce in his new Batman costume, same colors, white and ye~low 

background behind him. 
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40. Panels 3 8 and 3 9 are inset in this panel, indicating the flashback of his 

thoughts. In this panel, a WS of Batman still perched on the stalagmite, 

orange background and black bats flying through the cave. Three brown 

stalactites hang above ~ pointed almost toward him. 

41. MLS dark orange-brown shadow of Batman on orange and yellow cave wall 

and opening. 

42. XLS of Batman in trophy room. He is dressed in same colors. Behind him 

are huge orange and brown penny with face of Lincoln and the words "In 

God We T", and "Libert" embossed on the face. Behind the penny peaks 

the head of an even larger green dinosaur. The cave walls are light brown 

with the outline of ceiling lights and some undiscemable light blue 

rectangular-shaped equipment. 

43. CU of Batman in profile; yellow background. 

44. LS of even more intricate web and spider, same brown stalagmites as frame. 

45. XLS of Robin and Catwoman crawling onto roof of building. Harvey 

Bullock is in foreground next to Bat-signal. He is dressed in green and 

brown checked coat, orange hat and cigar. Robin and Catwoman are in 

same costumes. Buildings behind them are light brown; sky is bright pink. 

·46_ MS of Robin, Catwoman, Bullock, all dressed in same colors; light blue 

building in background, light pink sky. 

4 7. CU of Bullock, same colors. Portion of purple-pink sky in upper left 

comer, brown and black buildings behind, comer of yellow and black 

Bat-signal. 

48. XLS of the light blue building on top of which Bullock, Catwoman and 

Robin talk. Black Bat-signal shines light yellow light into pink and black 

sky. 
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49. CU of Robin in foreground, green mask and glove and yellow cape visible. 

Behind, Catwoman from hips up in same purple/green combination, light 

pink sky. 

50. XLS from above of Robin walking away from Bullock an4 Catwoman. Same 

colors for characters, light blue roof of building. 

51. CU of spider web and spider, orange backdrop. 

52. XLS from above, front of Robin and Catwoman looking at cycle. Light 

brown road, white sidewalk, light blue building and steps in background. 

Light blue (Police Department) P.D. Parking sign next to dark blue 

motorcycle. Light brown car parked ahead of motorcycle. Characters 

dressed in standard colors. 

53. LS of Batman walking between his own Batcycle and Batmobile car, both 

dark blue and black with the insignia of the Batman on the Batmobile. 

Orange and white ceiling, light blue computer bank in background. 

54. WS of Catwoman and Robin speeding away on Catwoman's cycle, Robin 

in the rider's position. In background, tan car. and two black shadows of 

cars on light blue bridge, brown smoke coming from cycle exhaust, pink 

sky and black buildings. 

55. LS of Catwoman, Robin on cycle. Cycle is dark blue, two yellow headlights, 

purple bridge railing and pink and black sky. 

56. XLS from above of Batman next to blue and black Batplane. Orange floor. 

57. LS of Robin and Catwoman looking down on crime scene from brown roof 

of building. They look into a faded brown and red alley behind an audio 

and video store. Six boys are preparing to break in the back door. A grey 

door light is affixed over the red doorway. The criminals are dressed in 

green, blue, red, maroon and browns. 
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58. CU of faces of criminals preparing to open door with crow bar. Boy in 

foregroW1d wears brown hat, is missing teeth and wears brown shirt. 

Behind him is boy in yellow cap and orange jacket. Between 

them is a third, light blue figure; backgroW1d is light purple. 

59. XLS of Robin on rooftop behind boys. The building on which Robin stands 

is brown, the sky behind him purple. The same two criminals from panel 

5 8 are in view in same colors, as is light blue figure. 

60. CU of first, toothless boy laughing. Behind him is another boy with curly 

red hair. BackgroW1d is light brown wall of building. 

61. CU of boys, dressed in same colors, light brown building behind. 

62. LS of Catwoman jumping down from building at a boy dressed in maroon 

coat, brown pants and blue cap. Buildings behind her are brown, sky is 

light blue. Indicating place from which she jumped and spot on which she 

landed are yellow streaks and a "sW1burst." 

63. WS of two boys fWllling from scene, a third, in foregroW1d, opening a 

switchblade. Buildings are brown, brown fence, blue doorway, light purple 

sky, yellow full moon and brown tree between buildings. 

64. LS of Catwoman catching feet of two retreating boys with her whip. Light 

blue backgroWld. Letters SHTRAKT in yellow show boy hitting groWld. 

65. LS of Robin hitting switchblade-toting boy. Also, light blue boy, light 

purple backdrop. Red letters SWUMP show boy knocked to groW1d. 

66. XLS of fight scene. Catwoman and red-haired boy in blue pants and white 

shirt only figures not depicted in black shadow. Black and blue cat

o'-nine-tails in foregroWld. Light brown building to right of frame, light 

blue backgrollld. Letters YEEEEAAHHHH within yellow streaks 

indicates boy screaming as he is flipped by Catwoman. In backgroWld, 

word FRAK and yellow sWlburst signal Robin's pWlch. 
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67. LS of Boy in green suit and with switchblade about to stab Robin. Light 

blue backdrop, black ground. 

68. LS of same two characters form panel 67, light blue background, wall 

Anny green. Letters SWUGT in red and yellow and white "burst" indicate 

Robin's fist hitting boy. 

69. LS of Catwoman hitting another boy. Letters THROKK in orange indicate 

her hit. Light blue background. 

70. CU of Robin and Catwoman looking at retreating boys. Black background 

to left side of Robin. Purple background, brown fence, tree and building. 

71. Close-up of grinning Robin. Pink and purple-streaked sky. 

72. LS of web and spider between stalagmites. Same colors. 

73. CU of Robin and Catwoman, pink and black background. 

74. XCU of Catwoman. 

75. XCU of Robin. 

76. XCU of Robin's eyes, crying. 

77. LS of Robin and Catwoman hugging. Light brown buildings and tan ground, 

pink sky and black tree in background. 

78. LS of Batman seen behind spider and web. He is next to purple chair and 

light blue and pink computer bank, orange wall and floor. 

79. CU of Batman's hand touching key on pink and light blue computer bank. 

Orange and black background. 

80. MS of Batman and Robin talking in Batcave. Orange walls, several blue 

and pink computer banks, brown boxes in background, orange stairs 

leading out of cave opening. 

81. MS of Robin and Batman seen in dark orange-brown through spiderweb. 

A black spider and fly are in foreground in CU. 

82. CU of completed web, spider and fly. 
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83. CU of brown bat flying through web, black spider at top of web. Letters 

SK.REEK in pink indicate sollild of bat as it flies through web. 

84. CU of Batman smiling. Dark orange-red backgrollild. 

85. LS of Bat flying into night through purple cave opening. Cave walls are 

two shades of orange. 

86. XLS of Batman sitting in chair at computer bank. Stalactites above him are 

a reddish-brown. Wall and floor orange, chair light purple and computer 

bank light blue and pink. 

87. LS of Batman walking out of cave. Orange and red-brown walls and floor. 

Purple cave opening. 

88. XLS of Batman at cave entrance, black bat with web hanging from it in 

foregroW1d. Orange and red-brown cave walls and floor. 
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